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In response to the concurrent resolution of the South Carolina 
General Assembly, H. 2777, May 5, 1977, this report examines the 
inadequacies of the existing system for producing infonnation relating 
to the delivezy of human services which is useful for oversight, planning 
and accotmtabili ty. It presents a plan for a statewide integrated 
infonnation system for human services which is designed to improve the 
efficiency, effectiveness and quality of the delivery of human services. 
•· 
The improvement is to be achieved in part, through providing comprehensive, 
accurate and timely infomation relating to the perfonnance of human 
services programs to the General Assembly. 
The report also elaborates the conditions and criteria necessary 




OBJECfiVES OF 1HE REPORT 
The goal of the report is to identify the weaknesses of the State's 
current information system for human services and present a plan for a 
statewide information system which will aid the General Assembly in dealing 
with these problems. The report does not attempt to blame any single 
State agency or program, or group of people for the problems that exist. 
The problems identified are cOOIIlOn aiOOng human service programs nation-
wide. They are attributable to many sources , but primarily they were 
caused by the rapid growth of Federally funded programs over the last decade. 
South Carolina's administrative structure, its fiscal system, and its 
managerial structures were ill prepared to handle efficiently the hundreds 
of millions of dollars wich suddenly began to pour into the State. 
The report points out that this rapid expansion in Federal funding has 
contributed to 1) a lack of coordination in planning for and the delivery 
of human services, 2) a decline in the accmmtability of agency management 
to the General Assembly, 3) a lack of coordination in the development of 
data processing support services for social programs, and 4) an erosion 
of the General Assembly's ability to carryout their duties in the general 
overview and nxmitoring of the activities of State Government. 
It is the opinion of the Audit Cotmcil that the absence of an ade-
quate information system for the General Assembly has contributed signifi-
cantly to each of these conditions. Further, i£ the State had an adequa:te 
human services information system, the General Assembly could address these 
problems more effectively. 
SOJPE OF 'mE REPORT 
Concurrent Resolution H.2777, directed the Audit Cotmcil to develop 
a plan for a "statewide integrated information system for human services." 
The resolution also specified certain areas for the Audit Council to 
examine in the course of developing the plan. In general, the thrust of 
the examination was to review weaknesses , inefficiencies, and other 
problems associated with the delivery of human services under the existing 
system. During this general review the adequacy of existing procedures 
for providing information to the General Assetl}bly wich could alert the 
membership to problems and aid them .in developing policies to deal with 
the problems was also examined. 
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It is clearly evident that the current._procedures for providing 
infonnation to the General· Assembly about htDDan services are incomplete, 
lack continuity, and are generally inadequate for State-level decision-
making. As was stated in the introduction to the first report to the 
General Assembly tmder the Fiscal Accountability Act: 
Millions of tax dollars are spent amrually on the 
capture, transmission, processing, and storage of 
voluminous quanti ties of data. In spite of the 
State's large investment in data processing re-
sources, virtually none of this data is transfonned 
into concise s1Jll1Dary information that is useful to 
the General Assembly for oversight, evaluation, 
public accountability, and planning purposes. 
1his statement is doubly applicable in the area of human services and 
it also applies to non-automated data collection activities. Therefore, 
the discussions which follow are intended to be straight-forward analytical 
statements which identify and criticize the failure of existing procedures 
to generate infonnation useful to the General Assembly. The plan and its 
accompanying reCODmeildations are intended to aid in correcting this condi-
tion. 
ME'IHOOOLOGY 
In preparing this report the staff of the Audit Council reviewed a 
variety of infonnation systems in other States, in the Federal Government, 
and within South Carolina. M.micipal, county and regional systems within 
states were also examined. 
Interviews were conducted with persotmel from the Federal Government, 
other States, and South Carolina in both the public and private sectors. 
A one day workshop was held for approximately 75 participants to discuss 
the optimal design for a statewide plan for an integrated information system 
for hunan services. Participants were invited from 34 State agencies. They 
included administrators, academicians, financial management officers, data 
processing directors, social services program administrators, reseach analysts , 
and staff from Legislative cOIIIDittees and the State Reorganization Commission. 
After the workshop, participants continued to provide an abundance of follow-
up conmentazy. 
The State Reorganization Comnission' s subcOIIIDi ttee on Infonnation and 
Paperwork and the subcOJIIDittee on Education, Health, and Welfare have pro-
vided helpful input. Discussions were held also with the Co.q>troller General 
and the State Auditor. The Division of Computer Systems Management has 
been particularly helpful in supplying both data and technical advice. 
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ORGANIZATION OF 1llE REPORT 
The organization of this report is intended to 1) emphasize 
the inadequacies in the current systems for providing htunan services 
information to the General Assembly, 2) outline the ideal attributes 
for a statewide information system for human services, 3) define the 
conditions which the Audit Council feels are necessary for success-
ful implementation of a statewide information system, 4) present an 
implementation schedule for the plan containing cost estimates, and 
5) present a plan for an optimum statewide integrated information 
system for human services. 
Olapter Lis an introduction which provides a definition of 
htunan services. Chapter II discusses the inadequacies of the e~sting 
system and presents the analysis of the six areas cited in the 
Resolution to be examined by the Audit Council.. Chapter III dis-
cusses the uses of information systems, the preconditions necessary 
for their successful implementation, and contains an overview of the 
implementation schedule with points to be considered for inclusion 
in the enabling legislation. Chapter IV contains the detailed 
implementation schedule, a detailed discussion of estimated costs, 
and the detailed plan for a centralized statewide integrated infor-
mation system for human services. Chapter V concludes the report 
with a stmna.ry of reccmnendations and a review of the major obstacles 
to successful implementation. 
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OfAPI'ER I 
INfRODUCriON AND DEFINITIONS 
The concurrent resolution (see Appendix 1) states that the General 
Assembly is aware of the existence of several problems related to the 
delivery of human services. The resolution directs the Audit Council to 
examine these problems and develop a plan for a centralized statewide 
integrated information system for hunan services. This chapter contains 
an explanation of the definition of human services used by the Audit 
Council and discusses its application to State agencies in South Carolina. 
DEFINITION OF ffi.NAN SERVICES 
There are many useful ways to define human services. The Audit 
Council's task has been to develop an operational definition of human 
services that fits the intent of the resolution. Usually, human ser-
vices definitions are developed fran an effort to'place the entire tar-
get population into categories of needs. This was the approach selected 
by the Cotmcil of State Governments (CSG) after a two-year study, Human 
Services: A Framework for Decision-Making. (CSG; Lexington, Kentucky; 
1975; 45 pp.) The framework developed in the CSG report, which the 
Audit Council found to be mst u,seful, was used to define human services 
in South Carolina. 
The Cmmcil of State Governments (CSG) reported the following: 
One of the problems observed -dm-ing the 
two years has been the difficulty general-
purpose government officials have in 
~ tmderstanding and making decisions about 
the lruman services delivery system. This 
problem is exacerbated by the absence of 
a basis for camamication between these 
officials and the professionals who 
administer human service programs. 
The objective, then of this report 
is to describe a framework which can 
be utilized to establish cc:mrunication 
between general-purpose government 
officials and human service professionals, 
and to establish a basis for making the 
critical decisions which affect human 
services programs and the clients they 
serve. This proposed framework is only 
a tentative first step in meeting these 
objectives. Depending on needs and 
res_om-ces, a state or local government 




List 1 below provides the definitions of the thirteen categories of 
client services which were developed during the CSG study. 
LIST 1 
DESCRIPTION OF CLIENT GROUP CATEOORIES 
. Acutely Ill: The acutely ill person has a physical or mental problem requiring 
immediate curative treatment. The illness may be caused by a virus or some other 
external agent, the malfunction of various organs, or bodily damage caused by an 
accident. Such an illness is a condition that has lasted less than three months and has 
involved either medical attention or restricted activity. 
Alcoholic: An alcoholic is an individual with a condition characterized by 
preoccupation with alcohol and loss of control over its consumption such as to lead 
usually to intoxication. This condition ordinarily interferes with the person's total 
health, job, and family situation. 
Chronically Ill: The chronically ill person has a physical or mental illness, disease, or 
disability that requires coiltinuing care. Chronic illness comprises all impairments 
which have one or more of the following characteristics: are permanent,leave residual 
disability, require special training of the patient for rehabilitation, and may be 
expected to require a long period of supervision or observation. 
Drug Abuser: The drug abuser has a problem with drugs to the extent that i_t 
adversely affects his ability to perform in daily life. 
Handicapped: The handicapped person has a physical or mental impairment as the 
result of a birth defect, chronic disease, or accident. Such impairments may be 
neurologic in nature, such as blindness or paralysis. They may also be musculoskeletal 
disabilities such as those caused by amputation of a limb. 
Mentally Ill: The mentally ill individual has continuous or periodic episodes of 
depression, acute anxiety attacks, personality disorders. psychosis, or relationshiiJ 
disorders. 
Mentally Retarded: Mental retardation refers to significantly subaverage general 
intellectual functioning which exists concurrently with difficulty in adjusting to one's 
environment. It is generally manifested during the early childhood period. 
Neglected and Abused Child: The neglected or abused child is any child whose 
he,tlth .. md development are impaired or endangered for reasons of physical assault or 
4 failure to provide adequate care and protection. The child is under legal age (18 in 
most States), and is dependent upon others for support and protection. 
Public Offender: The public offender is an individual who has a criminal record and 
is of legal-age (18 in most States). 
Poor: The individual is considered poor if he has basic needs that cannot be met by 
his available· resources. 
Retired and Aged: The aged man and retired group includes all persons over 65 and 
those under 65 who have retired. 
Troubled Youth: The troubled youth is an individual who is under the age of 18and 
has become involved with the juvenile justice system. This involvement may have 
resulted in a formal charge of misconduct and legal adjudication in the caurts or the 
informal disposition of the charge based on a consideration of the juvenile's 
background and personal needs. 
Unemployed: The unemployed individual has needed skills or the capacity to 
acquire needed skills but is unable to find suitable employment. 
These client group categories also represent a comprehensive 
listing of hlDD3ll problems. At some point in their lives, a large 
portion of the public will need help in dealing with one or mre 
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of these problem areas. The government provides support and assistance 
to those individuals who do not possess the independent means to resolve 
their problems. However, the individual, or an authorized representative, 
must apply for the Government's aid. The Government then verifies the 
need of the individual. Subject to the verification process, the 
government will provide service(s) to alleviate the problem. 
These steps in the human services delivery process provide a basis 
for a broad definition of human services agencies. A human service 
agency can be defined as one that delivers services in one or mre of 
the thirteen categories and is also involved in the receipt of applica-
tions and verification of needs. The Audit Council has fotmd eighteen 
State agenci~ (see Table 1, p. 9) which possess all three of these charac-
teristics. Two other agencies and one program may be included if the 
General Assembly chooses to make an exception to the definition. 
If this definition is 'Strictly applied, however, two of the 
agencies, Department of Corrections and the Probation, Pardon and Parole 
Board, may be deleted because they are part of the criminal justice or 
"public offender" category. These clients seldom apply for the ser-
vices they are receiving from the State but are CODIIlitted to them 
--
by the courts or are referred into the services through some court related 
procedme. The Department of Youth Services and the Department of 
Juvenile Placement and Aftercare also possibly could be deleted from the 
proposed systems for this reason. However, they could be included 
because their clients cane tmder the category of 'Pfroubled Youth." This 
decision could result in deleting the client category "Public Offender" 
from the operational definition of human services. 
The Employment Security Commission and the CETA program, which is 
administered by the Division of Administration, could also be deleted 
from the list of twenty-one human services agencies because much of their 
activity is handled through political subdivisions. Further, the adminis-
tration of both programs is influenced through heavy direct involvement 
of the Federal Government. 
The inclusion of all o£ these agencies in an integrated information 
system will facilitate client tracking and improve the ability to evaluate 
the overall adequacy of the State's services to those in need. Client• 
tracking is essential in those human services programs where the goal is 
to upgrade the client's capabilities and thus get clients out of the system. 
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The Council of State Governments concluded that "The effects of long-
tem tmemployment most probably contribute to the problems associated with 
other target groups, such as the poor, troubled youth, public offenders, 
and the mentally ill" (p.28, CSG, ibid.) This should be considered with 
respect to the inclusion of the Employment Security Commission and the 
CETA program in a statewide information system. 
A1 though the phase- in schedule in Chapter 3 includes all twenty-
one activities, Table 2 (p. 10) displays some alternatives to a total 
involvement by each of the twenty-one. It is not intended to be an 
exhaustive list of viable options. The twenty-one agencies in Table 1 
(p. 11) are used throughout this paper as examples. It should be em-
phasized that the final decision regarding the agencies to be included 
should be made by the General Assembly. 
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TABLE 1 
HUMAN SERVICES AGENCIES 
1. Advisory Board for Review of Foster Care of Children 
2. Aging, Conmi.ssion on 
3. Alcohol and Drug Abuse, Camnission on 
4. Blind, Conmission for the 
5. Children's Bureau 
6. Corrections, Department of 
7. Deaf and Blind, School for the 
8. Employment Security CoJmnjssion 
9. Governor's Office: Division of Administration, CETA Program 
10. Health and Environmental Control, Department of 
11. Higher Education, Tuition Grants Conmittee 
12. Jolm De La Howe School 
13. Juvenile Placement and Aftercare, Department of 
14. Mental Health, Department of 
15. Mental Retardation, Department of 
16. Opportunity School, Wil Lou. Gray 
17. Probation, Pardon and Parole Board 
18. Social Services, Department of 
19. Veterans Affairs, Department of 
20. Vocational Rehabilitation, Department of 







1. Advisory Board for Review of 
Foster Care of Children 
2. Aging, Commission on 
3. Alcohol & Drug Abuse, Comm. on 
4. Blind, Commission for the 
5. Children's Bureau 
6. Corrections, Department of 
7. Deaf & Blind, School for the 
8. Employment Security Commission 
9. OOA: CETA 
10. Health & Environmental Control, 
Department of 
ll. Higher Education, Tuition 
Grants Committee 
12. John De La Howe School 
13. Juvenile Placement and 
Aftercare~ Department of 
14. Mental Health, Department of 
15. Mental Retardation, Dept. of 
16. Opportwity School, Wil Lou Gray 
17. Probation, Parole & Pardon Bd. 
18. Social Services, Department of 
19. Veterans Affairs, Department of 
20. Vocational Rehabilitation, 
Department of 
21. Youth Services, Department of 
TABLE 2 
OPfiOOAL GROUPINGS OF HUMAN SERVICES AGENCIES 
~tion B Modi~ed: PUblic 
Offender Category Deleted 
· 1. Advisory Board for Review of 
Foster Care of Children 
2. Aging, COIIIIli.ssion on 
3. Alcohol & Drug Abuse, COJIID. on 
4. Blind, Commission for the 
5. Children's Bureau 
6. Deaf & Blind,. School for the 
7. Employment Security Commission 
8. OOA: CETA 
9. Health & Environmental Control, 
Department of 
10. Higher Education, Tuition 
Grants COIIIIli.ttee 
11. John De La Howe School 
12. Juvenile Placement and 
Aftercare, Department of 
13. Mental Health, Department of 
14. Mental Retardation, Dept. of 
15. Opportunity School, Wil Lou Gray 
16. Social Services, Department of 
17. Veterans Affairs, Department of 
18. Vocational Rehabilitation, 
Department of 
19. Youth Services, Department of 
~tion C 
Modifi : · tbiemployed 
Category Deleted 
1. Advisory Board for Review of 
Foster Care of Children 
2. Aging, Commission on 
3. Alcohol & Drug Abuse, Comm. on 
4. Blind, Commission for the 
5. Children's Bureau 
6. Corrections, Department of 
7. Deaf & Blind, School for the 
8. Health & Environmental Control, 
Department of 
9. Higher Education, Tuition 
Grants Committee 
10. John De La Howe School 
11. Juvenile Placement and 
Aftercare, Department of 
12. Mental Health, Department of 
13. Mental Retardation, Dept. of 
14. Opportunity School, Wil Lou Gray 
15. Probation, Parole & Pardon Bd. 
16. Social Services, Department of 
17. Veterans Affairs, Department of 
18. Vocational Rehabilitation, 
Department of 
19. Youth Services, Department of 
QEtion D 
tblif.ied: PublicOffende:r., Unemployed 
and Selected Education 
Related Categories Deleted 
1. Advisory Board for Review of 
Foster Care of Children 
2. Aging, Commission on 
3. Alcohol & Drug Abuse, COJIID. on 
4. Blind, Commission for the 
5. Children's Bureau 
6. Deaf & Blind, School for the 
7. flealth & Environmental Control, 
Department of 
8. Juvenile Placement m1d Aftercare, 
Department of 
9. Mental Health, Department of 
10. Mental Retardation, Department of 
11. Social Services, Department of· 
12. Veterans Affairs, Department of 
13. Youth Services, Department of 
CHAPI'ER II 
EXAMINATION OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 
A major part of the resolution was the directive to examine 
six specific areas involving human services delivery and the current 
management of human services information resources. This chapter 
discusses each of these points in order with the exception that the 
first· area "information utilized by other states" is reviewed at the 
end of the chapter. 
INI'RODUCIION 
The Budget and Control Board was created in 1950. Other than 
sane increase in size, its management stnleture has not changed 
significantly. However, there has been dramatic increase in the 
number, size and complexity of prognms. and agencies in State 
Govermnent since the fonnation of the Board. ·The growth :in the 
State budget and the growth in the Federal share of it should be 
adequate indication that administrative and management problems have 
accompanied the expansion of government. In FY S0-51 the total 
budgetary expenditures for the State were $134.4 million. Only 
$28.3 million came fran Federal funds. In FY 76-77 the total State 
• 
budget was approximately $2.2 billion and approximately $717.8 million 
of this amount was Federal funds. This represents an :increase of 
over 1,500% in total budget and over a 2,500% increase in the Federal 
share. 
This rapid growth rate in State Government size reflects the 
State's successful caumitment to industrial and economic development. 
It also reflects the camnitment of both Federal and State Government 
to expand efforts to meet the needs 'of citizens, particularly in the 
area of hunan services. At the same time the public has increased 
·its demands on Legislatures to maintain effective oversight over 
these activities. These new and complex responsibilities have raised 
many new issues and problems in the management of information resources 
for Legislatures. The effectiveness of any large, complex organization 
is related to its ability to operate in an efficient and economical 
manner.. Before the General Assembly can ensure that State Government 
is operating efficiently and effectively, it must receive timely and 
accurate information about the operations of State Govermnent. 
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OOES TiiE Par:ENTIAL FOR FRAUD AND 01HER ILLEGAL 
OR UNETHICAL PRACTICES EXIST UNDER TiiE CURRENT SYSTEM? 
South Carolina currently does not possess information systems, 
management structures or adequate fraud and abuse detection 
mechanisms to detennine the level of fraud and abuse that exists in 
the State's human services delivery programs. The State's management 
structures and infonnation producing systems have not adjusted ade-
quately to meet the demands for oversight related to the enormous 
growth in human services programs. For example, the South Carolina 
Department of Social Services is currently the only State human 
services agency possessing a unit specifically assigned to detection 
and prevention of fraud and abuse. The scope of its work is too 
l:i:m:i ted for adequate protection of public funds • 
The Department of Social Services and the. Department of Health 
and Environmental Control are responsible for administering major 
portions of the funds allocated to human services. The canbined 
budgets of these two agencies for FY 76-77 totaled $503.2 million. 
This was 63.8% of the total funds allocated to h1.1113Jl services in 
South Carolina for FY 76-77 {see Table 3, p. 46) and it is 22.8% of the 
total $2.2 billion State budget for FY 76-77. 
Because of the size of the funds involved and their vulnera-
bility to fraud and abuse, and because of the Audit Council's 
experiences in reviewing the management of the Medicaid program, 
the review of the potential for fraud and abuse focuses heavily on 
these two agencies. However., Department of Social Services has sole 
responsibility for administration of the Medicaid program in. South 
Carolina. 
The Department of Health, Education and Welfare {HEW) estimated 
in 1976 that nationally, 5% of the Medicaid expenditures were either 
fraudulent or went to ineligible cases. If a 5% figm-e were used in 
South Carolina, illegal or fraudulent expenditures in Medicaid alone 
could exceed $5 million per year. 
Based on new documentation, HEW since has raised its estimate 
of fraudulent or illegal Medicaid. expenditures fran $1. S billion to 
$2 billion annually nationwide. South Carolina's current system for 
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identifying and referring cases of suspected fraud in human services 
is so weak that reliable estimates of losses cannot be made. For 
example, ii}. just two of the programs administered by DSS, Title XX and 
, 
Title XIX, the Fraud and Abuse Division estimates that there are 
three cases· of fraud and abuse that go undetected for each case that 
is reported from the county DSS offices. 
A fuller discussion of the State's deficiencies ~ the detection 
of fraud and abuse in the Medicaid program can be found in the 
January 1977 audit report, Management Audit of South Carolina 
Department of Social Services Medicaid Program.. 
Recently HEW carried out an ambitious project which involved 
the use of COJJi'Uters in reviewing 250 million bills submitted for 
Medicaid reimbursement during 1976. Forty-seven thousand of these 
bills were flagged as suspicious. HEW then initiated the investi-
gation of the 2, 500 JOOSt suspicious cases, SO in each state. 
Subsequent review of the HEW computer programs revealed a 
nunber of discrepancies, however. One type of distortion arose fran 
the high frequency of billing that goes to several physicians through 
a clinic where only one physician's license number is used in the 
billing proc~e. According to the South Carolina Medical Association, 
HEW has since acknowledged a distortion in the initial estimate of 
the level of fraud and abuse among physicians and druggists •. When 
doing so, HEW attributed excessive costs to bad management in Medicaid 
at the State level. 
This incident emphasizes two points. First, due to the size 
of Medicaid, the potential for:. fraud and abuse to occur and its 
potential impact on the taxpayer is staggering. Second, even if a 
management information system and its fraud and abuse detection 
proc~es are aided by sophisticated computer teclmology t.mless it 
is extremely well managed, its effectiveness will be limited. 
A serious problem recently brought to light by the South Carolina 
Medical Care Foundation (Scx:F) provides a good example of a properly 
used management information system. Their reeently implemented system 
is dedicated to assessing the quality of care patients receive through 
Medicaid and Medicare and reviewing institutional utilization involving 
both hospitals and nursing homes. 
The problem is the wasteful method through which the drugs needed 
by nursing home patients are acquired in many nursing homes. The 
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current practice encomages a "patient-to-phannacist" relationship 
in acquiring prescription drugs rather than encouraging bulk pur-
chasing. Prescriptions are renewed every 30 days. The pharmacist 
receives $1.90 for each prescription renewal. Prescriptions often 
incluie such medicines as aspirin and Milk of Magnesia. The expense 
is comp01.mded by the physicians' attempts to transfer as much of the 
cost as possible to the Medicaid and Medicare programs. The physicians 
tend to include in the prescriptions any medicines that their nursing 
home patients might need in order to ensure their inmediate availa-
bility for the patients. 
The full extent of this. practice is not yet known because not 
all of the nursing hanes have been reviewed. However, the officials 
indicated that sufficient evidenc.::e has already been accumulated to 
establish this problem as a trend among nursing homes. 
The solution they recoumended is to insist on the establishment 
of ''nursing home-to-phatmacy" bulk purchasing relationships in the 
acquisition of selected prescription medicines. Officials from 
SCM:F further stated that they were unable to obtain a statutory 
reference from DSS which explained why DSS encourages this wasteful 
practice. 
One of the· DI)St effective aids in prevention and detection of 
fraud and abuse is a l.Dlique identifier number for each client which 
could be used consistently across all client records in programs 
where the client receives services . The Audit Council fomd 
J~.o situations where a unique identifier is used across programs in 
human services in South Carolina. Interviews with the staff involved 
with implementing the Title XX canputerized records systems and the 
Medicaid Management InfoTmation System (MIS) , indicate that even 
these two systems, administered within the same agency, do not have 
provisions for a l.Dlique identifier CODIIlOil to both programs for each 
client who receives services under both programs. 
In addition, among other State programs where client identifica-
tion m.unbers or case pJanagement m.unbers are assigned, the client data 
files and/or numbers are seldom shared or accessed across agency or 
program lines. 
It has not been detennined to what extent the absence of a mique 
identifier enhances the potential for fraud and abuse but it 
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significantly inhibits detection and prevention efforts. The use of 
a tmique identifier would aid in reducing the Fraud and Abuse Division's 
estimate of three cases of fraud and abuse that go tmdetected for each 
case that is reported from the cotmty DSS offices. 
The tmique identifier can facilitate efficient client-tracking 
_ and incisive analysis of patterns of services received, and permits 
application of a variety of methodologies useful in fraud detection. 
Properly used it also can greatly facilitate planning and budgeting 
i 
for program development and program perfonnance evaluation. It also 
can cause a significant reduction in the duplication, delay, and 
the "red-tape" clients JIBlSt go through in applying for services under 
different programs. 
The potential for fraud and abuse by providers, in other programs 
as well as in Medicaid, also has been addressed critically in recent 
audit reports· at the Federal and State leveL There are many types 
of providers, incltding cODJDerC.ial vendors. The potential types of 
fraud and abuse that may occur among providers of services have to 
do with (a) overbilling; (b) billing .for services never received; 
(c) duplicate billing; (d) referral of clients from one provider to 
another unnecessarily with ·subsequent inflation of costs associated 
with a service or treatment; and (e) providing services or treatment 
of questionable necessity. 
The potential for fraud and abuse by providers also was 
addressed critically in the Janamy 1977 audit report on the Medicaid 
program's management. The Audit Council concludes that the extent 
to which fraud and abuse actually occurs in the areas cited above in 
South Carolina is impossible to determine because of the inadequacy 
of existing procedures, policies, and detection mechanisms. 
In evaluating these conditions the most important criteria is 
that responsible management of public funds requires that effective 
mechanisms and procedures for the detection and prosecution of fratd 
and abuse be established. Inadequate measures for the detection of 
fratd and abuse can result in significant waste of public funds, 
inhibit the delivery of adequate services to those genuinely in need, 
and undermine public confidence in the ability of elected officials 
to adequately monitor the expenditure of public funds. 
There are also hidden costs and non-quantifiable costs associated 
with fraud and abuse in the area of human services. For example, the 
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rising cost of lumJan services' delivery has lead inevitably toward 
requests to increase appropriations which ultimately raise costs to 
citizens. Recent widespread scandals involving fraud and abuse 
among professionals in health care fields have established for many 
citizens a kind of stigma or suspicion toward these professions which 
is har.mful to professional pride and morale. Some recent commentaries 
have suggested that this atmosphere is harmful to the trust, confi-
dence and respect that has traditionally characterized the relation-
ship between patients and health care professionals. 
When interviewed, officials from the South Carolina Medical 
Association (S04A) and the Medical Care Foundation confirmed the 
concern of the medical cOIIIIJ.Uility over these problems. They also 
expressed concern· over the rapidly rising costs of health care and 
the impediments to efficient delivery posed by the red tape associated 
with Medicaid and Medicare. 
It is obvious that the State's capabilities in the detection of 
fraud and abuse in human services must be expanded in order to remedy 
the problems caused by the inadequacies of the current system. This 
expansion can be accomplished in several steps. 
First, the State should have an adequate information system for 
human services, which includes a tmique client identifier. Chapter 
IV presents the detailed plan for a statewide integrated information 
system for human services.· 
The Medical Care Foundation has already implemented sophisticated 
computer-based programs related to evaluation of the quality of care 
patients receive under Medicare and Medicaid. Associated with this 
system, the SOfA carries out a peer review of the claims submitted 
under Medicare. They have proposed that Medicaid be included in this 
process. The review process carried out by S04:F focuses on the 
appropriateness of utilization of hospitals and nursing homes and 
on the quality of patient care under Medicaid and Medicare. 
The officials fran both SCMA and SOCF indicated that the 
medical comnunity would support the concept of a statewide infonna-
tion system for human services. They further indicated that 
confidence in the State's ability to handle analysis of medical 
services providers would be enhanced appreciably if the SOCF· were 
allowed to represent the interests of the medical cOJIIIlLU'li. ty in the 
system. 
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In addition, a staff dedicated to detection and prosecution of 
fraud and abuse across all appropriate human services could be 
developed. The activities of the staff must be cost effective, meaning 
that there should be heavy emphasis on ~ecovery of :ftmds and on develop-
ment of measures which aid in deterring fraud and abuse. 
With the implementation of the information system, the General 
Assembly also should develop legislation which deals specifically 
with both provider and recipient fraud and abuse in human services 
programs. The implementation of measures such as the unique identi-
fier number for clients can aid significantly. 
Further, it is reccmmended that procedUres for regularly 
reporting to_ the General Assembly on the status of fraud and abuse 
in human services and its detection be established. It could be 
included as a caoponent of the full-scale plan for a statewide inte-
grated information ,system for hUDall services which will be presented 
in Olapter IV. 
South Carolina currently does not possess information systems, 
management structures or adequate detection mechanisms to determine 
the level of fraud and abuse that exists in the State's human ser-
vices programs. 
The cause of this condition is attributable primarily to the 
rapid growth rate in programs, fragmented control, lack of legis-
lation dealing with provider and recipient fraud and abuse, failure 
to establish adequate mechanisms for the detection and prosecution 
of fraud and abuse, and in sane cases, inept management. 
Responsible management demands that the State have adequate 
protection from the possible loss or waste of public funds through 
fraud or other illegal or. unethical practices. 
The effect of not having adequate protection in human services 
programs against fraud a.ru:1 abuse is that public funds can be wasted 
irretrievably, the availability of services and funds for those 
genuinely in need may be limited, and public confidence in the 
ability of elected officials to maintain adequate oversight over the 
State's resources can be damaged severely. 
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In order to deal with these problems, the State's capabilities 
in the detection of fraud and abuse must be expanded. This can 
be done through several measures. Legislation dealing with fraud 
and abuse among providers and recipients in human services programs 
should be developed. An adequate staff for detection and prose-
cution of fraud and abuse in human services should be developed. 
Control measures such as the unique identifier number for each 
client should be implemented. An adequate human services infonna-
tion system with the attributes described in Chapter III and 
Chapter IV should be implemented. 
Finally, it is reCODIIlended that procedures for regularly 
reporting to the General Assembly on the status of fraud and abuse 
in human services and its detection should be established. 
IS TiiERE POI'ENI'IAL FOR 'REDUCING THE COST OF AIMINISTERING 
SERVICES TiiROUGi niE USE OF A CENTRALIZED INFORMATION SYSTFM? 
This is possibly the most speculative and difficult aspect of 
the resolution. There are basically two types of cost elements to 
be considered. The first type is made up of those elements related 
to the financial management of an agency and its programs. The second 
type is comprised of the data needs associated with the delivery of 
services through the programs. 
The cost elements where savings can be gained either through 
outright reduction or through increased cost effectiveness are in 
personnel, data processing, and in the amount of time involved in 
application, eligibility certification, and service delivery. 
Reduction in lDUlecessary duPlication in client, provider, and pro-
gram data files is also an area for savings. 
Automated data processing is a major cost element. Agencies 
and programs have proliferated and grown to huge size at a very rapid 
rate in the last deeade. Data processing capabilities have also 
expanded rapidly as a part of this process. There is a widespread 
and cODIJlendable trend among agency managers to develop sophisticated 
management infonnation systems (MIS) within their agencies. The· MIS 
concept usually centers around use of a computer because of its 
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ability to store and manipulate voluminous quantities of data with 
tremendous speed and efficiency. These data processing units serve 
both financial management and. program data needs in human services 
deli very. Several State agencies have already acquired independent 
data processing capabilities and others are moving in this direction. 
The State's Division of Computer Systems Management (CSM) has labored 
with difficulty in controlling and directing this trend. The 
Division has had virtually no success in compelling State agencies 
. 
to coordinate the acquisition of data processing capabilities. 
If an agency decides to expand an existing program or add. a 
new one, this is a policy decision over which CSM has no influence. 
Cs.t must honor the agency's request for adequate data processing 
capability to support the program. The Division does, however, verify 
that the agency has received fundi.ng for expansion of the program. 
The demand then DDJSt be satisfied from the State's existing computer 
resources or CSM must negotiate the best possible contract for 
acquiring the necessary equipment or system. 
It is clear that the failure to coordinate utilization of data 
processing as an infonuation resource is already a major problem and 
it is growing. 
Table 3, (p •. ~6) lists the 21 agencies that are defined aS South Carolina 
human services agencies. The table shows the total budgets of these 
agencies and their data processing expenditm'es including salaries. 
By definition, since they are designated as hu:Dan services agencies, 
we can say that the total of FY 76-77 budgets, $787,704,514, is the 
total annual cost associated with human services in South Carolina. 
This is approximately 35.8\ of the $2.2 billion total State budget 
for FY 76-77. This can be considered a conservative estimate because 
sane agencies, as footnoted, are renting some form of data processing 
services from computer facilities operated by the State which are paid 
for by other sources of funds available in the State. 
Diagram 1, (p. 47) is a simple map displaying the location of the State's 
fifteen major computer facilities with a listing of which hunan ser-
vices agencies they support. There are now basically three types of 
canputer centers which support human services. One type is the uni-
varsities' computer facilities. The second type is the Division of 
General Services which provides data processing support to external 
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users some of whom are h1.Dlla:!l services agencies. The third type is 
the human services agency with its own computer capability which may 
also support other human services agencies. Twelve of the twenty-
one human services agencies currently have constant access to computer 
support. The connections are shown in Table 4, (p. 48). Two ·of the 
twenty-one human services agencies have recently submitted requests for 
either major acquisition of new data processing resources or major 
exoansion of their existing capa~ilities. 
For a variety of reasons, the universities have been asked to 
take on an increasing amotmt of data processing work that more 
appropriately belongs in a production environment. The difficulties 
of this trend are increasing for both the universities and their 
external computer users. 
A canputer-based statewide information system of the scope 
envisioned in the· resolution DDJSt be supported by a data processing 
service center which is totally dedicated to a ''production" environ-
ment as opposed to an "academic" or "instructional" environment. 
The. Division of General Services is the data processing service 
center for South Carolina. There. has been almost total agreement 
among all who were interviewed that computer facilities at tmiversities 
should support only the following activities: 1) instructional pur-
poses; 2) research; 3) administrative support only for institutions 
of higher learning; 4) scientific and tedmical work that demands 
rare and sophisticated types of data processing support; 5) some 
design, developnent and testing of software and systems for use in 
gove1'1111lental operations; and 6) relatively small tasks such as the 
operations of Legislative Information Systems. 
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In the context of State-level analysis the current procedures 
for generation of human services information are inadequate, frag-
mented, non-uniform, urmecessarily duplicative and tmeconomical. 
In addition, the tmfortunate impact of the trend to develop independent 
data processing capabilities is 1) to increase fragmentation; 2) to 
cause further decline in accOtmtability and control; 3) to cause 
increased lack of coordination and uniformity in procedures, reporting 
and planning related to all programs, (including human services pro-
grams) and agency management; and 4) to cause costly and urmecessary 
duplication in data processing resources. 
Immediate steps can be taken to address a portion of these 
problems. 
It is the opinion of the Audit Council that cost effectiveness 
of ftmds expended for data processing· in the human services area can 
be raised significantly through increased centralization and coordi-
nation in the storage and processing of data on clients, providers 
and programs. Table 5, (p. 49) will illustrate where efficiencies 
can be gained. 
The thirteen columns represent the thirteen general categories 
of human problems or services as a reflection of target populations. 
These are the same categories that were explained in Ol.apter 1. 
The categories provide a useful framework for discussion of human 
services in South Carolina because they correspond closely to the 
current organization of the State's human services agencies. Each 
category has at least one State agency which defines that category 
as containing the agency's primary target population. 
The rows are for the twenty-one human services agencies. 
Looking across each agency's row an (X) indicates the target 
population or category of human problems which is the primary focus 
of that agency. The slash mark (/) in a row indicates the other 
categories of services for which each agency's primary target popu-
lation may be eligible. 
The importance and usefulness of a centralized client file is 
emphasized through simple analysis of the column and row totals and 
percentages. 
Note that in the 10 agencies (rows) where only one (X) appears, 
5 of the 10 also show with the (/) 's that a given portion of the 
agencies' target population could theor~tically be eligible for over 
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half of the remaining twelve types of services. Where a row contains 
more than one (X) the percentage of multiple eligibility will increase 
because all but one of the (X) 1 s will count as an addi tiona! service 
for which a given primary target client may also be eligible. 
A similar analysis of the column totals further indicates the 
potential utility of a central client records system. Theoretically, 
for each type of human problem category (columns), there should be 
only one or two agencies whose primary task is to deal with this 
problem. In order to adequately meet the needs of a client, most 
human services agencies must develop a fairly comprehensive informa-
tion file on each client. CUITently, that client 1 s file may or 
may not reflect that additional services are received from another 
agency. In the absence of statewide data collection standards in 
this area and no centralized coordinating authority, agencies are 
reluctant to rely upon client-related records-keeping carried on by 
other agencies. Therefore, each agency maintains client records 
in unique formats which tend to be so specialized it would be 
difficult to share the data across agencies. This means that it 
would b<! alloost impossible to use autanated procedures to perform 
· quantitative caoparative analysis or aggregate State level analysis. 
In a column where there appears only one (X) , Column 7 (Mentally 
Retarded) fo~ example, this indicates that there is only one primary 
service agency (SCIJ.R) for this type of human problem. The ntmlber 
of slashes (/) in the coll.DIDl indicates the nunber of other agencies 
from which SOJ.1R • s target population could also be receiving services 
or possibly could be eligible for services. 
Looking at the total rrumber of (/) 's in each column we can see 
that in 9 of the 13 categories of problems a portion of the clients 
may be eligible for or may be receiving services from at least 11, 
or 52. 4%, of the 21 human services agencies. 
If it were now possible to enter an aco.n"ate raw count of the 
clients into each of the cells in Table 5 it would be possible to 
answer :immediately many of the questions most frequently asked by 
legislators, planners, program evaluators and auditors. In dis-
cussions with agency staffs it was found that with few exceptions, 
there is Cln"rently only a limited ability within the agencies or 
within programs to provide this type of data. 
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Interviews with the Division of Research and Statistics indicated 
that under the existing procedures it would not be possible for their 
office to provide an accurate count for each of the cells in Table 6. 
They further indicated that such a capability would be a highly valuable 
tool for providing useful information to the General Assembly and to the 
Budget and Control Board. The current inability of the Legislature to 
have access to this type of data for State-level analysis is a serious 
deficiency in the State's information processing. 
ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
In analyzing the existing lnlman services information procedures 
to develop potential cost effective innovations, the Audit Council 
determined that not only the data processing applications associated 
with l:unnan services have to be reviewed, but also, the data processing 
applications in the fiscal management area had to be considered. 
This was necessary in order to ensure maximum efficiency and effective-
ness in the operation of the entire system. 
The Comptroller General is charged by law to maintain fiscal 
-
records for the State. Currently, the Comptroller maintains an 
autanated record of every fiscal transaction in a large nunber of 
the non-Lump SlDD State agencies. This means that at least two 
separate sets and in many cases identical sets of fiscal records are 
being maintained. The maintenance of duplicate accounting ledgers in 
State agencies constitutes an unnecessary and wasteful duplication. 
Through discussions with the Canptroller General and State 
Auditor it was indicated that when the State's new accounting system 
is installed, the State's financial management system will have the 
capability to provide all financial records necessary for all State 
agencies, excluding the institutions of higher learning. 
The Audit Council recanmends that the Comptroller General.' s Office 
asstme full responsibility for maintenance of the agency ledgers for 
which it currently has the necessary detail. The conversion would be 
phased in according to a schedule developed by the Comptroller's 
Office in consultation with the State Auditor. The Comptroller and 
the State Auditor DDJSt determine if it would be more cost effective 
to convert the bookkeeping procedures after the implementation of the 
new State accounting systan rather than before the new accounting 
system is implemented. 
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Each of the designated agencies will maintain only the docu-
mentation necessary for reconciliation with the monthly budget and 
expenditure status reports that will be furnished to them by the 
Comptroller's Office. The agencies' records-keeping procedures 
will be carried out in a unifor.m manner consistent with generally 
accepted accounting and fiscal management practices as prescribed by 
the Office of the State Auditor in consultation with the Comptroller 
General. 
After discussions with the State Auditor, the Comptroller General 
and the Division of Computer Systems Management, the Audit Council 
feels that this procedure 1) could reduce agency administrative 
costs; 2) would reduce unnecessary duplication in bookkeeping; 
3) would facilitate uniformity in fiscal records-keeping; 4) could 
enhance fiscal oversight and control; 5) would increase the level of 
accountability in agencies; 6) would aid significantly in containing 
the thrust among agencies to acquire independent data processing 
capabilities; 7) is within the existing data processing equipment 
/ 
capabilities of the Financial Data Processing Division that serves 
the Auditor• s Office, the Comptroller General's Office, and the 
Treasurer's Office; and 8) could be implemented economically with 
little delay:. 
--~-----
The centralization of certain bookkeeping activities in the 
Comptroller's Office could further reduce. administrative accounting 
costs within selected human services agencies. participating in the 
infor.mation system. Centralization of bookkeeping would complement 
the ftmctioning of the hunan services infor.mation system. The 
integrated information system would produce the type of program 
management infonnation needed by agency directors without each agency 
having to acquire its own canputer capability. This concept is dis-
cussed again in the detailed discussion of the full-scale plan for 
'• 
a statewide integrated information system for hunan services in 
Chapter IV. 
It should be understood that this procedure could be :implemented 
whether or not the General Assembly chooses to pursue the :implementa-
tion of a statewide integrated human services information system. 
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There is inadequate coordination in the development of 
agency service programs which have an impact on data processing 
requirements. There is a lack of interagency coordination in plan-
ning for acquisition and development of computer hardware and soft-
ware. Universities have been asked to take on an increasing amotmt 
of data processing work that more appropriately belongs in a produc-
tion environment. 
There is a general failUTe of the current system to generate 
statistical data about human services which is of maximum usefulness 
for policy analysis, program evaluation, pla:rming, and decision-making 
at the State-level. Related to this condition is the issue of the 
level of unnecessary duplication in client records and provider records 
which are stored across agencies. There is also unnecessary duplication 
in the maintenance of detailed accmmting records by many agencies. 
These tmdesirable conditions, were caused by the proliferation of 
agency programs and their growth without benefit of a central State plan-
ning or coordinating body. Their growth generally reflects the pattern of 
Federal ftm.ding, not of State plamrlng. Requirements for data processing 
support, as they arose, were chalmelled toward whatever existing computer . 
facilities were available that could support the need most economically. 
As the rate of demand outgrew the availability of the State's existing 
computer facilities, large agencies ~gan to· develop their own computer 
capability. As computer-based management systems were developing in the 
agencies, the State did not develop requirements for standardization in 
data. No policies were developed in the area of computer usage which 
mandated that State-level infoT.DJation needs be defined and then planned 
for and budgeted for as a management resOUTCe. 
In order for large complex organizations to operate efficiently 
and effectively, management at the policy level must have comprehensive, 
accurate information about the performance of the organization presented 
in a timely, economical, and usable marmer. 
The lack of interagency coordination in the development of service 
programs leads to tmcoordinated acquisition of computer hardware and 
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software, mmecessary duplication in the internal development of 
software, and fragmented utilization of the State's data processing 
resources. The expenditures for data processing will continue to 
rise with no significant improvement in meeting legislative needs 
for infonnation useful in oversight and no major improvement in the 
State's present inability to evaluate the performance of human 
services programs quickly and economically unless corrective measures 
are taken. 
Resolution of many of the tmdesirable conditions discussed above 
can be accomplished through implementation of the measures presented 
in Chapter III. In addition, the elimination of unnecessary duplication 
in the maintenance of accotmting records can be expedited through 
legislative direction. It is reconmended that legislation be 
enacted requiring all agencies to cooperate with the Comptroller 
General in eliminating unnecessary duplication in fiscal records-
keeping. 
WHAT IS 1HE DEGREE OF CLIENT SATISFACriON 
UNDER 1HE aJRRENT SYS'I'&t? 
Client impact analysis is considered to be a basic component of 
program performance evaluation. A May 1977 publication by the Urban 
Institute stated that "Sane may consider client satisfaction to be 
the major test ~f service delivery." 
In client analysis, services are analyzed and clients are sur-
veyed to detennine: (1) if client needs are being met; (2) what por-
tion of the eligible client population is receiving services; (3) if 
the clients themselves are satisfied with the services they receive; 
and ( 4) if the clients are satisfied with the way in which services 
are delivered. 
The Audit Council planned to review the studies of client impact 
analysis which had been conducted by the agencies responsible for the 
hunan services programs. This approach was thought to be comprehensive, 
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speedy and economical, and would also allow evaluation of the 
methodologies used by the agencies. 
Unfortunately, it was found that of the 21 agencies designated 
as human services agencies, 16 or 76 percent employed no means of 
measuring client satisfaction and of the 7 that did, only 2 conducted 
this type of analysis on a regular and comprehensive basis. Table 6 
' (p. SO) reflects the current status of client impact analysis efforts 
among South Carolina human services agencies. 
However, 6 of the 16 agencies expressed a need for such a survey 
within their agency. COllDilOn problems cited for not employing client 
satisfaction surveys incluQ.e: 1) lack of trained personnel; 2) ftmding 
problems; 3) nature of clients (mentally retarded) ; 4) validity 
problems; 5) nature of jurisdiction over client (client tracking 
after release from program is difficul t-J • 
In evaluating those seven agencies which do utilize surveys, the 
surveys were fotmcf to be extremely limited in nature. Only two of 
the seven agencies utilize one or more in-depth survey techniques 
performed at regular intervals on a meaningful sample size. The other 
five agencies 1 survey teclmiques were categorized as: 1) too limited 
in scope (only dealt with one specific program); 2) limited in size 
(too few qtiestions on client satisfaction); 3) not given at regular 
intervals; ~) infonnation received was not properly compiled and 
was not utilized in policy decisions. 
As with any infonnation on individual clients, the procedure used 
in assuring client satisfaction also JlllSt protect the privacy of the 
client and guarantee confidentiality of the infonnation each client 
provides. Also, clients must be assured that any infonnation they may 
provide Will have no bearing on an individual 1 s case or benefits and 
will not be entered into case management files. A consent fonn is a 
device ccmnonly used to help accomplish these goals. .Appendix 3 
displays a copy of a consent fonn used in Colorado which offers a 
useful model for South Carolina. 
In addition, in regard to client satisfaction, how can a centralized 
infonnation system serve to improve client satisfaction? First, if 
management at the policy-making level is in receipt of accurate program 
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performance infonnation~ it can initiate policies to improve the 
quality of service where needed. 
Of more inmediate impact on the client, a properly managed system 
can improve turnarotmd time on applications, expedite payments, reduce 
the number and frequency of forms to be filled out, and reduce the 
number of trips sane clients must make in applying for and receiving 
services. 
We can conclude that nineteen of the twenty-one htmlan service 
agencies interviewed either: 1) did not have any·vehicle for measuring 
client satisfaction, or Z) did not utilize studies to their fullest 
advantage. 
In terms of the resolution the Legislative Audit Comcil finds 
that the level of client satisfaction tmder the present system cannot 
be accurately indicated due to lack of client impact analysis programs 
in the majority of cases, and the limited range of most of those 
surveys employed. 
This conclusion points out that the Division of Research and 
Statistical Services must be considered as under-utilized by State 
human services agencies in the conduct of client impact analysis. The 
Division is the State agency designated to establish standards for 
these types of surveys and other data collection activities. Further, 
there are no systematic procedures for regular sunmary reporting to 
the General Assembly on the impact of human services programs on the 
quality of the lives of clients. 
Although, client impact analysis is a <;omponent of program per-
formance evaluation, comprehensive State-level approaches to evaluating 
the performance of social services programs have not previously been 
mandated in South Carolina. This has contributed to the current 
i.nadequancy in assessing program impacts. · If the quality of life of 
citizens in need is to be improved by providing human services programs, 
procedures to measure the. impact of the programs must be established. 
In the absence of client impact analyses, the effect will contim.le 
to be that the General Assembly cannot be assured that funds for human 
services programs are accomplishing their intended goals. 
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Recommendati~ns to deal with these conditions will be presented 
in Chapter III. It will discuss the details of implementing the 
information system. 
WHAT IS 1HE LEVEL OF ACCOUNTABILITY IN 1HE EXISTING SYSTFM? 
In the opinion of the Audit Cotmcil, agency accountability to 
the General Assembly for the perfor.mance of human services programs 
does not exist. This conclusion is based upon the following factors. 
(1) The limited human services program performance information 
which gets to the General Assembly is inconsistent, non-
tmifonn, and generally not canpa.rable to budgetary requests 
and appropriations. 
(2) The absence of any systematic way of measuring client satis-
faction in nineteen of the twenty-one human services agencies 
further precludes accountability to the public and to the 
client populations of those nineteen agencies. 
(3) Even with implementation of the Fiscal Accountability Act 
(Act 561) , it is virtually impossible under existing procedures 
to associate budgeting and expenditures with performance 
evaluation in human services programs. Although the Fiscal 
Accotmtability Act now provides expanded oversight and review 
of expenditures' activity, its capabilities for providing 
indicators of program performance have not yet been developed. 
( 4) There are no statewide standards and policies for unifonn col-
lection, analysis, and presentation of human services program 
performance data. 
(5) Human Services information whiah is available is neither 
independently collected not does it receive :independent 
evaluation prior to presentation. 
( 6) Agencies may receive funds from Federal and other sources which 
can have dramatic impact on their programs without prior 
Legislative or Executive Branch review. 
(7) South Carolina currently does not have a certified budget. 
Therefore, there is not sufficient fiscal detail available to 
hold agencies directly accountable for the expenditure of 
appropriated funds in the area of human services. 
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(8) Currently there is not sufficient professional staff to 
conduct analysis of the limited himum services data that 
is available. Even if human services infonnation producing 
mechanisms were present, it is doubtful that adequate analysis 
could be accomplished with existing Legislative and Executive 
Branch staff resources. 
(9) Generally, · in the human services programs in South Carolina 
there are no State established criteria or standards for pro-
gram perfomance. 
(10) The· current organizational and management structure of the 
State is not supportive of the concept of centralized, state 
level evaluation and oversight. Existing administrative 
mechanisms also do not provide sufficient strength for cen-
tralized. management or oversight. Although the political 
enviromnent is changing, it is not yet supportive of a genuinely 
centralized strong administrative entity which practices finn 
oversight and compliance enforcement. 
Under the existing system agency managers are more directly accountable 
to boards and carmissions than they are to the Executive Branch or to 
the General Assembly. 
Generally, the boards and carmissions possess no professional staff, 
usually meet less than JOOnthly, and are made up of mpaid citizen members 
who are appointed fran a variety of sources. Seldan are there any 
statutory requirements fOr specific professional qualifications or 
experience for board membership. Neve~ less, many of the boards 
and caomissions have representatives who are higiUy respected and 
experienced professionals. However, the infrequency of meetings, the 
lack of an independent staff, and the lack of independent, objective 
l 
performance infomation, simply does not allow them adequate resources 
for properly overseeing each agency's administration. 
An agency director potentially can be placed in the awkward situation 
of having to satisfy multiple and conflicting perfonnance demands from 
the agency's board, the BUdget and Control Board, and the Legislature. 
Furthermore, since the General Assembly is not in session all year, it 
carmot maintain continuity in its oversight. The Assembly also does not 
possess an independent professionally staffed budget review office which 
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would be a logical place for the results of program performance analyses 
to be submitted to achieve continuity in oversight. 
Historically in South Carolina, the Governor's Office has not been 
granted the authority by the Legislature to effectively manage large 
complex statewide human services programs. This circumstance does not 
appear likely to change soon. 
Since the State does not have uniformly prescribed standards, 
goals, and definitions related to the concept of accountability, it 
is difficult to assess. However, there .are indicators which, when 
viewed collectively, ~further warn that there are serious prob-
lems· in this area. Audit reports from the State Auditor's 
Office in recent years and the January 1977 Legislative Audit Cotmcil 's 
review of the management of the Medicaid program revealed significant 
problems in the Department of Social Services' ability to administer 
programs efficiently, effectively and in accordance with the intentions 
and the priorities of the General Assembly. In May 1977, the 
Legislative Audit Cotmcil 's report, A Study of the Impact of Federal 
and Other Ftmding on Legislative Oversight, revealed major weaknesses 
in the State's existing fiscal system which interfered with and seri-
ously weakened legislative oversight. The impact of varying interpre-
tations of fiscal policies coupled with the weaknesses in the budgetary 
process lead to ''numerous examples where the Legislature's authority 
had been circumvented and State Government in South Carolina had been 
expanded in non-legislated directions" (p. 7). 
Of the ninety agencies reviewed, eight were selected for detailed 
review because of their size and their reliance on multiple sources of 
:ftmds. The various fiscal problems which were the subject of the report 
all are related to the concept of "accountability." These problems, 
for the most part, were considered "systemic" problems. That is, 
they resulted from weaknesses in the State's budgetary process. Com-
potmding the problems are inadequate fiscal policies which create 
difficulties, confusion, and mistmderstanding for the agencies as well 
as for decision-makers at the State-level. The problems appeared in 
varying degrees in each of the eight agencies examined in detail. All 
eight of these are human services agencies. 
The inadequacies in human services infonnation procedures limit 
the opporttmi ties for State -level policy-makers in the General Assembly 
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and the Executive Branch to be made aware of problems in the ht.:unan ser· 
vices area. At the point when the General Assembly is finally made aware 
of a problem through independent sources such as audit reports, action by 
the General Assembly to hold agencies accountable for their short·camings 
is inhibited by the system of boards and conmissions. In general, 
the boards and commissions serve to effectively insulate the agencies 
from direct accoU:ntabili ty. 
It should be emphasized that these comments are a critique of 
,/ 
faults with the existing system which inhibit accountability.. The 
c011111ents should in no way be interpreted as aspersions upon the · 
dedication, integrity, and public spiritedness of the individuals 
who serve the State through membership on a board or camnission. 
Agency accountability to the General Assembly for the perfor-
mance of human services programs does not exist. 
A major cause of this condition is that the State does not 
have a comprehensive policy requiring systematic evaluations of 
the perfonnance of huma.n services programs and has __ no centralized 
human service information system for providing infonna.tion to the 
General Assembly and the Executive Branch. 
If the needs of citizens are to be met adequately and efficiently 
and as economically as possible, the State DllSt have mechanisms and 
procedures for evaluating performance criteria in programs which 
deliver services. 
In the absence of adequate information regarding the performance 
of hunan services programs, the General Assembly is limited in its 
ability to ensure that resources allocated to human services programs 
are being used efficiently, effectively and in the best interests of the 
people of South Carolina. 
Reccmnendations designed: to reduce these problems through providing 
better information are presented in Chapter III. Additionally, it is 
reccmnended that the Assembly give sane consideration to the obstacles 
to accountability presented by the system of boards and conmissions. 
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WHAT IS 1HE ESTIMATED COST OF "IMPLEMENTING A SYS'I'rM WH!Oi WOULD PROVIDE 
SAFEGUARDS AND IMPROVEMENTS IN 1HE AREAS MENTIONED ABOVE AND ALLOW FOR 
1HE FREE AND EFFICIENT TRANSFER OF INFORMATION AIDNG HlMAN SERVICES 
AGENCIES CONCERNING CLIENT ELIGIBILITY AND BACKGROUND?" 
The comments in this section are related to the total cost estimates 
for implementing a statewide human services management information system 
which is supported by a single, centrally located data processing service 
center. The central computer facility would house a data bank holding 
the data on clients, providers, and programs necessary both in the 
delivery of services and in generating analytical reports useful for 
management and plarming. As will be discussed in detail later, it may 
be possible to achieve the goals of the resolution without full-scale 
implementation of an infonuation system built around a central computer 
facility. This of course will substantially reduce the cost estimates 
cited here and in the following chapter. 
Four cost factors should be considered if a system using a single 
computer hoqsing a conmon data base is to be developed. 
TIME FACTOR 
The time table for implementation can effect costs in several 
ways. A fast development and implementation schedule requires more 
funding on the front-end due primarily to greatly increased staff 
requirements. It also increases the chances for costly errors due 
to inadequate time for evaluation, testing, and modifications. Hidden 
cost increases can occur due to the shock of sudden drastic changes 
in procedures without adequate time for thol'Ollgh training and accli-
mitization of personnel. 
However, the transition can lose momentum if the time table 
is too slow. The State can find itself with the bm-den of main-
taining two inefficient systems; the existing, largely unsatisfactory 
procedures which are in a state of confusion due to being phased out, 
and the incomplete new system which is only partially operational. This 
situation can have a detrimental impact on employee and client morale 
and can quickly undenn:ine the legislative support necessary for the 
system's successful implementation. Such a situation can also lead to 
agencies being able to justify the continuance of their indivi<hlal, 
tmcoordinated on going growth projects. 
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DEGREE OF CENTRALIZATION 
The degree of centralization and the range of program services to 
be included in a statewide system are also cost factors to consider. A 
truly centralized statewide information system will require some,physical 
reconfiguration of existing data processing resources and possibly 
acquisition of additional equipment. It will require system design, 
programning and testing. Ordinarily personnel costs associated with 
a new automated system are large. Persomel positions may be required 
in the areas of development and management of the new system. However, 
the infonnation system envisioned for South Carolina will rely on 
rearrangement of existing h1JID8D. services data processing positions 
which will substantially reduce the need for additional costs in this 
area. 
PERSONNEL TRAINING 
A third cost factor has to do with proper training of persOimel 
and preparation of procedures at the local level of service delivery. 
A subcamdttee of the State Reorganization Conrnission is currently 
considering the feasibility of centralizing client application and 
referral procedures with eligibility determination procedures and 
applicable service delivery at the local level. In general, the goal 
is to have a single central location at the local level where a 
potential client can make application for all services, receive 
eligibility certification for all appropriate services, and receive 
infonnation related to service delivery with only one or very few trips 
required. 
This concept is thoroughly canplementary to the concept of a 
centralized statewide human services infonnation system. It poses 
a medium cost factor in the acquisition of small computer terminal 
facilities at each local site which are tied into the system's data 
processing service center. It also poses a cost factor in properly 
training program persOimel at the local level in the use of the system. 
They need to tmderstand, generally, their role in the overall system 
in addition to being thoroughly familiar with simple tasks such as 
data entry procedures, inquiry procedures, data correction procedures, 
and data security procedures. 
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SCOPE OF THE SYSTF.M 
The fourth cost factor has to do with the IU.llllber and scope of 
the optional capabilities that can be incorporated into the sytem. 
For example, Georgia's statewide telephone oriented inquiry, infor-
mation and referral system (Tie-Line) costs approximately $350,000 
annually. The State of Michigan's recently initiated NETI\{)RK, is 
a much more comprehensive statewide inquiry, infonnation and referral 
system using 300 reoote canputer tenninals. It was funded $4 million 
for operating costs for the first year. An optional information and 
referral component is incorporated into the full-scale plan for the 
South Carolina system. 
The cost estimates for the optimum infonnation system in ~uth 
Carolina are discussed later in :mre detail in the implementation 
schedule. In general it is estimated that total design, development 
and implementation costs for the first two years of a 4-5 year full-
scale implementation schedule would· be approximately $5 million. A 
majority of these costs can be covered through the transfer of existing 
:ft:mds fran human services agencies' data processing budgets. Therefore, 
the plan should not require significant additional funding. This con-
cept is discussed in more detail in Chapter IV. The annual cost for 
the remainder of the full-scale implementation would lower significantly 
after the first two years. 
However, the gradual process which is reccmnended for implemen-
tation requires the initiating body to evaluate, after each step, 
to what degree further centralization of cauputer resources is necessary 
to achieve the goals of the resolution. 
WHAT ARE mE LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF A CENI'RALIZED INFORMATION 
SYSTEM AND \\HAT IS mE Pm'ENTIAL FOR ABUSE OF RECIPIENTS' PRIVACY 
AS OTHERWISE GJARANrEED BY LAW? 
The Audit Council asked the Attorney General's Office for assistance 
'in this area in the context of the resolution. After several weeks of 
preparation, the legal staff developed a preliminary examination of the 
issue: "the potential conflicts between the right of privacy and the 
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public's right to know with reference to the proposed central computer 
file of welfare recipients' records" (see Appendix 4) . 
The following camnents from the discussion paper's introduction 
emphasize the limited number of legal precedents in the area of 
computer technology and individual privacy. 
The questions presented by the development 
of a central computer file of the records 
of state welfare recipients and its impact 
on individual privacy are numerous and can 
only be answered in light of concrete cases 
and controversies which present specific 
situations of disclosure of such recorded 
information for particular purposes, and 
not through a general inquiry. Furthermore, 
as the Report of th& Secretary of Health, 
Education Slid Welfare's Advisory Camni ttee 
on Automated Personal Data Systems has 
noted,. ''There is little evidence, • . . , 
that court decisions will, either by 
invoking Constitutional rights or defining 
CODJDOn law principles, evolve general rules, 
.. -~- _framed in tenns_ of a ~egal concept of pe:r.-_ 
sonal privacy, that will protect individuals 
against the potential adverse effects of 
personal-data record-keeping practices." 
R. N. Freed, CT.ters & Law: A Reference 
Work, 4th ed .. , • 
Records pertaining to recipients of public welfare were 
emphasized in the preliminary review by the Audit Cotmcil because 
they seemed to be the ones most i:nmediately involved in potential 
conflict between concerns of individual privacy Slid the Freedom of 
Information Act. 
South carolina does not have a Privacy Act, per se, but does 
have statutes dealing with the collection and disposal of data 
associated with recipients of public welfare. Section 43-1-150 of the 
1976 Code of Laws, for example, designates the State Department of 
Social Services as the custodian of the records, papers, files and 
cOJJIIJLl11.ications of the State Slid county Departments of Social Services 
and requires it to make and enforce "reasonable" rules governing the 
use and preservation of these files. The Attorney General's discussion 
paper goes on to make the following points. 
Section 43-1-160 makes the names of recipients and 
the amount of welfare monies which they receive 
"public reco'rds" and therefore open to "public 
inspection'• according to the State Freedom of 
Information Act (i.e. §30-3-10 et seq.), and it 
also makes criminal. the use of lists of recipients 
for ccmmercial or political purposes. It is the 
"reasonable" rules for use and preservation of the 
files which are made by the State Department (of 
Social Services) that are subject to challenge as 
not effectively protecting the right of privacy. 
To determine the reasonableness of disclosure of 
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such information, several questions should be 
answered: (1) To whom are the records to be 
given? (2) For what purpose will the person 
or group be using the files? (3) Under what 
circumstances is the State Department being 
asked to release the records? 
Of direct relevance to these questions is a recent ruling from 
the Supreme Court of the State of New York reaffinning a New York 
State law which requires that "comm.mications between a social 
worker and client nrust be afforded the same standing as that given 
traditional similar privileges respecting communications between 
attorney and client, physician and patient, and clergyman and penitent." 
Discussions with the staff of the Attorney General's. Office fur-
ther emphasized that the relationship between privacy concerns 
and computerized records-keeping tedmology is a developing area in 
the law where landmark legislation could be developed. 
The mst important consideration seems to focus on the issue 
of authorized access rather than on the fact that detailed personal 
data is maintained in a computerized system. A properly designed 
automated system can incorporate any nt.Drber of positive blocks and 
partitions in data files so that only pre-designated portions can be 
accessed and retrieved by only authorized persons. Generally, the 
point in any system most wlnerable to breach of security is through 
the persormel who have regular access to the system. It appears that 
it is in this area where insightful legislation is most needed. There 
needs to be a clear and reasonable definition stating which of the 
system's data are confidential. It should also specify in which combi-
nations the data are to be considered c~dential •. The military's method 
of categori:z.ing classification levels for classified weapons' components 
when separate and when in certa¥1 configurations could probably provide 
a useful model for such an effort. 
In addition, within the privacy law a definition of ''confidential'~ 
should be developed and logical procedures for handling of cmfidential 
material should be simply and clearly defined. Provisions for fair and 
reasonable treatment of public employees who may accidentally violate 
the security rules while acting in good faith should also be incorporated. 
Penalties for willful violation of the procedures for handling confi-
dential material should also be made clear and vigorously enforced. 
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As an additional protection, it should be mandated that a client 
has the right to review any records pertaining to the client which are 
maintained by the State. The State must provide adequate corrective 
procedures if discrepancies are found. If there is. a dispute as to the 
accuracy of human services records, it should be incumbent upon the State 
to verify the accuracy of the records (see Appendix Z for a. more 
detailed discussion of individual rights in this area based on The Reoort 
of the Privacy Protection Study Commission).. 
As recommended by the Attorney General's staff, the question of the 
State's liability needs to be addressed and defined. The obligation of 
the State to provide thorough training in the proper procedures for 
dealing with confidential material should be emphasized in the section 
dealing with the State's liability. 
The staff of the Attorney General's Office has indicated that a 
feasible coq>rehensive model privacy statute could be developed 
in the context of the legislation to develop a statewide integrated 
information system. Such a statute would be most efficiently 
developed after the data elements and the marmer of their storage 
and manipulation have been well defined in the detailed design of 
the system. 
The Audit Council reconmends that the Attorney General's Office 
be assigned the task of developing a model privacy statute in the 
context of the goals of the information system which are described 
in the Resolution H.2777 and in Chapter III. The Audit Council 
further, recamnends that if the General Assembly chooses not 
to undertake developnent of a statewide information system, that the 
Attorney General still be directed to develop a model privacy statute 
for consideration by the General Assembly. 
REVIEW OF SELEcr.ED INRJRMA.TION SYS'l:'B5 IN OTHER STATES 
Since 1970 many states have initiated computer-based information 
systems in an attempt to utilize the computer's capability to store, 
manipulate and retrieve data to aid in the generation of accurate, 
meaningful and timely information useful for oversight and. decision-
making. The fa Hawing is an overview of five selected systems and 
their current status. The first three systems are almost as compre-
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hensive as what is envisioned in the resolution. The last two are 
statewide information and referral systems which are cited because 
they aid persons in need to easily find out where help is available. 
Included in this overview is a listing of problems and successes 
associated with each system. 
(1) Florida, Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services 
Project - Client Information System (CIS). 
The CIS, which has existed since 1976, is a vur or 
batch entry computer system which collects and stores 
client data to identify and track clients in the Health 
and Rehabilitative service delivery system. CIS utilizes -
client data and program information for coordination and 
planning of client services. Client data is entered by a 
caseworker via telephone or written form to a remte vur 
operator who then enters the data into the system. This 
information is readily retrievable. In addition, a backup 
system consisting of microfiche, produced and updated weekly, 
exists in the event of computer or vur breakdown. CIS is 
management oriented in that it can provide unduplicated 
numbers of clients being served within and across programs 
and generate information necessary to document service needs 
and plan new programs. CIS will serve 2 million clients 
annually when it is fully operational. Complete cost 
estimates are not available at this time, however, CIS has 
incurred costs of $600,000 in new equipaent purchases to 
date·. 
Successes - CIS has replaced 18 different automated client 
information systems developed between 1970-1975 which were 
considered fragmentary~ overly expensive and generally 
1.D1Satisfactory. No other information is available because 
CIS has just entered Phase I of implementation and only one 
pilot district is operational. Total implementation is 
expected within five years. 
Problems - CIS's problem areas stem from shifting priori-
ties, lack of coordination of agency efforts and duplication 
of services. These problems were, in part, caused by agency 
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adaptation to the recently passed Reorganization Act which 
mandated CIS. 
(2) Mississippi, Department of Public Welfare-Project - Mississippi 
Social Service Information System (MSSIS). 
The :MSSIS is a statewide reporting and recording system 
initiated in 1975 which pennits state and local staff to share 
service data for administrative, management and accountabilitY 
purposes. . A computerized control file is utilized where 
staff enters data on characteristics, service plans and ser-
vice activities for individuals and cases. These files 
identify basic client characteristics, services being delivered, 
and individual client goals and objectives as developed by the 
client and cOtm.Selor. The current population being served is 
38,000 primary recipients and 44,000 secondary recipients. 
The project's developnent costs have been $211,288. Of this, 
$1,927 per :nionth is for canputer time and cost of one systems 
analyst. Currently, the system is processing 15,000 trans-
actions per month. 
Successes - (1) ~IS makes possible the identification of all 
clients, their characteristics, goals and progress toward those 
goals. (2) It produces required data upon request in a quick 
and efficient manner. (3) Its inputs have aided county social 
workers in plamrlng goals and providing services for clients . 
( 4) The· system has provided management with a method for 
. determining and directing ac.tivi ty. in the Social Services 
Division. 
Problems - (1) The advent of MSSIS has demanded the retraining 
of county-level staff in preparation for system usage. (2) 
Mississippi has l:imited data processing capabilities and related 
shortages of hardware. (3} MISSIS has operated tmder impending 
fiscal constraints. (4) There is a shortage of qualified data 
processing staff. (5) There is increased demand for reporting 
and acc01.mtability to the Governor, Legislature and Budget 
Conmi.ssion without accompanying teclmical expansion. 
(3) New York, Department of Social Services-Project - Medicaid 
Management Information System ('M:!!S) (see Appendix 5). 
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The OOS is an information storage and retrieval system 
which utilizes a modular concept. Each component is a 
separate program entity which interfaces with the existing 
system and interfaces with the other modules. The modules 
are: (1) claims processing - payment of all claims; (Z) 
recipient - maintains detailed data on eligible recipients 
and their status; (3) reference - updates files; (4) provider -
maintains provider eligibility and listings; (5) management 
and administrative reporting - produces all management reports, 
planning documents, fiscal documents, reports for Federal, 
State and local use and monitors fraud detection activities; 
(6) surveillance and utilization review - detects abuse of 
services by clients and providers, develops profiles of 
delivery utilization patterns and facilitates investigation 
of the quality of service. En tty into the system is accanplished 
by key entry or tape with future provisions for Optical Card 
Reading (OCR) • Currently, there are 300 terminals with access 
to the data base. However, this system has the potential to 
add more terminals in any location in the state. In addition 
to 005, New York is mving to build a single data base for 
all social services; especially in regard to providing payments 
to clients. MUS, which has been in the development stages 
for four years, will carry a potential load of 2 million cases. 
Development costs have totalled $8.57 million with an amwal 
projected operating cost of $38.4 million wHen all mdules are 
implemented. In the January 1, 1976 New York State Department 
of Social Services Report to the Legislature, they stated that 
"in the first full year of statewide operation of OOS, there 
will be a savings of fran $180 million to $288 million from 
what program costs would have been without the OOS" (p.III-34). 
Successes - (1) MofiS was passed by the Legislature without 
any dissenting votes. This is attributed to (a) the lengthy 
( 4-year) planning and development period and (b) favorable 
. 
rel!ations maintained with local entities. (Z) No other suc-
cesses can be documented at this time because Phase I, 
insertion of provider files into the system, for just the 
New York City area, only began in November 1977. 
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Problems - (1) Existing data which has been entered into 
the system is incomplete. This has resulted in urmecessary 
and duplicative updating of files. (Z) Considerable cost 
' 
has been incurred i."l upgrading th.e data processing capa-
bilities of the 58 counties involved in this project. (3) 
There have been problems in the coordination of the 16 
State agencies which are associated in some fashion with 
the Medicaid program. 
(4) Georgia, Department of Human Resources-Project - Tie-Line. 
Tie-Line is a toll-free telephone oriented statewide 
infol'lJl8.tion and referral system that .has been in existence 
-
since 1975.. Computer generated information on 10,000 public 
and private organizations is stored on microfiche to be 
used by thirteen trained counselors who provide information 
and referral to a client who telephones in using the Tie-Line 
nunber. 
The system has the l.U'ti.que capability to "bridge" incoming 
calls. This ''bridging" teclmique enables the counselor to 
directly COlUlect a calling client • s telephone line to any other 
line in the state for immediate referral to the appropriate 
· information source. Tie-Line utilizes a computer to analyze 
aggregate data collected about clients for research and 
evaluation. There is a follow-up procedure to measure the 
client's satisfaction with both the Tie-Line referral system 
and the participating service delivery organizations. The 
cost of the current system is $351,330.00 per year. Forty-
eight thousand clients per year are served. This indicates 
a total annual cost per client of $7.31. 
Successes - Tie-Line has provided effective and efficient 
information and referral services for a large state while 
incurring a relatively small expenditure and has generated 
a useful inventory of service data and aggregate demographic 
data on the clients. 
Problems - (1) There has been legislative resistance stemming 
from a concern that Tie· Line woUld create increased demand 
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on public welfare programs. To date, this has not been 
demonstrated. (2) Teclmical and monetary difficulty associated 
with costly updating of microfiche has lead to conversion to 
a manual system of storing infonnation on index cards. (3) 
There has been skepticism and lack of cooperation on the 
part of other state agencies which have felt·that Tie-
Line might invade client or ~ency privacy or reduce. agency 
"ownership" of clients. ( 4) There has been a lack of 
coordination and interface with existing information and 
referral organizations which has led to duplication of 
efforts and services and wasteful com:peti tion. 
(5) Michigan, Department of Social Services-Project - Human 
Services Network {NE'IWO¥) (see Appendix 6) • 
NE'IWORK is a statewide on-line system of renr;)te video 
display tenninals (VDT) connected to a computer containing 
a master file which contains a listing of over 55,000 service 
providers and their characteristics. The 350 VDT' s are 
located statewide in local govermnent offices and are manned 
by trained operators. Anyone in the state can visit or call 
a tenninal and receive imnediate response to an inquiry. The 
system has the capabilities to: (1) provide referral infor-
mation on available services and providers, (2) produce 
planning documents indicating demand trends, ( 3) generate 
geographical distribution displays of service centers, and 
(4) produce systems assessment/evaluation information. The 
ftmds appropriated for NE'I\\ORK'S first year of operation are 
$4 million. 
~ 
Successes - NETWORK'S accanplishments are not yet documented 
because it only became operational an October 1, 1977. 
Problem -·There have been problems with cooperation between 
other information and referral providers. This situation 
' 




In conclusion, the information systems cited above as well as 
others which have been reviewed, faced certain COIIID.On obstacles to 
their success. Three traits stand .out. First, is agency resistance 
to new systems and procedures not developed at the initiative of the 
agencies. Typically, agencies which resist view the infonnation 
system as eroding agency authority while providing little or no posi-
tive results. 
Se~ond, there have been problems in coordinating the activities of 
the infonna.tion system with those of other agencies and private sector 
participants in human services. 
Third, sane resistance has. been encountered among agencies because 
they did not fully understand the goals of the new system, the :impor-
tance of their role in the system, and the long-range benefits to be 
gained ~or agency management from the new system •. 
A fourth problem has been cited infotmally in discussions with 
persOIUlel from other states and in South Carolina. It cannot be ranked 
accurately, but the problem has been raised consistently. It has to do 
in part with evaluating the managerial competency of agency management. 
The more canpetent the executive staff is, the greater is the tendency 
that their resistance to change is based on well-founded criticism 
which can be veey constructive. Less qualified management groups 
tend to resist change citing reasons which when pursued, have basically 
little relevance to good management practices. However, if the system 
is to serve_ the operational needs of agencies, agency managers must 
thoroughly understand its operation. They must be surveyed carefully 
to ensure that the system is serving their program needs adequately. 
Seven specific factors were identified which have helped to 
overcome these problems and have contributed to the successful imple-
mentation of large-scale information systems. These factors are: 
(1) The Legislatures of the States involved actively supported and 
solicited statewide support for the infonna.tion system. (2) The 
informa.tion systems were placed under the control of skilled pro-
fessional systems managers who had access to a large qualified staff. 
(3) Those managers.were allowed sufficient time for developing and 
testing the systems. (4) Adequate fiscal support for the system 
was provided. (5) Strong legislation mandated development of the 
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systems and provided broad enforcement authority to system management 
which facilitated agency coordination and participation. (6) System 
management chose to involve local participants in the early planning 
and developnent stages of the systems and actively solicited their 
suggestions based upon needs assessment-; (7) Adequate attention was 
devoted to the education of agency management and staff to ensure 
their understanding of the entire system and their responsibility 







T<JfAL BUDGETS AND DATA PROCESSING fiSTS ASSOCIATED WI'llJ Hl.MAN SERVICES IN soum CAROLINA 
Human Service Agencies 
1. Adv. Bd. for Rev. of Foster Care of Child. 
2. Aging, Commission on 
3. Alcohol & Drug Abuse, Commission on(l) 
4. Blind, Commission for the(l) 
5. Children's Bureau * 
6. Corrections, Department of(2)(3) 
7. Deaf and Blind, School for the 
8. Employment Security Commission(3)(2)(4) 9. Gov.'s Office: Division of Admin. 
10. Health & Environ. Control, Dept. of(~~) 
11. Higher Ed., Tuition Grants Committee 
12. John De La Howe School 
13. Juvenile Placement & Aftercat~j Dept. of 
14. Mental Health, Department of (3) 
15. Mental Retardation, Department of(2) 
16. Opportunity School, Wil Lou Gray 
· 17. Probation, Pardon & Parole Boa{~) 
18. Social Services, Department of 
19. Veterans Affairs, Department of 
20. Vocational Rehabilitation, neyt. of(3) 








Remote entry computer terminals. 
Independent computer main frame. 

































































































































C) Mental Health 
D) OOA 
DIAGRAM 1. DISfRIBIIfiON MAP OF STATE CG1PUfER FACILITIES AND 
'lliE HUMAN SERVICES AGENCIES 'lliEY SUPPORT. 
S. C. State - None---------_.::::~""'!----... 
1) General Services 
A) Blind, Comm. for 
B) Corrections, 
Dept. of 
C) Div. of Admin. 
2) usc 
A) Mental Retard. 
B) Alcohol & Drug 
Abuse 
C) nss 
3) Education - None 
4) Tax - None 





1) Ports Authority- None- ~ (2 Facilities) 7) Mental Health 
Public Service Authority - None ~ncKs Lorn~ 
• 
2) Medical University of S. 
A) Mental Health 
B) DHEC 
8) Voc.-Rehabilitation 
A) Voc. -Rehab. 
9) Employment Security 
Convnission 
A) Emp. Sec. Comm. 






., TABI...E 4 
FREQUENCY OF a:HUI'ER SUPPORTED 1-D..M\N SERVICES AGENCIES 
HUMAN SERVICES AGENCIES sourn CAROLINA'S FIFfEEN COMPUTER FACILITIES 
~ 6 U) .c 6 ·l'i .,; ~ g j .,; j Q) . j i .,; ~ bO ~ u ...-1 Q) :E l .,; ...-1 .,; U) . ~ ..... ~ ~ B tl) ~i 8 B 6 4-1 ~ .,; ~ ·e 4-1 'M 0 
·e ,... 0 .,; 8 Q) ! ~ U) g.~ • ~ Cl,) ~ ...... U) ...... ...-1 Q) U) J J ~ § U) .,; ~ 6 U) a ~I ~ u . .P ·a I • •.-I E h ~ .~ u ..... j ] ~1 ~ U.-t ~ ~ 8 ~ cO ..... . ~ • Cl,) u tl) f-t cn:z:: 
1. Adv. Bd. for Rev. Fost. Care of Child. 
2. A~dmz. Conlnission on 
3. Alcohol & Dru~ Abuse. Conn. on X 
4. Blind. Commission for the X 
5. Children's Bureau 
6. Corrections. Deoartment of X X 
7. Deaf and Blind. School for the 
8. Emolovment Securitv CCIIIIJli.ssion 
9. CETA - D.O.A. X X 
110 Health g Environ Control Dent of X X X 
11 Hi O'her F.du. · Tui t1cin Gr8n1:.S Com 
12 .John lie I.a HOWe ..-.~~.- · .1 ". 
13. Juvenile P}~, · · · · ·g After.. ·Dent. of 
14. MP.nhl Health · ti ". ·o-F- X 00 
IS. Mental Reta: dation. Denartment of X 
16. Oooorttmitv School. ·wil Loti Grav 
17. Probation. Parole & Pardon BOard 
18. Social Services. Deoartment of X X 
19. Veteraris Affairs. Deoartment of 
20. Vocational Rehabilitation. Dent. of 00 
121 Youth Services. Deoa£ uncut of X 
TOTAL 4 jt 3 2 2 1 
--
. 
X = Human Service Agency (rcw) receives remote. coq>uter support from a facility (colliiUl). 
00= Human Service Agency has own computer facility. 
TOTAL X'S 
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TABLE S 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1" 1' 
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· Human Services Agencies Uf""'1..Q~ ..... Q~ s 0 :§ Totals < .... •u .... < 
-
;::;;: ,_,;::;;: a::''Z < 0.. o.. c~ .... ::;e- >-
: 1. Adv. Bd. for Rev. of Foster Care of Child. I X 2 
I I I I 1 I I I I I 10 
: z. Ag1.ng, ConmussJ.on on X 1 
i I I I I 4 
: 3. Alcohol & Drug Abuse, Collllll.lss~on on X X 2 
• I I I I I I I l I 9 ; -+. Bllnd, COIIIlllSSlon for the X 1 
I . I I I I I s 
: :>. Children s BureaU" 0 
; I I I I I I I I ~ I I I 13 ! o. correct1ons. Departlnent ot 1 . I I I I I I I I I 10 
: 7. Deaf and Bllnd, SChool tor the X 1 
' I I z I 
' 3. t:mplovment: secunty ComnussJ.on X 1 
I I I I I I I I I I 10 
. ~. ruo\: W:1'A X X 2 
1 I l I 4 
. .;.U. Hea.ltl'l & blVJ.ronmcntaJ. ~ontroJ.. DePt. ot X X X X 4 
i I I I I I "I I I 8 
iJ.l. Higher Educat.lOI\ TUJ.tl.on Grants UE11Uttee X 1 
f . I I I 3 
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: I I I 3 . 
: ... .:~. Juven.lle Placement & Aftercare, Dept. Of X 1 
. I J J J I I I 7 
: .o.4. N~n tal 11ea.1. tn, L.Jepartmen t or X X X X X X X 7 
• I I I I I I 6· -~b. Mental Retaraat1on, uenartment of X 1 
i I I I I I I I I I I 10 
:J.b. OppOrturu.ty :scJ'lOOl, IY1l I,.OU Gray X X 2. 
' I I I I . I j_ I I I 9 I 
;1:. P_robatlon, _EI.arole and. PardOn BOard X 1 
t• I I I 3 
i..l.~. ::lOClal ~lees, .l.Jepartment ot X X X X 4 
i l I I I I I I I I 9 
U.9. Veterans A.t:t:aus, Department ot X X X X X X X 7 
I I I I 3 ;:o. Vocat1ona1 Rehabllltatl.on, Department of X 1 
I I I 1 I I I J J I 9 I 
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*These agencies identified "Other" categories as their primary client groups. 
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TABLE 6 
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GOALS AND OBJECI'IVES 
This chapter discusses the goals of concurrent resolution CH.2777). 
It also describes how information systems are used, and presents five 
preconditions which the Legislative Audit Council feels are necessary 
for successful implementation of a centralized statewide information 
system. The remainder of the chapter contains an overview of the im-
plementation schedule and an elaboration of the tasks to be accomplished 
in initiating the system. 
GOALS OF A HtMAN SERVICES INFORMATION SYST.FM 
The first task in the design of any information system is to 
precisely define the objectives the system is to accomplish. This 
was accomplished largely in the language of the resolution. In (H. 2777) 
the South Carolina General Assembly directed the Legislative Audit 
Council to develop a plan of "statewide integrated information systems 
for human services," in consultation with the State Reorganization 
Calmission. The resolution stated in general terms the goals of the 
resolution and the operntional goals to be achieved by the information 
system. Addi tiona! tefinement of these goals has been added based on 
ccmnentary solicited from personnel representing South Carolina human 
services agencies, several oversight and support agencies, and agencies 
from the private sector. Further, sane objectives are based on the 
analysis and review of a variety of types of information systems developed 
in other states and in the Federal Government. 
As explained previously, since there are two types of users of a 
system's information, there are two tyPes of information system goals -
management oriented> and client oriented. A statement of the desired 
goals must reflect the information needs of both of these perspectives. 
The goals of the system follow .. 
(1) To provide the highest possible quality of human services 
to the citizens of South Carolina. 
(2) To improve the delivery and management of human services 
by reducing administrative barriers which currently face 
a potential client. This includes eliminating unnecessary 
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duplication in the processes associated with a client's 
application for and receipt of services. 
(3) To reduce costs in the administering and delivery of 
. human services while providing more seririces at a lower 
overall cost. 
(4) To ensure that effective safeguards are provided against 
potential fraud and other illegal and unethical practices 
in both the delivery of and receipt of human services and 
assistance. 
(5) . The data which comes to a central location at the State level 
should make agency directors and program managers more account· 
able for achieving the stated goals of their respective programs. 
(6) The data collected centrally at the State ievel should increase 
the General Assembly's ability to set the priorities among 
hUman services programs in a rational and equitable manner. 
(7) . The data maintained at the State level in a central location 
should improve the efficiency and comprehensiveness with which 
long-range planning in the States ' human services programs 
is conducted. 
(8) The State level data should improve the capability for inde-
pendent, objective evaluation of the human services programs. 
In particular, the collected data should aid in assessment 
of the impact in mee.ting the needs of the client population 
as well as in allowing evaluation of the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of service delivery. 
(9) The information system ImJSt protect private and confidential 
data related to individuals from unauthorized, malicious, or 
commercially exploitative access or disclosure. 
In the context of these nine. ·operational goals at the State level, the 
system should improve the usefulness of the State's information !2_, for, 
and about clients involved in the human services programs. 
The resolution also states that the General Assembly is aware that 
a centralized information system can aid in the achievement of these 
goals and can elimina~e the fragmented system currently in existence. 
Therefore, this report is oriented toward incremental development ·of 
a centralized information system which can accomplish these goals. 
Problems of the existing infonnation system were discussed in 
Chapter II. For convenience in discussion throughout the remainder 
of the report, the reconmended full scale system will be referred to 
as a Client Oriented. State Management Infonnation System for Human 
Services or COSMIS. 
In carrying out the resolution the Legislative Audit Council 
conducted background research reviewing similar efforts in other 
states, in the Federal Govermnent, and at the county and regional 
level within South Carolina and other states. Extensive interviews 
with agency persOimel and representatives from the academic com-
munity were also conducted. 
Based upon this research the Legislative Audit Council concludes 
that the goals of the resolution can be achieved in South Carolina with 
the implementation of a properly designed and managed statewide inte-
grated infomation system for human services. However, the success 
of such an effort is contingent upon the existence of certain pre-
conditions which are discussed below. 
The Legislative Audit Council recognizes that the efforts to 
establish the preconditions for success and the effort that will then 
be necessary to implement the plan successfully, will require major 
changes in the existing proc:edures and some change in the structures 
currently involved in the delivery of human services. Implementation 
will require skilled agency management accanpanied by strong support 
from the General Assembly. 
'IYPES OF USE 
Data contained in an integrated infonnation system for hunan services 
has basically two kinds of users. The language of the concutTent resoiu-
tion (H. 2777) addresses both of these categories of information needs. 
Both kinds of users have a variety of needs for different types and 
formats of data. 
: ("' 
The first type of use is associat=d .with getting needed 
services to the eligible client in an efficient, effective arid 
expeditious mmmer. At this end of the infonnation system a 
great deal of detailed data may be necessary. For exaq->le, 
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the programs or services and the eligibility criteria for each 
service must be available. Detailed data about each client 
such as current address, age, race, number of dependent family 
members, types of services already received, dates of service 
receipt, must also be available to ensure that each client 
receives the appropriate service in a timely manner. Usually, 
access to this data is needed on an :i.nmediate basis for case 
management purposes. The required frequency of access is at 
least as regular as the client's frequency of service receipt 
or application for service. 
At the other end of a human services infonna.tion system 
is the uppennost level of management • the policymakers who 
have ·very different types of infonna.tion needs than the client 
and service delivery oriented component of an infonna.tion system. 
The decision-making associated with policy development requires 
that the raw data associated with human services delivery be 
translated by competent staff into infonna.tion which penni.ts a 
rational and equitable allocation of the State's available 
resources. For example, legislators often ask questions about 
human services programs such as the following: 
(1) What is the number and the percentage of the eligible 
client population that are-receiving services under the 
program? 
(2) · What is the average cost per client? The modal cost? 
The median cost? The total amrua1 cost of the program? 
(3) What would be the total cost of expanding the program to 
serve 100% of the eligible client population? 80%? 50%? 
( 4) What guarantees exist to deJDJDStrate that the services 
being delivered are genuinely needed? 
(5) What evaluation mechanisms and standards are in operation 
to demonstrate that the goals of the programs are being 
achieved in an efficient and effective manner? Are they 
accurate? 
---- ----· ---
It is important to tmderstand that all of these questions could 
not be answered from analysis of the type of data in the system which 
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is associated with the clients and the delivery of services. To 
accurately and usefully answer all of these questions would entail 
bringing in additional data from other sources and applying various 
types of quantitative techniques to generate appropriate responses. 
This simple example demonstrates that a client oriented information 
system which meets the information needs of management nrust contain an 
analysis and evaluation component. Even with such a component, the 
usefulness of the information system and its success will also depend 
upon the establishment of certain external preconditions. 
PRECONDmONS FOR SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF A CLIENT ORIENTED 
SfATE M.ANAGa4ENT INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR HlNAN SERVICES (cog.rrs) 
The preconditions necessary for a successful statewide system 
have been developed from observations of success and failUre in 
other states, interviews with governmental practitioners, and inter-
views within· the academic COJJJDLmi. ty. 
The first condition for the successful implementation of a CXStiS 
has to do with the General Assembly itself. The Legislature must 
tmderstand both the utili ties of the system and its potential limi-
tations. They must be well briefed and prepared to resist powerful 
and compelling arguments from human services agencies whose managers 
will, in general, be adamantly opposed to the concept of an integrated 
infotma.tion system with an independent evaluation component. When an 
agency loses absolute control of its program-related data, its opera-
tional strengths and weaknesses became mercilessly exposed to outside 
scrutiny. Though still a complex task, it becomes easier for outsiders 
to analyze budget requests . in the context of program performance 
criteria, tmi t costs, standards of efficiency and effectiveness in 
service delivery. 
Without consensus, support and involvement on the part of the 
Legislature, any effort to develop a statewide integrated infotma.tion 
syst~ for human services will ha~ __ li ttle likelihood of success. 
The second precondition for the success of COSMIS, if it is to 
serve legislative information needs effectively, is the existence 
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of a staff that has a thorough tmderstanding of the information 
system and knows how to use it skillfully. They mst possess suffi-
cient teclmical expertise to translate analytical outputs from the 
COSMIS into a form that can be readily used by legislators and 
legislative committees. Only a person can perform the translation 
of data into useful information. 
A third precondition has to do with the cooperation of groups 
external to the policy-making body. It is especially critical if 
the policy body is a Legislature. 
Legislatures as a rule, neither generate the data they need for 
analysis in decision-making, nor (with few exceptions) do they possess 
a processing capability to store and manipulate data. They are de-
pendent on external sources for supplying at least the raw data needed 
for management oriented analyses and reports. 
This mans that Legislatures mst rely ultimately on the coopera-
tion of agencies in both entering the necessary data into the system 
and in providing the support for a certain am::nmt of the processing 
and analysis of the data. Coupled with the bureaucratic proclivity 
for inertia, it has been the consistent experience in other states that 
if agency managers are not enthusiastic about participation in an 
integrated information system, the quality of data entry and support 
for storage and processing of the data during the development and 
implementation stages declines significantly. Therefore, positively 
motivated agency participation becoms an important precondition for 
successful implementation of (1)005. 
A fourth precondition for su:cess has to do with management or 
"ownership" of the system. Whether it be in the Executive Branch or 
in the Legislative Branch, the system must be :nm firmly by a well-
defined body that possesses statutory management authority and is 
clearly designated as the ultimate arbiter in assigning the system's 
operational priori ties. Further, the linkage between the system's 
management group and the policy-making body 'Which oversees the 
management group also mst be highly visible. If the system is to 
reside in the Executive Branch, its managers DDJSt be able to operate 
in a non-partisan enviromnent with full support from the Legislature. 
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Similarly, if the management body is to be housed under the Legislative 
Branch, the unit must operate in a non-partisan manner and serve well 
the infonnation needs for oversight, evaluation, and planning in the 
Executive Branch. 
The fifth precondition for success is the requirement that the 
entire effort be mandated by legislation. The legislation must include 
at a minimum the following points. 
(1) The statute must mandate agency participation and hold agency 
directors liable for charges of misfeasance in cases of 
noncompliance. 
(2) The statute nru.st delegate enforcement authority to the body 
responsible for management of the system. 
(3) The statute nru.st designate a reasonable time table for 
development, testing, and step-by-step implementation of the 
system. 
(4) The statute must incorporate or direct the preparation of 
model legislation dealing with the right to privacy issue 
which a) provides a meaningful legal definition of privacy, 
b) prescribes rules for protecting individual privacy which 
are compatible with the Freedom of Infotma.tion Act, c) specifies 
enforcement authority and establishs penalties for violations, 
d) addresses the State's liability and obligations under the rules 
for protecting privacy. 
(5) The statute must require the establishment of mechanisms which 
evaluate the functioning and perfol'IDSnCe of the information 
system itself with provisions for modification as needed to 
improve efficiency and effectiveness. 
OVERVIEW OF THE PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTATION 
The implementation plan consists of four phases. The first phase 
will lay the groundwork for each succeeding phase. This phase will entail 
establishing appropriate legislation which aids implementation of the 
system, cites objectives of the system, and forms a body which will 
coordinate the implementation and later manage the system. The second 
phase implemented after evaluation. of the accomplishments of the first 
phase, will begin transfer of client, provider and program data files 
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from selected human services programs as the system management group 
determines to be necessary, into a central computer facility which 
will be totally dedicated to support of the human services information 
system. 
The third phase will entail integrating the program data bases 
of the remaining human services agencies into the centralized data 
' 
processing service center. Phase four will consist of ongoing 
evaluation, testing, modifications and implementing tedmical in-
novations as needed. 
INITIATING mE SYSTEM - PHASE 1 
The first task in initiating the information system is to pass 
enabling legislation which accomplishes the following. The legis-
lation should state the overall objectives in developing the infor-
mation system. It should also provide a detailed statement of the 
objectives to be achieved at each phase of implementation. The act 
should establish the body which is to implement the information 
system and will later becane the management group responsible for 
operating the system. 
The following discussion is structured in a manner intended to 
provide an outline of the salient points to be included in the enabling 
legislation. 
I. The Audit Cmm.cil recarmends the system management structure 
which is presented in Chapter IV. However, the system manager's 
position may be mandated to report to the Budget and Control Board, 
the Exerutive Branch, to a joint oversight conmittee, or directly 
to the General Assembly. 
(A) SPECIFY ROLE OF SYSTEM MANA.Ge.1ENT GROUP 
The enforcement authority, duties, powers, and the charac-
teristics of the system management staff should be stated. There 
should be a teclmically qualified data processing manager who 
reports directly to the executive director or system manager. 
The system manager's role is to ensure that the information 
system is performing according to the directions and priorities 
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established by the General Assembly and is meeting the infor-
mation needs and data processing needs of all users efficiently 
and effectively. 
A more detailed discussion of the responsibilities and 
flm.ctions of the system management group appears in Chapter IV. 
However, it should be emphasized that this group should also 
be the implementing body. The management group should have 
the authority to determine after the system is initiated, 
whether or not increased centralization of human services re-
lated data processing will be necessary in order to achieve 
the goals of the resolution. 
(B) STATIJTORY ENFORCEMENT AUIHORITY 
The implementing body must have statutory enforcement 
authority in order to ensure agency compliance and be able to 
issue policy directives relating to the operation of the system. 
The statute must mandate agency participation and hold agency 
directors liable for charges of misfeasance in cases of will-
ful non-canpliance. 
(C) M1DEL PRIVACY LEGISLATION 
The statute should incorporate or direct the preparation 
of ~1 legislation dealing with the privacy issue, as dis-
cussed previously. 
(D) SPECIFY TIME TABLE 
The statute must designate a reasonable time table for 
implementation which allows enough flexibility for testing 
and modification as needed. 
(E) ESTABLISH EVALUATION OF mE SYSTEM 
The legislation should further direct the Audit Council 
to carry out evaluation of the system and to make periodic 
recOJIIllendations for improvement as necessary. This should be 
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done through regular s'UIJIJlary reports to the General Assembly 
on the perfonnance of the system. The reconmended. ftmctions 
of the evaluation and management components of the system are 
outlined in more detail in the following chapter. 
II. The enabling legislation should cite in detail three specific 
tasks to be accomplished by the implementing body during the first 
phase of system implementation. 
(A) IDENTIFY RECURRING INl'ORMATION NEEm 
After a thorough review with the Legislature of the recurring 
needs for human services information useful in Legislative over-
sight, the implementing group should require systematic policies 
and procedures to be followed by State agencies in the collection 
of the data necessary to satisfy the Assembly's information needs. 
(B) REQUIRE PROGRAM EVALUATION 
Provisions should be included requiring program evaluation 
and aggregate analysis of client, program and provider data. 
It should be stated that the goal of these provisions is to aid 
in the detection of fraud and abuse, aid in measuring the effec-
tiveness of programs, and to provide information to central 
State Govermnent which is useful in oversight and planning in 
the area of Jnmm services. The raw data, however, is to be 
sent to a central location where it will be analyzed and then 
prepared for distribution to the General Assembly in the manner 
most appropriate for their needs. This ftmction is outlined 
further in mre detail in the following chapter. 
(C) IMPLB1ENT UNIQUE CLIENT IDENTIFIER NUMBER 
The third major task is to impleamt a system for providing 
a unique identifying number for each hunan services' client to 
be used consistently across all human services programs and 
agencies with which a client interacts. Policies and procedures 
must be developed prior to implementing this procedure which 
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reflect privacy and operational considerations. The Divi-
sion of Research and Statistics also should be he~vily 
involved in the development of this methodology. 
This will entail two phases. First, predesignated 
lists of numbers will be provided to each lu.:anan services 
agency for assignment to~ clients. Second, the implementing 
task force will coordinate records review teams from each 
human service agency which will begin conversion of existing 
client records to include an identification number tm..ique to 
each client. 
To be considered with the tm..ique identifier is the use 
of a client identification card which has the client's m:anber 
embossed on it. It may also contain codes for data elements 
which can be useful in detecting and preventing fraud and abuse. 
The codes can also be used to aid analysis of program performance, 
aid planning for the optimum location for service. deli very 
facilities, and aid planning for optimum distribution of field-
workers based on volume of coamuni.ty needs. 
For example, a code indicating the place of the card's 
issuance could be included-with a code showing the client's 
zone of residency. Statistical analysis using these two variables, 
plus the location of the deli very facility for each transaction, 
and the frequency of each type of transaction could identify 
problems in accessibility. It also could be used to plan better 
locations for delivery facilities, or indicate that a mobile 
service deli very capability should ·be added in a particular 
area, or it could be used to develop a route and schedule for 
a client transportation system. 
III. The following should be accanplished in order to achieve the 
objectives of the first phase and to prepare for achieving the opera-
tional goals of the information system as stated previously. 
(A) LEGISLATIVE ANALYSIS Sl'AFF 
The need for a technically qualified non-partisan pro-
fessional staff large enough to provide adequate analytical 
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support in meeting the information needs of ·the General 
Assembly should be addressed. 
(B) POSITIVE M:ITIVATION AND TRAINING 
Steps must be taken by the :implementing body to provide 
positive motivation and support for participation in the in-
fonnation system by all agencies involved. This should involve 
extensive orientation. and training for agency . persOIUlel, in-
eluding agency managers. 
(C) INFORMATICN AND REFERRAL SYSTEM 
The developnent of an infonnation and referral system 
based upon a comprehensive inventory of existing programs and 
designed with the needs of all the people of South Carolina 
in mind should be considered. 
(D) ELOONATE UNNECESSARY OOPLICATION IN BOOKKEEPING 
Expansion of the role of the Canptroller General to include 
the responsibility for maintenance of accounting ledgers of 
selected agencies on a schedule to be determined by the 
Canptroller General in consultation with the State Auditor. 
PHASE 2 OF IMPLP.MENI'ATION 
The second phase of implementation will be preceded by an evalu-
tion of the accanplishments of the first phase. This evaluation will 
ensure that the plan is being implemented efficiently and effectively 
and is achieving the goals of the resolution. If new dir~ction or 
additional legislation is needed,. it can be developed at this-point. 
The system management group will determine reassignment priorities 
and schedules for transferring human services computer work from the 
universities to the CDSMIS data processing service center. This will be 
accompanied by the transfer of any equipment or data processing person-
nel from lruman services agencies that may be necessary or may improve 
cost effectiveness. 
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PHASE 3 AND PHASE 4 OF IMPLEMENTATION 
Based on continuing evaluation, the third phase of implementation 
will consist of continuing to integTate the client, provider and program 
data files belonging to additional human services agencies into the cen-
tral data processing service center of CDSMIS. The fourth phase will con-
sist of a continuation of these activities. The following chapter pre-




DETAILED IMPI.J:MENTATION SOIEDULE, COST ESTIMATES, 
AND DETAILED PLAN OF cog.us 
This chapter will first present an overview of the conversion 
schedule with a general discussion of how a portion of the cost 
could be absorbed from existing funds through transfers of existing 
resources. Following the discussion of cost absorption is the sug-
gested implementation schedule and a detailed discussion of esti~ 
mated costs. 
The chapter concludes with a detailed presentation of the 
cooos. 
INTRODUCI'ION 
The overall goal of COSMIS is to ensure efficient and effective 
use of the funds .allocated to.human services agencies. To accanplish 
this end there is an emphasis on development of a centralized 
computer-based information system. 
The current degree of fragmentation and lack of coordination 
in the State's use of data processing resources has precluded decision-
makers at the State-level fran receiving needed information in a timely 
manner. ~ was stated in the introduction to the first report to the 
General Assembly under the Fiscal Accountability Act: 
Millions of tax dollars are spent 
annually on the capture~ transmis-
sion, processing and storage of 
voluninous quantities of data. In 
spite of the State's large invest-
ment in data processing resources, 
virtually none of this data is 
transformed systematically into 
concise SUlii1I3.t'Y information that 
is useful to the General Assembly 
for oversight, evaluation, public 
accountability and planning 
purposes. 
This statement applies to human services agencies and also includes 
non-automated data collection activities. 
As was described in Table 3, the current data processing costs 
fo1: the 21 human services agencies is $9. 5 million. With the imple-
mentation of COSMIS, a large portion of this funding, equipment and 
personnel would be transferred to C(l)MIS. In addition to the existing 
automated program-relateg data files of the 21 human services agencies, 
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there is a large amount of data necessary to program operation 
which is currently not automated. The integration of this data 
into COSMIS will require addi tiona! expenditures over and above the 
current costs of manual filing. This expenditure will largely be a 
one-time outlay for the 1) transferral of manual records to auto-
mated programs and Z) modification of recording and reporting 
requirements to accommodate COSMIS. This cost will be offset to a 
certain extent by the following factors: 
(1) Less manual handling of reports and records. 
(Z) Less equipment and storage space will be 
necessary. 
(3) Non-duplication of individual client records, provider 
records and program data on both interagency and intra-
agency levels. 
For clarification of this concept, COSMIS should be viewed both 
in its relationship to the agencies and in its role within the govern-
mental system. For example, a hypothetical agency, Agency ''X!', 
currently may have contracts with a university to obtain data pro-
cessing support. As CQ.SMIS is implemented, Agency "X'' would switch 
its fiscal and personnel data processing requirements to the CQnptroller 
General and the consolidated persomel/payroll system respectively. 
This would result in some cost savings to the agency. Agency ''X!' 
would also place its program, client and provider data in CX>SMIS. 
This would result in 1) some cost savings to the agency; Z) space 
savings due to centralization of automated file systems; 3) potential 
savings through agency managerS having_ aggregated State-le.vel data re-
garding clientS and case management - such as statistics on State trends 
in caseloads; 4) potential savings resulting from Legislative and 
Executive Branch decisions being· based upon mre complete and accurate 
data. Similarly, a hypothetical non-automated agency, Agency ''Y", would 
switch its fiscal management data to the Comptroller General and to the 
consolidated personnel/payroll system. Its client, provider and program 
data would be integrated into <DSMIS. Agency ''Y" would realize the same 
cost savings as Agency ''X!' plus it no longer would be encumbered by a 
manual filing system. 
Currently agencies receive two kinds of inputs: data input, 
which is usually at a constant rate; and demands for data which are 
often uncoordinated and sporadic. Often, the requests are for data 
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arrayed in a fonnat which is not compatible with the fonnat in which 
the data is routinely stored for operational purposes within the 
agency. There are no prescribed statewide standards for data 
management, other than specific requirements within certain programs, 
so that meaningful aggregate analysis of the perfonnance of human 
services programs at the State--level is seldom possible. 
The mney currently spent on data processing in human services 
agencies could be channeled into development of a data processing 
service center which has the capability to store, cross/reference 
and analyze standardized data elements. Then, comprehensive reports 
could be generated for management while the data processing necessary 
to support the service deli very programs could be provided efficiently. 
The anticipated result would be 1) overall cost savings to agencies 
resulting from centralization and standardization of reporting pro-
cedures and reporting requirements; and 2) potential savings resulting 
fran the comprehensive production of management infoma.tion useful 
to agencies, the Legislature, and the Executive Branch. Figure 1 (p. 82) 
illustrates this optimum situation. Data inputs and demands for data 
enter Block 1, (Agencies and Programs). This entry is processed 
appropriately and then channeled to either Block· 2 (Administration 
and Fiscal Data Processing) or Block 3 (Client, Provider and Program 
Data Processing). A variety of types of reports can then be generated 
to satisfy the information needs of different users. Recently, there 
has been some growth towards the development of the process 
symbolized by the location of Block 2. But there has been little 
effort to operationalize Block 3, ·which symbolizes the operation of 
COSMIS. Without input from both Block 2 and Block 3, State-level 
decision-making is bound to be handicapped. 
SUGGES'l'ED IMPLEMENTATI~ SOIEDULE FOR co.94IS 
Following is a tentative schedule for the incorporation of 
OOSMIS into the State's existing data processing procedures. 
Although each phase is assigned a time frame in which to be imple-
mented, flexibility should be maintained. The phases themselves 
are sequential for obvious reasons, however, the tasks within each 
_ phase, especially Phase I, may and should be worked on concurrently. 
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Table 7 lists the nine agencies or the major programs administered 
by human services agencies which are c.tnTently on or are 
transferrable to an autanated records-keeping system. Certain of 
these programs contain data files or possess requirements for data 
manipulation which would not be imnediately transferable to COSMIS. 
They will require careful analysis of the cost benefits of conversion 
prior· to implementing the integration of their data files into ODSMIS. 
The remaining twelve agencies will in general require conversion from 
a manual records-keeping system to the automated ODSMIS data files. 
TABLE 7 
HUMAN SERVICES AGENCIES WITH· S<l£ DEGREE OF AUl'OMATION OR 
POTENTIAL FOR AUTOMA.TICl'l IN PROGRAMS OR AIMINISI'RATION 
(1) Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
State Plan an Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
Management Information System (MIS) 
(2) Blind, Conmi.ssion for the 
Client Rehabilitation 
Disabilities Determination 
(3) Corrections; Department of 
Management and Infonnation Systems 
(4) Employment Security Commission 
Unemployment Compensation - Benefits 






CEI'A - Manpower Planning 
IEEC 




Client Infonnation System 
DSS 
Title XX 
Medical Assistance - Medicaid, Medicare 
Food Stamps (USDA) 
AFOC (Aid to Families with Dependent Children) 
SSI (Supplemental Security Income) 
(9) Vocational Rehabilitation 
Disabilities Determination 
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PHASE I - INITIATION - lZ TO 24 MJNIHS (FY 79-80) 
(1) The legislation which authorizes the conversion to COSMIS ·and 
funding for the conversion (see discussion in Chapter III), 
should be developed. This legislation should: (a) provide a 
clear and powerful mandate; (b) clearly identify the roles and 
responsibilities of all participants; (c) convey strong statu-
tory authority to the system development and management group 
to ensure compliance. 
(Z) A cauprehensive inventory of the State's ht:lllail services programs 
should begin which includes all data elements relative to (a) 
clients in those programs (inclu:ling provider data) ; (b) program 
eligibility criteria; (c) funding source and aa:nmts; (d) general 
descriptive data such as current client load, number and type 
of system staff, and geographical distribution. of clients and 
providers. The unique identifier numbering system should be 
prepared and its implementation begw1. 
(3) The Attorney General should be directed to conduct research into 
the legal implications of the termination of existing con-
tractual agreements between (a) two State agencies, and (b) a 
State agency and a COD'IIIercial vendor of data processing services. 
(4) The State Personnel Division in conjunction with each of the 
agencies involved should be directed_ to develop canprehensi ve 
plans for the reassigmnent of existing data processing positions 
fran selected agencies to the staff of the central data processing 
service center which supports CDSMIS. This effort will be sub;ect 
to the requirEments and directions of the system design and 
developnent. group. 
(5) All personnel to be assigned to the <DSMIS complex, in addition 
to support personnel in all agencies, should undergo an intensive 
orientation in regard to the goals and responsibilities of the 
system and its operations. 
(6) There should be a cauplete physical inventory of all data pro-
cessing hardware in use at ht:lllail servi~es agencies. This should 
incluie all peripheral and auxiliary devices. It also should 
describe the technical capabilities and characteristics of each 
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and indicate its obsolescence date if appropriate. Upon com-
pletion of this inventory a plan should be developed that outlines 
(a) which equipment can be economically integrated into the COSMIS 
data processing service center; (b) Requests for Proposal (RFP' s), 
for additional equipment as needed if not already available woong 
the State's data processing resources; (c) timetable for transporting, 
reconfiguration, and installation of machinery in the COSMIS 
data processing service center. 
(7) Detailed planning should begin for the pilot transfer of the 
Title XX ·data base from Clemson University to the COSMIS 
data processing service center. 
(a) Completely detailed design of the COSMIS is to be 
completed and evaluated by the Legislative and Executive 
Branches, agency management, and field caseworkers in 
human services. After the review, DIJdi.fications to the 
design will be completed as directed. 
Coordination will be maintained with Federal agencies 
during this phase in order to ensure that the design incor-
porates the crapa.bility to generate reports which satisfy 
the bulk of Federal evaluation, planning and oversight 
requirements. 
(b) There should be continued refinement of the detailed can-
version and implementation schedule. 
(c) The Attorney Geneml. should be directed to develop model 
legislation dealing with the privacy and public infcmnation 
issues involved in the COSMIS as discussed in Chapter II of 
this report. The end product of this model legislation would 
be a State privacy act which also incorporates conditions 
of liability for various degrees of violation of the procedures 
associated with the act. 
(d) The persormel assigned to develop and manage the COSMIS will 
maintain a dialogue with Federal officials and with authorities 
in other states in order to share their experiences in infor-
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mation systems and to gain their support and suggestions in the 
development of Federal and State reporting tedmiqu~s. 
(e) The State will conduct a concentrated effort to obtain Federal 
funding or other grants which may be available in order to 
finance CDSMIS or portions of it. 
(8) ·The implementing body will submit the report of its evaluation 
of the achievements and problems of Phase I. It should contain de-
tailed rec.onmendatian.s for the steps that need to be taken in Phase II. 
PHASE II - CENIRALIZATION OF DATA - 24 TO 36 MJNIHS 
(1) This phase will begin with the incremental transfer and imple-
mentation of the Title XX program's data under the authority of 
CDSMIS. At a minimum, the following activities will take place. 
(a) Transfer of all data bases and software, applicable equip-
ment, and key personnel to the central data processing 
service center of COSMIS. 
(b) Adaptation of Title XX software to the CDSMIS data base 
and analysis file system. 
(c) Testing of installed system !OOdules. 
(d) Evaluation of test results and procedures. 
(e) Adjustments and modifications to the system based upon evaluation 
reports and analyses. 
(£) Orientation and training of all personnel involved in the 
system. 
(2) When the Title XX conversion is near completion, the data bases 
and the data file manipulation capabilities associated with 
the remaining programs (such as Medicaid, Medicare and Public 
Assistance) which are 0.1rrently under the direct authority of 
DSS, will be transferred and integrated into COSMIS. 
PHASE III - FULL IMPLEMENTATION OF COSMIS - 36 TO 60 MJNIHS 
(1) The integration of client, program and provider data files fran 
the remaining hunan services agencies into CDSMIS will take place. 
This integration will include the. following general steps; 
(a) Reorganization and programming of remaining human services 
agencies' client, program and provider data into the COSMIS 
files as detennined by the system management group under the 
direction of the General Assembly. 
____ , -~- --·- -~-~--
(b) Testing of programs and procedures. 
(c) Evaluation of testing. 
(d) Adjustment of procedures based on evaluation. 
PHASE IV - CONfiNUED M:>DIFICATION - ONGOING 
(1) This phase will perpetuate periodic modifications and improve-
ments to COSMIS under the direction of the system's management 
group in response to evaluation, legislative direction, and the 
information needs of the Executive Branch. 
(2) The infonna.tion requirements associated with new programs, 
new procedures, and new concepts will be reviewed and integrated 
into CDSMIS as may be deemed appropriate. 
Mlre detail of the projected timetable is presented in Figure Z 
(p. 83) and Figure 3 (p. 84). Figure 2 first provides an overview of 
the total phase-in. Figure 3 projects a tentative five to six year 
implementation schedule by the month. 
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ESTIMATED COST OF COS.US 
Based upon comparative data collected from other states, from South 
Carolina State agencies and from conversations with the staff of the 
Division of Canputer Systems Management, the Legislative Audit 
Council estimates that the cost of COSMIS as presently designed would 
entail total expenditmes of between $5 million and $9;.5 million over 
a five-year period. The front-end or start-up cost over the first two 
years would be an estimated $4.6 million with an additional cost of 
between $1 million and $4.9 million over the following three years. 
The Legislative Audit Cotm.cil arrived at this estimte in the 
following manner: 
TABLE 8 
FIRST-YEAR CDST PROJECfiON"~OF CoSMIS 
(1) Cost of Primary Support Computer 
(Z) Cost of Personnel* 
(3) Maintenance Costs 
(4) Operational Costs/Supplies 
Total 
*See Table 9 on the following page. 





This estimated $Z.65 million total cost would be offset by the 
following factors: 
(1) The transfer of the Departomt of Social Services Title XX 
data processing support and funding to COSMIS. C\.U'Tent 
estimates obtained from IlSS place Title XX data processing 
costs at $34 7, 510 per year, including salaries. 
(2) The upgrading of the existing computer capability at the 
Division of General Services, which would be the location 
of the central data-processing service center of COSMIS. 
A portion of this computer would be dedicated exclusively 
to COSMIS tm.til the time when other computer tm.i ts would 
be transferred to COSMIS usage. 
( 3) The transfer of a large portion of data processing budgeted 
ftm.ds and the transfer of selected personnel positions and 
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equipment from human services agencies to COSMIS. If only 
SO% of FY 76-77 ftmding for data processing in the 21 
human services agencies were transferred to COSMIS, it 
would provide $4. 5 million per year. 
(4) Conversations with infonnation systems management personnel 
in other states have indicated that there are nunerous 
Federal funding sources which could aid in COSMIS funding. 
Most states, however, cautioned that some of these grants 
could result in stringent reporting requirements which could 
be potentially disruptive to the overall efficiency of the 
information system. 
The Legislative Audit Council recognizes that funding sources are 
of a finite nature. However, it is clear that a substantial portion, if · 
not all, of any buigetary canmitment to COSMIS could be obtained through 
some transfer of existing equipment, personnel and data processing funding 
fran human services agencies, or fran Federal sources. This is based on 
the fact that the current data processing costs in human services total 
$9.5 million amually. In addition, the trend in data processing has been 
for agencies to DI'Ne toward independent data processing capabilities with 
accanpanying fragmentation in oversight and rapidly increasing costs. 
Nevertheless, if not properly managed, COSMIS could result in some 
additional funding requirements not included in any current appropriation. 
In conclusion, the system should yield long-range savings and increased 
cost effectiveness through ·the achievement of the goals outlined in the 
resolution. 
OPERATIONAL DFSCRIPTION OF 'lHE CLIENT ORIENTED SfATEWIDE 
MANAGEMENr INFORMATION SYS'l1M FOR flJMAN SERVICES (COSMIS) 
This chapter uses several diagrams to aid in EDCplaining the 
structure and the functions of the system. The discussion reflects 
the description of an info:rmation system that appeared in Chapter III. 
There are three major canponents. The first is the client and service 
delivery oriented component. The second component is the centt:a.l data 
processing service center. Third, is the management oriented canponent 
of the system. Figt.n'e 4 (p. 90) provides a simplified general overview 
of the entire system with emphasis on the three major components. In 
add.ition, Figure 4 and the accompanying diagrams demonstrate that an 
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infonnation system is made up of a set of subsystems designed to 
interact with each other in specific ways. 
Block 1, labeled "Client and Service Delivery Oriented Com-
ponent," is on the viewer's left when looking at Figure 4. This block 
contains the set of subsystems and linkages which symbolize both the 
activities and the data flow paths associated primarily with the appli-
cation for del±Yery and receipt of services. 
Block Z symbelizes the centrally located data processing 
service center which is totally dedicated to support of C<BaS. This 
center houses the central computer operation which holds all client 
data, stores data on providers, and lists current program eligibility 
criteria for all programs which will support the client information 
and referral activity. 
The service center will also support the analysis, planning, and 
program evaluation needs of the State. The "Statistical Evaluation 
_ and Analysis" block, as symbolized, will supply to management pre-
designated results of analyses on a routine basis. This unit would also 
have the analytical capabilities to respond to unique, one-time requests 
for a specific kind of quantitative analysis. 
Block Z is where the operational management of a&f!S is located. 
As will be discussed in greater detail below, this block refers to the 
technical aspects of managing the system as well as to the executive or 
policy related aspects of the system's management. There .is a technically 
qualified data processing manager who reports directly to the executive 
director or a system manager. The system manager's role is to ensure 
that the infonnation system is performing according to the directions 
and priorities established by the General Assembly and that the system is 
meeting the infonnation needs and.data processing needs of all users 
efficiently and effectively. The system manager's position may be man-
dated to be directly accountable- to either the General Assembly or to the 
Exeeuti ve Branch, or to both through a joint oversight committee or through 
the Budget and Control Board. · However, the Audit Council reconmends the 
specific management structure discuss~ later in this chapter. 
Block 3 represents the policy-making or management oriented com-
ponent of the informaqon system. It is comprised of the General Assembly, 
the Executive Branch and the Federal Government. 
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DETAILED EXPLANATION OF TiiE SYSTEM'S PROCEDURES 
Figure 5 (p. 91) presents an overview of the procedures and flows 
of data in OOSMIS. The diagrams following Figure 5 are exploded views 
which show in clearer detail how each component functions within the 
system. Note that in Figure 5 each block has· an identifying letter 
and a title which is referred to consistently in the narrative. 
Figure 6 (p. 92) is an exploded view of Block 1 containing a brief 
summary narrative of the basic steps which occur in the delivery of 
services and their relationship to COSMIS. Figure 7 (p. 93) which 
follows is a further explanation of (B), the Information and Referral 
component, which is shown in Block 1 of Figure 5. 
In brief, the Information and Referral system ftmctions as follows. 
There is a single, well advertised, toll-free telephone m:anber. An 
individual citizen who needs information to help deal with a problem 
calls this m.unber and talks to an I & R cmmselor. The cmmselor has 
available a listing of all human services activities in the State, 
including se:rvice organizations in the private sector. The listing 
is cross-indexed by problem topic. This listing will provide st.1lllllarY 
information regarding eligibility for a particular type of service. 
If greater detail is needed, the cmmselor will have access to the 
central program data file in COSMIS (Subtmi t · I in Block 2 in Figure 5) 
containing the details of eligibility criteria. The cmmselor will 
be able to access this data through an interactive computer tenninal 
which may be either a video display tenn:i.nal or a typewriter teminal. 
Perhaps the most useful innovation for the caller or potential client 
is the telephone "bridging" capability. The cmmselor' s directo:ry of 
services will also contain the name and m:anber of a contact person in 
each service site. The counselor will be able to ''bridge" the 
potential client's call to the appropriate contact person or site. The 
counselor will remain in the three-way conversation long enough to ensure 
that the caller will reach the proper authority. If the caller needs 
additional ccmm.mications assistance, the I & R counselor can again be 
called. 
Appendix 6 is a copy of the data elements contained in the program 
data file belonging to Michigan's Statewide information and referral 
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system (NE'I'\\URK) • It is an excellent example from a comprehensive 
statewide system. 
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EXPLANATION OF Tim DATA PROCESSING SERVICE CENTER 
Block 2, the centrally located data processing service center 
of COSMIS is further detailed in Figure 8 (p. 94). This is the data bank 
of COOOS. In general it contains four subsystems. Three of these, 
(}i) Client Data, (I) Program Data, and (J) Provider Data, are merely 
machine stored files of data. The blocks (l<) and (L) are sets of 
analytical computer programs and sets of other data from sources 
outside of the human services delivery system. These programs will 
provide reports from aggregate level analysis which will aid decision 
makers at the State-level in establishing funding priorities and 
assessing the level of goal achievement in existing programs in human 
· services. This type of canprehensive State-level analysis is not now 
available either to the Executive or to the Legislative Branches. 
Much lip service has been given to the concept of evaluation 
in social services programs in the last decade. There are many obstacles 
to meaningful evaluation. It is costly. Evaluation requires skilled 
practitioners, adequate data collected over a period of time, resources 
to perfonn evaluation, an enviromnent which accepts adverse critique 
positively, and managers who will use the results of evaluation to 
improve the quality, efficiency, and effectiveness of their programs. 
Dr. Carol H. Weiss, a prominent scholar and well known author in 
the field of evaluation research, has published the follow:in~ advice 
which should be considered carefully in the developnent of moos. 
Evaluation as an applied research is com-
mitted to the principle of utility. If 
it is not going to have any effect on 
decisions, it is an exercise in futility. 
Evaluation is probably not worth doing in 
four kinds of circumstances: 
1. When there are not questions about 
the program. It goes on, and deci-
sions about its future either do not 
came up or have already been made. 
2. When the program has no clear 
orientation. Program staff impro-
vise activities from day to day, 
based on little thought and less 
principle, and the program shifts 
and changes, wanders around and 
seeks direction. There is little 
here to call "a program." 
3. When people who should lmow cannot 
agree on what the program is trying 
to achieve. If there are vast 
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discrepancies in perceived goals, 
evaluation has no ground to stand on. 
4. When there is not enough money or no 
staff sufficiently qualified to conduct 
the evaluation. Evaluation is a 
demanding business, calling for time, 
money, imagination, tenacity, and skill 
(pp. 10-11, Weiss, Carol H., Evaluation 
Research: Methods of Assessing Program 
Effectiveness, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
EnglewOOd Cliffs, N.J., 1972, 160 pp.) 
MANAGBIENT OF COSMIS 
Subtmit 3 of Figure S, COSMIS Management, is elaborated in Figure 
9 (p. 95). The position of Executive Manager or Director of COSMIS is 
located in Block M. The director should also serv~ on the small group 
' 
which will have imnediate responsibility for general oversight over 
the system. The oversight group represents the system to the Advisory 
Coomittee and hears the input fraiL the Advisory Conmittee. The over-
-· . 
sight group must provide reasonable responses to inquiries from the 
Advisory Camdttee but is not subject to their control. 
It is critical for the success of the system that its management 
body have the strongest possible authority. The decision concerning 
where to locate the group is one which the Council believes is most 
appropriately to be made by the General Assembly. However, the system's 
management DRJSt be independent, objective, non-partisan and possess 
the highest possible professional qualifications. 
The management group could be placed under 1) the Budget and Control. 
Board, 2) the Executive Branch, 3) the General Assembly, or 4) a small 
joint conm.ission with both the Executive ·and the Legislative Branches 
represented. 
Of utmost importance to the success of CDSMIS is that independent 
constant evaluation of the overall perfonnance of the information 
system be conducted by the Legislative Audit Council. This unit is 
shown as Block N. , Unit for. Evaluation of CDSMIS. 
The Audit Council will make recommendations for improving the 
performance of COSMIS directly to the General Assembly. Without this 
type of regular review and evaluation the experience in other states 
suggests that COSMIS could quickly became merely another layer of yet 
costlier bureaucracy dedicated first to serving its own ends rather 
than meeting the needs of its various users. 
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The canm.ents from Dr. Weiss, cited above, regarding the purposes 
of evaluation are certainly applicable here. In addition, there are 
other considerations involved in evaluating a State-level information 
system which deserve some elaboration. 
In general, there are five dimensions to be considered in eval-
uating a State-level information system. All of these dimensions may 
not be necessarily present in all information systems. 
1. Oversight Aid. Both the Executive and Legislative Branches 
of government are concerned with having adequate data to 
maintain oversight over the activities of State agencies 
and especially over the budgeting and expenditure of 
resources. 
2. Public Accotm.tability. The concept of public accotm.tability 
has traditionally referred to fiscal aceotm.tabili ty. That 
is, public agencies should be able to show a clear and 
up-to-date record of their use of the public dollar, to 
include showing who received how much and for what purpose. 
3. Budgeting. Much of the time of governmental managers at 
all levels is spent in· budget preparation. Therefore,. an 
important ftm.ction of a State-level information system is 
to provide data and reports useful in preparing budgets. 
4. Audit Aid. A State-level information system can be a 
very useful aid in the conduct of a variety of types of 
audits, e.g., fiscal audits, management audits, and program 
reviews. 
5. Aid to Prog:r;mt Performance Evaluation. Infonuation systems 
are increasingly intended to provide ~ta indicating the 
successes, failures, strengths, weaknesses and cost 
effectiveness of programs which are administered by State 
agencies. There is special emphasis on Federal programs. 
which are established to rtm. for a specific time period 
and the State may be faced with picking up the responsi-
bility and the cost for continuing the program when the 
Federal support ends. 
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There are certain constraints on the applicability of an eval-
uation methodology for State-level information systems which stem 
from political and other considerations. Following is a list of 
definitions, assunptions, and· constraints which, in general, define 
the operational parameters of this type of evaluation. It is not 
a complete list of all factors associated with evaluating a State-
level information system. 
A. Definitions. 
1. Infonnation System. A State-level information system is 
canposed of people, procedures, data and machinery which 
can produce data and/or reports that are useful in govern-
mental oversight and decision-making. 
2. Efficiency. Efficiency has to do with minimizing duplica-
tion, timeliness of system output, minimizing costs, and 
minimizing the effort of production of the system's output. 
Although it is a useful concept, because it is "intuitive" 
and flexible, it is difficult to develop a quantifiable 
standard for efficiency which can be applied universally. 
3. Effectiveness. An evaluation criteria which looks for 
whether or not the desired objectives are accomplished. 
It must always be used in the context of criteria which 
examine quality and efficiency. 
B. Constraints in Evaluation of a State-Level Information System. 
1. Authority to Evaluate. Some authoritative source must 
initiate the evaluation since it will incur costs. Further, 
since the results of the analysis may reveal serious defi-
ciencies or wrong-doing on the part of administrators of 
the system, objective evaluators DJJSt be employed who are 
protected against political "retribution" or compromise. 
2. Access. The evaluation will be limited in its utility if 
total access to the system's data and procedures is denied. 
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C. Assumptions Underlying the Evaluation Process. 
1. Goal Definition. The evaluation method selected is 
applicable only within the stated goals of the State infor-
mation system. It may indicate that the goal definitions 
as articulated are inadequate to allow meaningful evaluation. 
However, it would be inappropriate to attempt to use evalu-
ation methods to indicate what the goals should be. 
Z. Fiscal Emphasis. State information systems tend to focus 
heavily on fiscal analysis. Evaluation usually reflects 
this emphasis. In the fiscal area evaluation further 
assumes the following. 
a. The system should be able to produce a canplete, 
accurate and easy to read record of all State 
Government expenditures within a designated area. 
b. The system should allow any individual to see the 
record of!!! of the ftmds made available to an agency 
and allow convenient comparison of details of agency 
budgets with agency expenditures. 
3. Responsibili:tY· Evaluation assUm.es that there ·is some 
implementing entity that is more or less charged with 
making the system "work." In a State system, there may be 
several entities responsible for discrete canponents or 
subsystems which comprise the whole system. Evaluation 
assumes that operational responsibility can be pinpointed. 
CCEMIS AND POUCY-MAKERS 
Block 4 of Figure 5 depicts the Management Oriented Canponent 
of COSMIS. It represents the ultimate administrative authorities 
in Government, the General Assembly, the Executive Branch, and the 
Federal Gaverqment_ The role of these bodies and their importance 
in developing a useful statewide integrated information system for 
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PIGmE 2. OVERVIEW OF 11i.E samDULE POR IMPLEMeNTATION OF OOSMIS. 
Plannin 
1. Service Inventory 
2. COSMIS Legislation 
3. Plan for Reassignment of 
D.P. Personnel 
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Ongoing Modifications, Technical Improvements, New Procedures and 
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3) Evaluation of Results and 6) Testing of Prpgrams 
Modifications 7) Evaluation 
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7. Planning for Title XX Transfer 
8, Grants Applications 
9, Planning for Information 
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FIGURE 3 .• TIMETABLE OOR IMPLEMENTATION 
OF COSMIS. . 
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FIGURE 3 (CONTINUED) 
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FIGURE 3 (CCNI'INUED) 
PHASE III - RJLL IMPIBfENTATI()f 
(Phase II - Testing) I 
1) Transfer of All Other (Hardware. Data 
Persmmel) DSS H.S. Programs to OOSMIS · 
2) Adaptation of Programs to COSMI~ 
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PHASE I AND II - PROJECI'ED PERSONNEL COSTS FOR COSMIS 
(Salary estimates are based on current median State compensation rates.) 
Estimated 
Per Year 
Number Job Description Figures 
2 Professional Researchers - For Services Survey (1 year) $ 19,420 
2 Clerk Typists - For Services Survey (1 year) 15,036 
2 Full-Time Interns - For Services Survey (1 year) 10,400 
5 Data Processing Coordinators/Programners - COSMIS 
(Armual) 79,380 
8 Technician/Equipnent Operators - cogus (Armual) 56,600 
2 Clerk Typists - COSMIS (.Annual) 15,036 
2 Teclmical/Management Advisors to Oversight Conmittee -
COSMIS (Annual) 40,000 
8 · Programners/ Analysts Transferred from Title XX to 
COSMIS (Annual) 123,376 
1 Executive Manager - CDSMIS (Armual) 29,357 
1 Data Processing Manager - COSMIS (Annual) l8z046 
33 ESTIMATED TOrAL $406.651 
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Management oriented component of the information 
system. 






BLOCK 1. Client and Service Delivery 
Oriented Component qf the 
Information System. 
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B. (See Figure 4.) 
Citizen Inquiry: I ~Information 




Client Applies Formally for 
r-----------...'>J~Service(s) Through Appropriate 
I ~Agency Representation (G.) 
D. \ll 
'Inquiry Answered: 
Inquiry Answered - Action Required 
Client receives information related 
to application: e.g., location of 
facilities, hours, required docu-
ments, appointments may be scheduled, 
transportation may be arranged • 
Case Manager Certifies 
Eligibility, Checks for Client's 
Prior Record, Assigns Client 
Number & I.D. Card, Schedules 
Delivery of Service. Enters Data 
into Central Data Bank of COSMIS. 










Procedures at the Local Level Point of Client's Entry into the Service System. 
FIGURE 6. EXPLODED VIEW OF BLOCK 1, CLIENT AND SERVICE DELIVERY ORIENTED CCNPONENf OF COSMIS 
E. & F. 
~ 
-Services Delivered 
Each Transaction is 
Recorded on the 
Individual Client's 
File and on the Pro-
vider's File Located 
in the Central Data 







Toll free telephone 
to COSMIS center. 
II' 
'; 
Gives immediate answer 
to inquiry. Obtains 
selected demographic 
data (from caller as 
appropriate. See C. 1, 







lor receives and 
logs call. 





COSMIS I & R counselor "bridges" 
incoming call to appropriate ser-
vice unit. 
COSMIS I & R counselor records 
type of action taken, e.g., 
1. appointment made for client 
2. eligibility information provided 
3. other 
COSMlS I & R counselor obtains 
selected demographic data from caller 
for planning, e.g., 
1. origin of call 
2. location of client in need 
3. first time caller 
4. address for follow-up 
5. other 
COSMIS I & R counselor prepares 
data on the contact for periodic 
batch entry into the I & R transaction 
file located in the COSMIS data 










Note: I & R counselor does not 






I & R 
Transaction 
File (COSMIS) 





H. Client Data 




I. Program Data 
1. List of all services. 
2. Eligibility criteria 
for each service. 
3. Locations of facili-
t.ies. 
4. Operational data on 




(To BLOCK 3. COSMIS Management) 
~ l / 
J. Provider Data 
1. Category of provider - com-
mercial vendor. physician, 
dentist, clinic, etc. 
2. Provider identification 
numbers. 
3. Addresses. 
4. Types of contracts and 
financial terms. 
5. Cumulative number of trans-
actions with clients by 
type and date where appro-
priate. 
6. Other. 
7. Controlled access. 
K/L Program Evaluation and Analysis Files 
1. Algorithms for collecting, sorting and 
aggregating selected data elements from 
files H, I, and J. 
2. Algorithms for merging •elected data. 
elements from sources external to human 
services with the COSMIS data to be used 
in planning, delivery center site selec-
tion, budgeting, performance evaluation, 
etc. 
3. Routines for predetermined types of 
quantitative analysis used in generating 
management reports for policy-makers. 
4. Routines for time-series analysis and 
comparative analysis of program per-
formance indicators. 
5. Other types of analytical routines. 
K/L Other Types of Data 
1. Fiscal Accountability Act (Act 561). 
2. Demographic data. 
3. Economic inqicators. 
4. Other 










COSMIS OVERSIGHT GROUP COSMIS ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
1. Legislative Representative(s). 1. Legislativ~. Representation 
2. Executive Representation 
3. CO~MIS Executive Manager. 
2. Executive Branch Representative(s). 
~--------------------------~·· 3. Agency Representatives (Program Oriented 
Personnel). 
M. BLOCK 3. I COSMIS MANAGEMENT 
1 
Recommended At.tributes I 
1. Administrative Experience. 
2. Technical Background. 
3. Familiarity with Social Ser-
vices. 
4. Familiar with Evaluation 
Methodology. 
BLOCK 2.,DATA PROCESSING SERVICE CENTER MANAGEMENT 
I 
Data Processing Management 
1. Technically Qualified. 
2. Background in $upport to Social Services. 
BLOCK 2.JDATA PROCESSING SERVICE CENTER 
I I 
Units H, I, J, K, and L. 
I 
4. Public Members (Appointed). 
N. UNIT FOR EVALUATION OF COSMIS 
1. Independent, Objective, Regular Evalua-
tion of System Performance. 
2. Skills in All Types of Audit and Evalua-
tion. 
3. Copies of All Evaluation Work Go to 
Executive Manager of COSMIS, Legislative 
Leadership, Executive Branch Leadership, 
COSMIS Oversight Group, and COSMIS 
Advisory Committee, ·and to the Public. 
(Reports and Recommendations) 
\II 
I BLOCK 4. 
I 
Management Oriented Component of 
COSMIS. 
I 









This final chapter of the report summarizes the recommendations, 
reviews the major obstacles to implementing COSMIS and discusses their 
resolution. 
SlM4ARY OF RECClvMENDATIONS 
The Legislative Audit Council believes that the plan for COSMIS 
as outlined is a reasonable goal for the State and, further, it is 
achievable utilizing the existing collective expertise of the State• s 
teclmical persoimel. It also is apparent that a portion of the initial 
cost can be absorbed through reassignment and reconfiguration of existing 
persOimel and machine resources. 
The design of COSMIS possesses considerable flexibility in that 
it can be phased in gradually depending on the needs and directives 
of the General Assembly. List 2 summarizes the recommendations 
associated with implementing the system. 
Lisr 2. .Sl.M4ARY OF COSMIS RELATED REa::M.t'ENMTIONS 
(1) The recurring infonna.tion needs of the General Assembly in the 
human services area should be clearly defined. Then the fonna.tion 
of systematic policies and procedures for agencies to follow 
uniformly in fulfilling these recurring needs should be mandated. 
(Z) The ultimate authority over the system should reside in an 
Oversight and Planning Conmittee. This committee should have 
both Legislative and Executive Branch representation. The COSMIS' 
system. manager should be a member. The COIIIDi ttee should have 
access to any teclmical advice that may be necessary. 
(3) System Management is to be composed of a group of experienced 
professional persons with a highly qualified director directly 
responsible only to the executive Oversight and Planning Committee 
and ultimately to the General Assembly. The System Management 
canponent of COSMIS must have strong statutory authority to 
carry out the developnent and implementation of COSMIS. 
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(4) In the development of COSMIS, the General Assembly should insist 
that the timetable as specified be closely followed. However, 
as implementation experience accrues, the system development 
group should have the flexibility to speed up or delay steps as 
they deem appropriate with the approval of legislative oversight. 
(5) The use of a tmique identifier number for each client to be used 
across all human services programs and agencies should be implemented 
with adequate safeguards to protect clients from unauthorized 
access to personal data. 
(6) Steps must be taken to provide motivation and support for OJSMIS 
on the part of all ·agencies involved. 
(7) System evaluation is to be an integral part of COOOS in order 
to monitor the perfomance of COOOS and to ensure that the 
system meets the needs of all authorized users efficiently and 
effectively. This task should be assigned to the Legislative 
Audit Council. This is in keeping with the Council's enabling 
legislation. 
(8) The need for a technically qualified non-partisan professional 
staff large enough to provide adequate analytical support in 
meeting the information needs of the General Assembly should be 
addressed. 
(9) The enabling legislation for COS.US should consider the following 
service cauponents for inclUsion. 
(A) An infonnatian and referral system based upon a comprehensive 
inventory of existing programs and designed with the needs 
of all of the people of South Carolina in mind. The design 
of the I & R component should take into consideration the 
experiences of other states in this area. 
(B) Provisions should be included requiring program evaluation 
and aggregate analysis of client, program and provider data. 
The goal is to aid in the detection of fraud and abuse, aid 
in measuring the effectiveness of programs, and aid in pro-
viding reliable, useful and t:illlely information to the General 
Assembly. 
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(C) The role of the Comptroller General should be expanded to 
include the responsibility for maintenance of accounting 
ledgers of selected agencies on a schedule to be detennined 
by the Comptroller General in consultation with State Auditor. 
(D) With assistance from the Division of Research and Statistics, 
agencies should develop procedures for and regularly conduct 
client impact analysis which include surveys of client 
satisfaction. 
(E) A consent fonn should be developed and used in conjunction 
with client satisfaction surveys. 
(F) MJdel privacy legislation should be developed by the 
Attorney General for review by the General Assembly which 
includes: (1) a formal definition of the terms "privacy'' 
and "confidential;" (Z) State liability and procedures 
involvingt collecting, storing, releasing and destruction 
of confidential information; (3) enforcement authority 
and; (4) penalties for violation of the law. 
REVIEW OF CITED OBSTACLES 
The Legislative Audit Council has found a consensus among the 
State's data processing personnelt administrative, and management 
persOJmel that an information system such as COSMIS is feasible 
teclmologically. However, they are quick to add qualifying couments, 
cite obstacles and raise pertinent questions. 
We will first review the three leading obstacles cited and then 
discuss their resolution. 
(1) ORGANIZATICNAL AND MANA.GfMENT STRUCTIJRE OF STATE GOVERNMENT 
By far the ]JX)St frequently cited problem is that the current 
organizational and management structure of State Government is not 
supportive o£. the concept of a COSMIS. Basically, the objections 
emphasize that the system of boards and commissions effectively 
insulates agencies fran the kind of direct accountability necessary 
for successful implementation of a statewide integrated information 
system for htnnan services. This problem was elaborated in detail 
in Chapter II, where the absence of a sufficiently strong central 
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office in the Executive Branch was also cited as contributing to 
this problem. 
(2) ABSENCE OF A STATE POLICY FOR INFOif4ATION RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
Governments are becoming increasingly aware that information 
is a costly resource. More and more practitioners and academicians 
are suggesting that information be planned and budgeted for just 
as occurs with any ·other aspect of administration. The expense 
and the poor quality of information production in the human services 
area in South Carolina lends further support to this suggestion. 
In recent hearings held before the subcommittee on Paperwork 
and Information Systems in State Government, example after example of 
delay' waste' and red tape-resulting from the absence of tmifonn 
standards and policies in information management were cited. The 
Audit C01.mcil testified that ''The absence of standardized data 
element definitions, the absence of t.m.ifonn statewide procedures 
and policies for management of data and the absence of standardized 
requirements for data analysis have presented significant obstacles ... " 
Also, "data collected within State agencies is so non-unifonn that 
it makes meaningful comparative analysis either impossible or 
unnecessarily difficult." 
In the absence of statewide standards for information many 
agencies have-developed their own definitions and procedures for 
data management, data analysis and reporting. Seldom do these 
procedures generate data which is amenable to comparative analysis 
across agencies, and seldom is it valid for aggregate State-level 
analysis. 
The lack of standardization in definitions, and procedures 
for information is a problem which must be overcome in order to 
successfully implement a statewide information system. 
(3) TRENnS IN CCJ.1PUTER TEOiNOLOOY 
There is a major international trend toward miniaturization 
in computer technology and decentralization in its applications 
in management. The cost of minicomputers is dropping at a phenomenal 
rate while their processing capacity is increasing similarly. 
The surface logic for decentralization is persuasive. For example, 
if a large computer system containing a shared data base for ten 
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agencies is down for maintenance or has a breakdown, the daily 
operations of all its ten satellite agencies are interrupted 
and backed up. If the daily operations of each of these ten 
agencies were handled completely or in part by a minicomputer 
in each agency, down time for machine maintenance or a break-
down would affect only one agency at a time. 
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RESOLUfiON OF OBSTACLFS TO COSMIS 
The Audit Council feels that the obstacles to successful imple-
mentation of a statewide information system can be sunnounted 
through proper planning and management. The following discussions 
emphasize a problem-solving approach to the objections that have 
been raised and when viewed collectively, provide a further rationale 
for implementing the system. 
The first obstacle that has been cited is the current organizational 
structure of State Government. The management of COSMITS should be under 
the direct oversight of a strong central authority. During the design 
and implementation stages this will be especially important. The Legis-
lature is the only source of the necessary authority to bring the agencies 
into compliance with changes that have such far-reaching implications. 
This influence can be exercised through the General AsseniJly 's role in the 
oversight committee that provides the System Management for COSMIS, and 
in the legislation which mandates the system's development. 
The second obstacle cited is the absence of a State policy for 
information resource management. Once information needs and goals are 
specified, then policies and procedures to meet these needs and goals 
can be mandated or implemented through Executive initiative. The speci-
fication of information goals should be done in such a way that it also 
provides policy guidance for improved coordination in the acquisition and 
use of data processing resources. 
The State Reorganization Commission's Subcommittee on Paperwork and 
Information Systems has recently proposed draft legislation which cites 
the following goals: 
Section 2. It is the purpose of the General 
Assembly in this act: 
(1) To achieve greater effectiveness and effi-
ciency in the use of infonm.tion resources 
throughout State Government. 
(2) To provide management assistance to help 
State agencies to achieve this greater 
degree of effectiveness and efficiency. 
(3) To promulgate policies, standards, and 
procedures for the use of information 
resources and technology in State Government. 
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.. 
Achievement of these goals complements the goals cited in 
Re~olution H.2777 and will aid in overcoming the obstacles to 
successful implementation of the statewide human services informa-
tion sys tern. For this reason the Audit Council recommends that the 
General Assembly give favorable consideration to this type of 
legislation. 
The third problem cited is the trend in computer technology 
toward miniaturization and decentralization in contrast to the 
centralized approach in COSMIS. The applications usually cited are 
in the private sector particularly in the banking field. However, 
there are certain limitations to the analogies that may be drawn 
between the private and public sectors. Activities in the public 
sector require a much higher degree of public disclosure and public 
accountability than is required in the private sector. This is 
so even though it may not always be cost-effective or efficient. 
Public accountability is a fundamental tenet for bureaucracy in a 
democratic society. 
It must also be observed that even with decentralization of 
data processing in some large private enterprises, they continue to 
require rigid adherence to a well-defined hierarchical chain of 
managerial accountability. In the private sector, perfonnance criteria 
are precisely defined, perfonnance infonnat.ion is summarized and 
reported methodically to central management. Lower echelon managers 
are rewarded based on the evidence of their perfomance in meeting 
the goals established by the policy-makers. 
It is hoWever, possible to carry the accotmtability portion of · 
the private sector's decentralization concept of infonnation usage 
to South Carolina State Government. It is clear from the language 
of both H.Z777 and the Fiscal Accountability Act that the General 
Assembly is dissatisfied with the current procedures for generating 
infonnation for its membership. It has not been in receipt of adequate 
information "to fulfill their responsibilities as legislators in the 
appropriation of tax monies and in the general overview and monitoring 
of the activities of State Government" (Act 561) • 
There is obviously some point beyond which increased centra1iza-
tion is too cumbersome to improve efficiency and effectiveness. 
However, the current degree of decentralization in South Carolina· has 
led to fragmented accountability among agencies and instances of 
circumvention of legislative intent. The concurrent resolution is 
calling for a centralization of data resources at the State level 
not for a merger of agency operations . The goal is to eliminate 
costly and unnecessary duplication in operational records-keeping, 
provide better services for clients, and generate better information 
for policy-makers. 
CONCLUSION 
This report has examined the inadequacies of the existing 
system for producing management infonnation relating to the area 
of human services. It also has presented a plan for a statewide 
integrated information system for human services which is designed 
to improve the efficiency, effectiveness and quality of the delivery 
of human services. The improvement is to be achieved in part through 
providing comprehensive, accurate, and timely information relating 
to the performance of human services programs to the General Assembly. 
The report also has elaborated the conditions and criteria 
necessary to the successful implementation of a statewide human 
services information system. 
In order to achieve greater accotmtabili ty for the quality and 
efficiency of human services delivery and in order to improve 
legislative oversight capabilities, the Audit Council recOlliilends 
that the General Assembly consider im:plementing the plan presented 





Alphameric [adjective 1 Alphabetic characters, numeric digits and special characters collectively. 
The term implies that rhe characters and digits are machine processable. The term is 
contracted from alphabetic-numeric co alphanumeric to its present form. 
Barch Processing [noun] A procedure for processing in which data and programs are first 
collected into groups, or batches, and then processed sequentially. It is characterized by 
indeterminate turn around rime. 
Computer Program [noun 1 A set or related sets of sequentially coded instructions which direcc a 
computer to perform specific operations. A computer program usually includes three 
functions: input (data entry), processing and output (reporting). 
Computer Terminal [noun] A device which communicates with a computer. 
Core Memory [noun] A medium of computer storage often located within the CPU. It usually 
consists of a series of doughnut shaped cores which are selectively charged magnetically 
or eleccrically. Also known as primary memory or main memory. 
CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) [noun] A computer terminal which displays I/0 on a' television-like 
screen instead of typing or printing it on paper. 
CPU (Central Processing Unit) f noun l A hardware component of a computer system which 
controls che interpretacion and execution of instructions, the arithmetic functions, and 
the 1/0 channels. 
Data [noun] Informacion that can be processed by a computer. This informacion may be com~ 
posed of numeric digics, alphabetic characters and/or special characters. 
Database [noun] A colJecrion of related data stored in such a fashion rhat individual items are 
easily retrievable. 
. . 
Data Entry [noun] The process of em:ering data inca a computer system. 
Disc [noun 1 A random-access memory medium used for external storage. It consists of a flat, 
circular rotating plate with a magnetic surface. Data is scored by selectively magnetizing 
portions of the flat surface. 
Display !noun] Visual I/O image shown on a CRT or plasma screen. 
[verb] To show 1/0 on a CRT or plasma screen. 
External Storage Device (no.unj An on line device which reads from and wrices on a machine 
readable data medium, such as magnetic discs, which are physically removable from the 
computer. Also known as auxiliary storage, bulk storage or secondary storage. 
Hard Copy [noun j Computer output that is permanently produced on;~. physical medium, such as 
paper, which can be easily disassociated from the computer system. 
f adjective] Pertaining co computer output chat is permanently produced on a physical 
medium, such as paper, which can be easily disassociated from the computer system. 
Hardware [noun] The physical components of a computer system. 
1/0 (Input/Output) (noun] Computer input and output C<>llectively. 
[adjective] Pertaining to computer input and output collectively. 
Input [noun l Data used by a computer program. 
l verb J To convey data to a computer from either a terminal or an external storage device. 
[adjective J Pertaining to data entry. 
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Interactive (adjective I Characterized by a data input procedure in which the computer prom pes 
the user for additional input as necessary. Data emry is commonly interspersed with 
processing. By its nature. che term cannot apply to batch. processing system. It can apply 
only to real time or on line sysrems. 
Job [nounj A sec of one or more logically related casks (subjobs) co be performed by a compucer. 
Keyboard [noun] A device for either entering data into a computer or converting data co a 
machine readable medium such as tape or disc. In appearance and method of opera cion. ic 
commonly resembles a typewriter keyboard. Ic is ofcen a component of a computer 
terminal. 
Key In [verb] To manually operate a keyboard so as to either encer data into a computer or convert 
data co a machine readable medium such as tape or disc. 
Machine Readable (adjective 1 Pertaining to either a data medium or the data contained by such a 
medium that can be input or read by a computer without manual intervention. Examples 
of such media are cards, tapes, and discs. 
OCR (Opcical·Character Recognition) [noun} Optical recognition by an input device of specific 
type fonts, varying size lines and/or in some cases, handwritten characters. 
On Line {adjective] pertaining co direct communication with a computer. 
Output (noun] Results or reports from a computer program 
[verb] To produce results or reports from a computer program 
(adjective] Pertaining ·to results or reportS from a computer program. 
------,.-...,....,.....,-....,..,..-___ - -- - -
Plasma Screen f noun J A comeuter terminal which displays 1/0 on a plasma screen instead of 
typing or printing it on paper. 
Print [verb 1 To produce output via an impact mechanism such as a line printer which priors 
more chan one character per impact. 
Processing [noun} Work performed by the CPU. 
Program (noun] See .. Computer Program". 
Prompt [noun] In an interactive system, rhe output which indicates that the system is waiting ro 
receive data. In some cases, the prompt is text which indicares the data for which the 
sysrem is waitin~. 
I verb I To indicate that a system is waiting to receive data. 
Random Access {noun 1 The ability to retrieve information from ex:ternal memory without 
serially searching individual datum. 
Read [verb I To convey information from either an input terminal or an external storage device 
into core memory. 
Read Time Processing [noun 1 Processing which conrrols an environment by receiving dara, 
processing it and returning results quickly enough co affecr the environment. It often 
connotes an absence of human intervention as in a process control system . 
. Remote (adjective 1 Located at a distance from the central computer. 
" 
Sofc Copy [noun 1 Visual display of computer output such as that produced by a CRT or plasma 
s'reen. 
ladjectivej Pertaining to the display of computer output on a CRT or plasma screen. 
Software l noun J The features of a computer system that are not hardware, especially the 
computer program or set of computer programs which concrol the computer hardware. 
Teletypewriter r noun J A remote computer terminal which consists of both a cypewricer-like 
keyboard for data entry and a print mechanism for data output. 
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Type [verb I To prim computer output via an impact mechanism which prims one character per 
impact. 
-User [noun I A person who uses a ~ompurer sysrem. 
Vendor [noun] A person or firm which purveys computer services. 
Wrice [vendor l To convey information from core memory co eicher an output terminal or 
external scorage. 
(Source: A Congressional Guide to Computers, John D. Croley, Congressional 
Research Foundation, 1977, 42 pp.) 
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H. 2777 
Jntrcx.luccd by Rcprcscnt·ativcs Stevenson, !farris. Campbell, Middleton, C:1rtcr, McAbee, 
B. J,. Hendricks, Jr .• JJelmly, Ev<llt, Rradlcy, Hnlph K. Anderson, Jr., W. Slcding 
AndcJ·son, Jnmes M. Arthur, W<lrren D. 1\n!Jur. IV, Asfle, l1arksdnle, 13nrrineau, 
Bennett, Bl<wding, l1rnndt, Bryant, Buchan, Burnside, Rurriss, 11usbee, C:arncll, Clwmblcc 
Clyburn, Cobb. Cnllins. Cooper, Crow, Dnngedield, Daniel, DesClwmps, Dreyfus, 
Duncnn, Eaq~le, Edwards, Fc1Ller, Floyd, Freeman, Gr1n1ncr, Ga~quc, Gclcgoti·s;· 
Goggins, Gr:1nger, Grnves, Gulledge, Ibm, lfa1·vey, lfnrvin, ll<1wkins, llcnrn, T .loyd J. 
fJendricks, IIinson, Ikx.lges, iiolt, !Jornsby, !Joword, IluCf, lfugllsrnn, Keller, Kcys~."-rlin~. 
·.Kinard, Kohn, Koon; M<lllgum, Manning, Mcinnis, Peden B. Mci .ccd,, \Vi1li<11n J. ivicJ ,ccd., 
·Meyers, Mitchell, Nunnery, Patterson, Prncht, Hmnpcy, Heel, l~udnick, Russell, 
:Sandifer, Schwartz, Scott, Shchcen, Simpson, Smith, Snow, Swdd;.1rd, Tnylor, Tllcndore, 
Tiliman, Tison, Toal, Venters, Wns!Jington, Wilson, John 'f. Wood, Hoben H. v\'ouds, 
·Bruce, Dukes, Holland, Lisrer, Marchant, Matthews, Moore, Murray, Rucker, Jolly, 
· Johnson, McFadden, K1apman. · 
!A <CCO)!WCClW IR lR IE~'lf It& u.;:$<.0) ll .. lUJ'lf" H<O> IT-il 
TO IJI RECT TilE Li~GlSf .ATIVE AUDIT COUNCJL IN CONSUl .TAI'IUN 
\VITI I TI IE STATI-o: IU•:OHGANlZATJON <:OM MISSION TO UI~V 1·:1 .OP A 
PLAN OF S'fATI~WIDE lNTEGHATI~D JNl.-ORMATION SYSTI·.MS L:OR 
I lUMAN SERVICES. 
\\NIIIIll:::l~ll::.~$, the Gcnl.!rnl AHs<.:mhly is Ct)nccrncd wilh providing 
the highest pos~ilJle quality of humun ~crvh;cs Lo the citizens of Sl.llllh C<Jrolina; and 
\\\VIIIIIEIRU~;:A$, the General Assembly is awnre tlHll the delivcTy 
:and mc.wagcment of human services could be improved by inlTC':Jsing program p<n·t ic-
ipption through the removal of barriers imposed by repetitive demands [or the S<llllC 
information from different agencies and by saving stnte anJ fcdcnJ l expcndi t u rc~ til r, lll~h 
·~elimination of duplicntion in the eligibility certific<Hion precesses for various l!umnn 
·service programs; and 
\~\vlllmZU~.l!i.tA\$, the General Assc111bly i~ aware of tllc ncc:cs~itr 
-for more comprehensive ~ccounwbility from the agencies <Klministcring 1HIII1<Hl sL·rvices: 
·and 
\\WIIIIH::I~IE:..\\$, the G<..'IH.::rnl,\sscml>ly i::; aw<a·e of the necessity 
for pn.Niuing effective safeguards againHt pt'lcmial fraud n11d other illcg:.1l am.I llJleliJicnl 
rcdw..:.tit'll~ in the cost of administering und delivering hunwn services :n·c dcsi r;.1blc <IS 
n ::;ll..·p towards providing mot·c services at a lower overall cost: <liHJ 
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~WIIIIIEikUE,~\£, the General Assembly is cognizant of the fact 
that a ccncrnlizcd information system could result in incrc~u;cd efficiency, eifcctive-
ness and econ-omy as compared ·to the frag1ncnted system currently in cxislcnce; and 
~WHUJE::IK\JI~ •• \\$, the Legislative Audit Council is responsible hy 
law for exmniiting.go'.[crnmental pt:ograms and ngcncics in order to,dctermine their 
effectiveness, efficiency, economy and compliance with lnw and for making rccom-
- mendations based on that examination. 
: rt;I(Q) \\\V , 1riiii lE IRUEll:'(Q) IR IE , 
!lin~ Rlf IK\JE£(QJD..,WJ1·3:Jl)) by the lJou::;c of !~eprescnL<ltivcs. the 
Senate concutTing: 
. 
1rlllri/..\1f the General t\sscmhly docs hereby direct the T ,c~is-
l~nive Audit Council in consulU.ltion with the Sliltc Hcorgunizatinn C<.Jtlltllission nnd wirh 
the cooperation of all stnte agencies, departments nnd insrilttl ions to develop a plun for 
- a statewit.lc intc~ratcd infonnution system for human scrvh;cs in Soulh Caro-lina. 
'l~hc J .egislativc Audit Council shall include in its CX<IIllitwtiun: 
(I) The informotion urilizecl by othct· sU1tcs; 
(2} The plltential for ft·oud and other illegal or liiK:thical 
prnctices under tile current system. 
(:3) The polcntial for n:-ducing the cost of mltnini~;rcTing services 
through the usc of a cent raliz<..."<-1 infonnution system; 
(4} The level of accountability nnd client snti:::;factilHi under the 
present system; 
(,5) The cost of imp1cmenting n system which wo11ld p,·ovidc 
snf~guanJs nnd improvements in the areas mentioncu nbove <llld allow rue Lite free <lnd 
effick~nt trnnsfer of inf(H'JJHll ion mnong lmnl<.Hl services ;.1gcndes con~..:crning client 
eligibility and hackgrou11d; and 
(6) The lcgnl impliCc.lti<..lllS of such u centn.tliz<·d information 
system and d1e potentinl for ubuse of recipients' privacy as otherwise guarautccJ J,y lnw. 
The I .cgislntivc Audit \.otwcil stwl1 report ir~~ findings, n:·~·.om­
mendations und cost estimates on or before Dcccmbct· I, 1977, to tile Gencn1l Assembly. 
·-----------· --·----
Stare of South C:11:o1ina 
In the [louse of Hcprcscnl at ivcs 





CONSIDERATIONS FOR PRIVACY LEGISLATION 
In 1972, the Secretary's Advisory Committee on Automated Personal 
Data Systems was appointed by the Secretary of Health, Education and 
Welfare. The committee recommended a Code of Fair Information Practices 
Based Upon Five Principles. These five principles (later expanded by 
Congress to eight) and the findings of the IHEW Committee, published 
in July 1973, are generally credited with supplying the intellectual 
framework for the Privacy Act of 1974. The following is a discussion 
of the principle of Individual Participation as interpreted by the 
Privacy Protection Study Commission. 
THE INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPATION PtuNCIPLE 
The third Privacy Act principle holds that an individual shou!d. have 
the right to challenge the contents of a record on the grounds that 1t ts not 
accurate, timely, complete, or relevant. The principle specifically recognizes 
that information can be a source of unfairness to an individual. In theory, 
the right to participate in the maintenance of a record allows for complaint, 
involvement, and representation in order to force a balancing of the 
individual's interests against the record keeper's. If this principle is enforced, 
the individual is able to keep some measure of control (although not 
·absolute control) over the substance of what he himself reveals to an agency, 
as well as to check on what the agency collects about him from other 
sources. 
The Act has made significant progress toward fulfillment of this 
principle through its requirement that agencies establish procedures 
whereby the individual may request correction or amendment of a record, 
iappca.~ any denial of his request, and file a statement or disagreement if the 
: deDia1 and appeal rau.lt iD a stand-otT. either before or after judicial review. 
-In allowing the individual to fde a statement of disagreement, even after the 
agency's denial of his request is upheld by a court, the Act implicitly 
recognizes that the agency and the individual may have divergent interests 
in the content of a record, as well as the fact that there may be no clear~t 
criteria for assessing accuracy, timeliness. completeness, or relevance. 
Despite the Act's sophistication in this area, however, the correction 
and amendment rights have not been widely exercised. This doubtless 
reflects the small number of access requests under the Privacy Act; but it 
may also be due in part to the fact that so many of the agency records an 
individual might want to correct or amend are exempt from the individual 
' atcess requirement and therefore not open for correction or amendment. 
Nevertheless, the right to correct or amend a record, once access has been 
obtained, is an area in which the Privacy Act represents a significant 
advance for the individual. 
(Source: Privacy Protection Study Committee.) 
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To the Client: 
APPENDIX 3 
CONSE~T FORH FOR COHNUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 
FOLLO\.J-UP STUDY INTERVIEW 
In order to learn more about the effectiveness of Denver's Community 
Mental Health Center services, we would like to ask you some questions 
about how you are doing. 
If you give your permission, we would like to ask some questions about: 
1. How you are feeling. 
2. Whether and how much the services helped you. 
3. How you are getting along with family and friends. 
4. How work is going; 
5. \.Jhether you are having any trouble with alcohol or drugs. 
6. Whether you have had any recent trouble with the law. 
You should also know that: 
a) Participation in this interview is completely voluntary; 
b) You do not have to answer any of the questions in the interview; 
c) You can stop the interview if you wish; 
d) The information you give will be used only for evaluation 
of the services you received; 
c) The information will remain confidential and will not 
become part of your Mental Health Center medical record 
and will not be released to anyone for any other purposes. 
I have read or listened to the above information regarding the interview, 
and I am willing to proceed with the interview. 
Date: 
Signature: 
(AFTER THE INTERVIEW) 
I give my permission for a follow-up interviewer to contact (relative, 
friend or social agency employee--circle one), 
NAME ADDRESS PHONE 
to ask that person the same questions about me. 
,Date: ___________ _ Signature: _______________________ __ 
Source: Northwest Denver Men~al Health Center and University of Denver, 
Hental Health System Evaluation Project, "Denver Community Mental 
Health Questionnaire" (October 1975). 
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'mqe ~tate of ~autq aiaroiina 
GEORGE C. BEIGHLEY 
-ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL 
WADE HAMPTON OFFICE BUILDING 
POST OFFICE BOX 11S4q 
C:OLU ... BIA, S. C. zqz\1 
TELEPKOHE 803-758-3970 
July 11, 1977 
Mr. Larry Hamilton 
Legislative Audit Council 
500 Bankers Trust Tower 
Columbia, SC 29201 
Dear Mr. Hamilton: 
Several weeks ago I advised you that this 
Office was researching your request for information 
concerning computerized welfare records. 
I have had a law clerk make a preliminary 
examination of the question you presented, and the en-
closed memorandum is the initial result of his research. 
Would you please examine this memorandum and then advise 
me of a convenient time that we may get together to dis-
cuss the question. 
DANIEL R. McLEOD 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
I feel that a general discussion would be help-
ful at this point to determine the ~irection of any ad-
ditional research and to determine the form our final 




George C. Beighley 







APPENDIX 4 (Continued) 
M E M 0 R A N D U M 
Mr. Beighley 
Conrad Derrick 
July 7, 1977 
Legislative Audit Council's Request for Information on 
~h~ P6tential Conflicts between the Right of Privacy and 
the Public's Right to Know with Reference to the Proposed 
Central Computer File of Welfare Recipients' Records 
QUESTION PRESENTED: What are the ramifications of the use of a 
C'""!ll':r:-11 computer file of the records of the state's welfare re-
ci! ·.'·t:::~ on their individual right of privacy, particularly with 
regard to the effect of the Freedom of Information Act and the 
disclosure of public records? 
DISCUSSION: 
The questions presented by the development of a central com-
puter file of the records of state welfare recipients and its 
impact -on individual privacy are numerous and can only be answered 
in light of concrete cases and controversies which present spe-
cific situations of disclosure of such recorded information for 
particular purposes, and not through a general inquiry. Further-
more, as the Report of the Secretary of Health, Education and 
Welfare's Advisory Committee on· Automated Personal Data Systems 
has noted, "There is little evidence, . ., that court decisions 
will, either by invoking Constitutional rights or defining common 
law principles, evolve general rules, framed in terms of a legal 
concept of personal privacy, that will protect individuals against 
the potential adverse effects of personal-data record-keeping 
practices." R.N. Freed, Computers & Law: A Reference Work, 
4th ed., 34. Therefore, this opinion will be limited to a con-
sideration of the ovP.rall notion of confidentiality oF records 
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APPENDIX 4 (Continued) 
to regulate disclosure of this information. 
.. . . . 
... 
. . 
The annotation a:t 54 A.L.R. 3d 768, "Confidentiality of 
Records as to Recipients of Public Welfare" comments at the 
outset that adminstering welfare funds necessarily involves the 
collecting ·or -personal information·. It further notes-: that lim-· 
iting of access to such information to protect the recipients' 
personal privacy is generally governed by statutory regulations 
adopted by each state for the collection and dispersal of these 
data. In South Carolina, 1976 Code of Laws §§ 43-1-150, 43-1-160, 
and 30-3-10 et seg. provide these rules. Section 43-1-150 pre-
scribes the state Department of Social Services as the custodian 
of the records, papers, files and communications of the state 
and county Departments of Docial Services and requires it to 
make and enforce "reasonablet' rules governing the use and pre-
servation of these files. Section 43-l-160.makes the names of 
recipients and the amount of welfare monies which they receive 
"public records" and therefore open to "public inspection" ac-
cording to the state Freedom of Information Act (i.e. §30-3-10 
et seg.), and it also makes criminal the use of lists of re-
cipients for commercial or political purposes. It is the· nrea-
sonablen rules for use and preservation of the files which are 
made by the state Department that are subject to challenge as 
not effectively protecting the right of privacy. To determine 
the reasonableness of disclosure of such information, ·several 
questions should be answered: (l}To whom are the records to 
be given? (2)For what purpose will the person or group be 
using the files? (3)Under what circumstances is the st~te De-
M I~i-1011 A NDur1 
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partment being asked to release the records? The A.L:R. anno-· 
tation presented several cases in which access to welfare files 
was or wasn't granted, and it is appropriate to consider these 
fact situations in light of the above questions. 
In ~efl ~. Bankers Life & Casualty Co. (1945), 3~7 Ill. App. 
321, 64 N.E.2d 204, a statute which strictly forbade voluntary 
disclosure was held not to apply to involuntary disclosure by 
subpoena. In that case, the insurance company was seeking the 
recipient's birthday as he listed it on his welfare records to 
~ 
be used in countering a claim which he had made against the com-
pany. Several other similar cases are cited in which confidential 
files are subpoenaed and disclosure is successfully sought for 
the purpose of civil litigation. 
However, in jurisdictions wherein the disclosure statute fcir-
bade the issuance of a subpoena for such information unless the 
litigation was directly connected with the administration of wel-
fare assistance, the courts have generRl;y denied access to the 
files. 
In State v. Lender (1963), 266 Minn. 561, 124 N.W.2d 355, 
welfare files.were sought by the defendant in an action to 
determine the paternity of an illegitimate child. The statute, 
similar to the one in South Carolina, forbade disclosure when 
such release would be detrimental to the public interest. Out 
the court allowed the defendant access to the files. However, 
where the disclosure regulation forbade release excep~ to the 
public dfficials spec~fically set down in the statute, access was 
denied to a paternity defendant. 
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Courts have ruled both for and against disclosure in situations 
where welfare recordS were sought for use in criminal actions. 
State ex rel. State v. Church (1949), 35 Wash. 2d 170. 211 P.2d 
701, is a case wherein the defendant was granted access. The 
disclosure ·statute in that situation prohibited voluntary re-
lease to all but officials directly connected with the welfare 
program. However, the courts have denied access to criminal 
defendants where the disclosure statute forbade any release of 
such files for any use except purposes directly connected with 
welfare administration. 
The annotation cites one case in which a recipient was denied 
access to view her own file. In that situation, the statute 
provided that all s~ch files were confidential. Taxonyers seeking 
to inspect welfare records have also been denied access (see Coop-
crsberg v. Taylor (1933) 148 Misc. 824, 266 N.Y.S 359, under a 
statute similar to South Carolina's]. However, under a disclosure 
statute requiring persons having custody of public records to al-
low the public inspection at reasonable times, ~taxpayer was 
granted permission to view welfare files, with the exception of 
old age and dependent children recipients who w~re statutorily 
exempted. 
Access to welfare files by other public officials and groups 
has b~en granted in situations wherein the entity sought the files 
for investigatory or planning purposes. In those cases, the public 
officials were not statutorily excluded from the- group of persons 
allowed access, however. 
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From examining these cases it is clear that the courts have 
carefully considered.the before mentioned questions in light of 
the states' disclosure statutes to determine the reasonableness 
of allowing release of welfare files. It would be appropriate, 
therefo~e, "fof·the state Department to use those questions as 
guidelines in setting its regulations for disclosure. 
Finally, with th~ development of the central computer file, 
additional safeguards to protect the recipients' right of privacy 
must be instituted. Helpful guidelines and suggestions for ~d­
ministering such a central file are provided in the Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare's Handbook of Public Assistance 
Administration, as well as numerous law review articles, e.g. 
"Computerization of Welfare Recipients: Implications for the 
Individual and the Right to Privacy," 68 Rutgers Journal of 
Computers & Law 433. Many of these safeguards are technological 
in nature which a computer specialist would be more qualified 
to discuss. However, they wouid certainly include a "password" 
system which would be changed periodically for additional secur-
ity. Such a systenrequirethe introduction of a particular 
key word to allow access into the various levels of the data 
banks. For example, one password might be required to allow· 
access to the list of recipients, another key word to ~et to 
the amount of aid each receives, still another password for 
other personal information~ etc. Thus only those directly 
connected with the Department's computer operation star{ would 
have such complete acces~ to pP.rsonal files. Another sec~rity 
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computer operator to check and verify both input nnd printout from 
the terminals. One non-technological device which must be developed, 
if it has not been instituted already, would be a "need-to-know" 
limitation of access ladder. Such a ladder of groups and individuals 
who neea access to various sections of the welfare files would clar-
ify for the operator which levels of the data bank he should make 
available to them. 
CONCLUSION: 
The express purpose of the legislature in proposing the develop-
ment of the central computer file of state welfare recipients' re-
cords is to make this information more readily available to those 
people who are currently authorized to have access to the files, 
and not to expand th~group of people. Thererorc, as lone as the 
above mentioned security measures are tnken ~nd statutory require-
. 
ments are followed, this new program should present no new problems 
with disclosure and invasion of privacy. Should the Department of 
Social Services expand accessibility to new groups, however, each 
individual situation would have to be scrutinized and balanced with 
the accompanying intrusion into personal privacy to determine the 
reasonableness of such an expansion. 
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APPENDIX 5. 
NEW YORK MEDICAID MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 
PROVIDER MASTER F.ILE 
• Category of Service - A code defining the category of service rendered (e.g. 
general inpatient, tuberculosis inpatient, pharmacy 1 physician, home health). 
• Provider Additional Requirements Code - A code identifying the status of a 
physician in respect to additional requirements for participation in Medicaid. 
¥ • Provider Address Street • Tqe provider's street address. 
• Provider Address - City-State - Provider's city and state line of the address. 
• Provider Address - Zip Code - Provider's geographic area denoted by the postal 
zip code. 
• ·Provider Address- Attention Line- The address line that.will contain c/o or 
Apt. number, etc. in the provider's address. 
• Provider Aoolication Date - The date the provider applied for participation in 
.the ~ledicaid program. 
• Provider Beginning Date of Service - The date for which the provider is certified 
to render his/her associated category of service. 
• Provider Claim Volume Code - This indicates the number of claims an enrolled 
Medicaid provider has had processed. 
I 
• Provider Control of Medical Facility Code- Ownership.of health and medical ser-
vices facility. 
• Provider County Code - A code identifying the county in which the provider's 
place of business is located. 
• Provider Credit Balance Amount - The amount of money owed to the Medicaid program 
by a provider. 
• Provider Credit Balance Date - The last processing date on which an amount is 
entered in the Provider Credit Balance Amount. 
• Provider DEA No. - The license number assigned by the Federal Drug Enforcement 
Agency authorizing a provider to prescribe controlled substances. 
• Provider DEA Number Begin Date • The date the pro~ider's DEA number was issued. 
• Provider DEA Number End Date - The date to which the provider's DEA number is 
effective. 
• Provider Employer Identification Number - The number assigned to employers by the 
Internal Revenue Service for tax reporting purposes. · 
• Provider Ending Date of Service - The last date on which a provider is determined 




APPENDIX 5 (Continued) 
• Provider Enrollment Status Begin Date - The date on which the associated Provider 
Enrollment Status Code becomes effective. 
• Provider Enrollment Status Code - A code that indicates a provider's certification 
status in the Medicaid program. 
• Provider Enrollment Status Code End Date - The date on which the associated 
Provider Enrollment Status Code is terminated. 
• Provider Exception Begin Date - The month, day, year from which the provider's 
exception is recognized. 
• Provider Exception End Date -The month, day, year to which a provider's exception 
will be recognized. 
• Provider Exception Indicator - A code used to indicate the necessity of manual 
review or prior approval for this provider, prior to payment. 
• Provider Fiscal Year End Date - The month, day, year on which the provider's 
fiscal year ends! 
• Provider Group Identification Number·- The identification number, provider number 
assigned to the group practice in which an individual provider is a member. 
• Provider Identification Number - A unique number assigned by the State to each 
provider of services in the ~ledicaid program. ~ 
• Provider Last Payment Date - The last date on which a provider (Provider Number) 
received a payment. 
• Provider Last Processing Date - Machine processing date stored in the provider 
record, updated when record is changed, used on Provider Information Sheet to 
show date of last update. 
• Provider License Begin Date -The date ori which the provider's license becomes 
effective. 
• Provider License Number - The number identifying the license issued by the State 
Licensing Board authorizing a provider to practice within the State. 
• Provider License End Date - The date on which the provider's License/Certificate 
Permit is terminated. 
• Provider Licensing Agency Code - A code assigned ta each State agency that issues 
licen~es·, certificates or permits to providers of services. 
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Provider tocation Code - The· location of the provider within the geopolitical 
jurisdiction, urban vs. rural. 
o Provider Locator Code - A code identifying the other locations of a given p~ovider 
type \iho render the same service at more than one location. 
• Provider Medicare Number - The provider number assigned to each ~ledicare provider 
by the Medicare Processing Agency. 
0 Provider Z.tedicare Status - A code that indicates whether a provider is ~ledicare 
eligible. 
0 Provider Medicare Status Begin Date - Beginning Date of Medicare status. 
0 Provider l-fedicare Status End Date - Ending Date of Medi-care status. 
0 Provider Name - The name of the provider of Medicaid services as used on official 
records (normally the "doirig business as" name). 
0 Provider Name of Facility Administrator - The full legal name of the administrator 
of the facility. 
0 Provider Number of Beds Certified - The count of certified inpatient beds in a 
health and medical services·institution. 
~ Provider Number Physicians in Group - The number of physicians in a group practice. 
0 Provider Nursing Home 0\~ers - The owner(s) of a nursing home making application 
to be a ~tedicaid Provider. All owners of a nursing home must be listed on the 
provider application, including those who own obligations secured by the assets 
of a lortg term care facility. · 
0 Provider Out of State Code - A code used to indicate providers located out of 
state. 
• Provider Payments YTD- The total. amount of payments made to a given provider 
(P~ovider No.) since January 1st of the current year. 
0 Provider Pay to Address - Street -The provider's street address. 
0 Provider Pay to Address - City-State - Provider's city and state line of the address. 
0 Provider Pay to Address - Zip Code - Provider's geographic area denoted by the 
postal zip code. 
0 ~ovider Pav to Address - Attention Line - The address line that will contain c/o 
or Apt. number, etc. in the provider's address. 
0 Provider Recertification Code - A code designating which month a provider is going 
to be reviewed for continuance as an eligible provider: 
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• Provider Rejection· Reason Code- A code to indicate the reason the provider 
is denied participation in the Medicaid.program. 
• Provider Review Committee Members - Individuals designated as ·members of 
professional review committees i~ institutions, such as, utilization review 
committee of medical review committee. 
• Provider Social Security Number - The account number assigned to individuals 
by the Social Security Administration. 
• Provider Specialty Begin Date - The date the Specialty was verified by the 
Health Department. 
• Provider Specialty Certification Board Code - A code to identify each specialty 
certification board issuing specialty certifications to physicians. 
• Provider Specialty Certification Number - A number assigned to a physician by a 
specialty certification board. 
0 Provider Specialty Code - The code identifying a physician's medical specialty. 
0 Provider Specialty End Date - The date to which a provider is eligible as a 
specialist. 
0 Provider Trpe Code - A code indicating the category of providers rendering health 
and medical services as approved under the State Medicaid Plan. 
• Provider Type of Facility Utilization Review System - A code indicating the type 
of utilization review system operating in the facility. 
• Provider Trpe of Practice Organization Code - A code identifying the proprietary 
nature of a provider's practice. 
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0 Rate Amount - ~laximum amount· that will be paid for the associated Rate Code. 
o Rate Amount Begin Date - The month/day/year from \~hich point foz,~ard the assoc-
iated Rate Amount can be paid. 
0 Rate Amount End Date - The month/day/year from which point for~ard the associated 
Rate Amount can not be.paid. 
0 Rate Amount Retroactive - ~~~~mum amount that will be paid retroactively for the 
associated Rate Amount Begin Date. 
0 Rate Amount Retroactive Action Date - The month/day/year on which the Rate Amount 
.Retroactive was entered on to the Rate Subfile. 
• Rate Benefit Coverage Code - A code indicating whether a service or product is a 
benefit of the Public Assistance Program, the. ~ledical Assistance only program or 
both. 
0 Rate Benefit Coverage Code Begin Date - The month/day/year from which point foz,~ard 
the associated Rate Code is a covered benefit. 
• Rate Benefit Coverage Code End Datil - The month/day/year from \~hich point~ for..rard 
the associated Rate Code is not a covered benefit. 
-
0 Rate Code - A code identifying a medical service or product that utilizes a rate 
. reimbursement technique. 
0 Rate Code Description - The nomenclature describing a medical service or product 
that utilizes a rate reimbursement technique. 
• Rate Code Retroactive Indicator - A code indicating that the Rate Amount current 
has been superceded by a Rate Amount Retroactive. 
• Rate Inclusion Code - A code indicating what extra services are included in a 
Nursing Home Rate for the associated period • 
. 
0 Rate Prior Authorization Code - A code indicating whether or not a service or 
product is prior authorized for the associated Rate Code. 
• Rate Prior Authorization Code Begin Date - The month/day/year that the associated 
Prior Authorization Code becomes effective. . · 
• Rate Prior Authorization Code End Date - The month/day/year that the associated 
Prior Authorization Code is no longer effective. 
0 Rate Subfile Indicator - Indicates a listing of the "Rate Sectionn of the Provider 
File is to be produced. 
• Rate Type Code - A code identif}~ng a rate as to whether it is by the hour, day, 
month, visit, etc. 
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RECIPIENT ELIGIBILITY FILE 
,ata Elemen't Name 
. 
0 Recipient Aid Category - Tne type of assistance for which this individual has · -
been deemed eligible. 
0 Recioient Au'thorization Date - The Recipient Authori:ation Date is the date that 
a final decision was arrived at indicating whether this recipient was made eligible 
or denied. 
• Recipient Buy-In Eligibility Status Code/Eligibility Date - Code: The code 
which indicates that the recipient is entitled to have his premium for ~redicare 
Part B- paid for by Medicaid. Date: The date the recipient was eligible for 
Buy-In as certified by SSA on monthly Buy-In billing tape to the state • 
. 
• Recioient Buv-In Premium Amount - The amount of money the state must pay to 
SSA for the Buy-In coverage for this recipient. 
0 Recipient Buy-In Premium Date - The date associated with a Buy-In Premium 
Amount. 
• Recipient Case Number - The City-assigned number which uniquely identifies 
this recipient within a case. 
-. . . . "•• ... ~. . 
• Recipient Catastrophic Pavment Amount - The amount paid ~ recipient over 21 and less 
than 65 who is ineligible for full ~tedical Assistance and care., but who is 
eligible for payment of bills for inpatient hospitalization. 
• Recipient Chronic Care Payment Code/Amount - Code: A code which indicates the 
method by which a recipient's or legally responsible relative's income is 
being applied towards his cost of care. Amount: The amount that the recipient 
must pay toward his/her cost of care. 
• Recipient Borough Code - The State-assigned Recipient Borough Code which 
identifies the local Social Services District currently responsible for this 
Recipient. 
0 Recipient Date of Birth· - The month, day and year of birth. of the individual. 
• Recipient Date of Death - The date of a recipient's death. 
~ Reci ient Date of ID Card Issue - A date which indicates when the identification 
card was issued -- de ined as date card was printed. 
o Recipient Eligibility Dates (Begin/End) - Begin date: The date that a recipient 
is eligible to receive Medicaid benefits. End date: Tne date that a recipient 
becomes ineligible for Medicaid benefits. 
o Recioient Ethnic Code - ·· - Recipient Ethnic Identifier is a code which 
identifies an individual'~ race. 
o Recipient Exception Code - A code identifying types of medical s·ervices ·Which 
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• Rc:ioicnt Excess Income Amount - The amount of income a recipient must spend 
in a month before he is eligible for medical assistance. 
• Recipient Case Family Size - The number of persons in the family of which this 
recipient is a member. 
• Recipient IO Card Number - A computer generated number assigned to each printed 
Recipient IO Card. 
• Recipient Identification Number - A number which uniquely identifies each person; 
computer-generated and assigned by REF. 
• Recipient Institution IO Number - The number which identifies the Medicaid 
reimbursable institution providing care to the recipient. It is the Provider 
Identifier. . · · 
• Recipient Location Code - A code used to indicate the type of geographic or 
geopolitical statistical .reporting area in ,.,hich the recipient resides. 
• Recipient ~tedicaid Reimbursement Code - A code identifying special or general 
reimbursement status pertinent to each individual. 
• Recipient ~failing Address/Name - This element contains the names and/or addresses 
. which are associated with.the recipient. 
• Recipient Medicaid Coverage A code defining the medical services to which this 
recipient is entitled. 
• Recipient Medicare Code - The code which defines the recipient's coverage-health 
insurance benefits (Part A) and/or medical insurance benefits (Part B). 
• Recipient Name - The legal name of an individual as filled in on the application 
or other .Eorm. 
, 
• Recipient One Time Proce~ - A code to indicate a procedure that will be 
performed only once in a recipient'~ life. 
• Recipient Other Insurance Code/Coverage Code - Insurer: The code which identifies 
the insurance company with whom a recipient has medical coverage (3rd party). 
Coverage: The code which indicates whicn major types of medical coverage are 
available' to the recipient. 
• Recipient Other Insurance Policy Number - The number assigned by an insurance 
company from which the recipient has other insurance coverage • 
• Recipient Other Insurance Power of Attorney Indicator - A. code that indicates 
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• Recioient ~tedicaid PTemium Amount - A premium or similar charge which must be 
p~id by a recipient before they are eligible to receive ~fedicaid Services. 
0 Recioient Sex - Sex of the individual. 
• Recipient Social Security Account Number - The nine-digit number assigned to 
the individual by the Social Security Administration as required under Welfare 
Enumeration. 
• Recipient Social Security/Railroad Benefits Claim Number - The Social Security 
or Railroad Retirement number of the individual on whose earnings benefits are 
paid or eligibility is established. 
• Recipient SSA-Information Exchange Code - A code scheme containing various 





Type of agency 






"x" "y" coordinates 
Director 
Date agency was 
established 






NE'OORK PROVIDER FILE DATA ELEMENTS 
ELEMENT DEFINITIO~ 
Corporate name or "official name" 
The ownership of agency 
The primary source upon which the agency relies 
to provide operating revenues. Its predominate 
source of supports 
Maintains administrative control over a service 
program or facility 
Another name by which the agency is popularly 
known - acronym, nickname, local name or 
abbreviation 
• ·All salient identifying geographic data to 
~ facilitate the location of a particular agency 
The closest street crossing to the agency 
Identifies the provider as to which census tract 
it is located in 
Map location of agency to measure distances 
between two points 
The chief executive of an agency 
Date that the agency was founded or began to 
deliver services 
Date when agency ceased to exist as an administrative 
and service entity 
Those hours and days when the agency is able to 
provide service 
The geographic area, imposed either by service 
capacity or regulation, that represents an agency's 
service area of effective radius of impact. It 
must be legally or administratively imposed boundary 
requiring (as an eligiblity factor) that those 
to be served reside within the defined area 
The telephone number that would provide access 





Nl!twurk contact person 
Date of last -survey 
Date last updated 
Service sections 
Intake phone 













Third party payments 
~ccepted 
Eligibility factors 
APPENDIX 6 (Continued) 
ELE?-1ENT DE FIN IT ION 
The rerson >H.Iministrativt>ly rcs_ponsihlt- f<-,r a 
particul:Jr sPrvict> ,,rngram within a multi-servic({ 
agency and who is <Hithori I.L'd to inform Network · 
on their agency status changes 
Date when agency was last surveyed 
Self-evident 
Services that an agency provides 
The telephone number that a client or worker would 
normally use to arrange fo~ service 
A place other than the previously listed add~ess 
that a pers_on seeking service must go to apply 
lbe telephone number that is used after normal 
working hours 
• · The usual method by which a client gains entry to 
"' the service 
Comments that further define the intake/application 
procedure 
TI1ose hours and days when the agency does intake 
Those days when an a~ency does not provide services 
(aside from "no~mal" off times\ 
The parent's/child's permission is ~equi~ed in 
o~der to receive se~vice 
Official papers or documents that ~1st be presented 
before a client can be determined eligible for 
services 
A description of the fees that are cha~ged for 
service 
Rate structure for services rendered 
Those agencies that arc acceptable as third party 
fiscal intermediaries. The agency has been 
declared eligible for payment from third party 
payers 














. Health status 
Date of temporary 
service discontinuation 











Public bus line 
access 
APPENDIX 6 (Continued) 
"' 
ELEME~T DEFI~ITION 
Groups that an agency determines it can be most 
beneficial to in service provisio~-
Those characteristics that an agency defines as 
unacceptable, i.e., the agency will not or cannot· 
serve clients with these characteristics 
Does a person have to meet a means test in order 
to receive services, i.e., is there an income/ 
asset ceiling 
The items that may be deducted from income when 
determining eligibility -
The educational status sufficient or necessary 
to receive service 
The individual's specific occupation and/or 
employment status necessary in order to receive 
seryice 
Is a specific diagnosed medical condition required 
in order to receive services 
Date when a particular service is temporarily 
discontinued by an agency for some reason, 
e.g., intake is closed, seasonal variation, etc. 
Self-explanatory 
Is there a waiting list for services 
The number of beds, cases, etc. that are presently 
available at the installation 
The total facilities that the agency has to handle 
their caseload 
The agency has the capacity to communicate in a 
language other than English 
Are buildings accessible to physically handicapped, 
i.~., are there entrance ramps, passenger elevators, etc 
Are courtesy parking facilities located nearby 
Are public bus routes located within three to four 







Mandated permission granted by'a competent 
authority to engage in an activity otherwise 
unlawful 
Either a document attesting·authority or 
representing that an agency or practitioner 
meets a certain standard 






LAWS OF 1\'EW YOIU\., 1976 
·CHAPTER 639 
AN ACT to amend the social ser:ices law, In re!a!icn to est.::.~ILshi;:g a s!;::~·.·;l:c 
medical·assistance in:ormation and payments system, and mar:ing :.n a~;:ropriaticn 
therefor 
Bec:~.me a.la.w July 21, 19i8, with the appro\·al of the Governor. Passed by a rna· 
jority vote, three·fifths being present. 
The People of the Slate of New York, repreaent£d in Senate and Aucmclv, do 
enact a.s follou:s: 
Section 1. The legislature hereby finds o.nd declares that the s~1ira.Enq cost oi 
providing medic::~.! assistance to needy persons in thi:s stnte ha.'i c:-rc:1ted a.n in· 
creasing burden un the state and local ;ovcrnme:'lt3 th:tt cannot iong b~ 
tolerated, and that it is imperath·e ior the state to utilize mod.:rn data pror.:.ss-
ing techniques to begin controllin; the ra.te o( increD.Se in medica! a.o;sist.::~.nce !!X· 
penditures and to assure prompt po.yment of claims ior necessary care provided 
to the truly needy. 
The legislature further iinds and declares th11.t an economical and eiiicicr.t 
method of controlling medical a.s.sista.n<:1! expenditures is through the es-
tablishment within the state deoartment of social ser...-icc!'S or a statc:·"·~de 
centralized medical a.s.si.!tance in{o;mation and payments system c::~.pable: oi 
receiving and processing information with respect to persons who apply ior or 
have been determined by social servic~s districts to be e!igibte ·~or medical 
assistance, and with respect to providers of medical care, services and supplies 
throughout the state; and which is capable of processing and authorizii:; 
' payment Cor ci:l.ims of such pro,·iders Cor ne<:1!ssary care, ser...-ices and su"ppii~ 
furnished to eligible persons. 
§ 2. The social ser'ltices la.w is hereby amended by adding thereto a new sec· 
tion, to be section thre11 hundred sixty·se.,·en·b, to read as iollo~vs: 
§ S87-b. Medical aa:~isla.nct in;brmation a.nd payment sy1Jtem. I. Th~ 
departmtml :shall deaign a.n.d implement_ a Jlatcu;ide medical a.3:ti.si:Jn.cr. in/?rmati~n 
4nd paymtmts ay:rlem for t.M purposa of protriding indi:-i.dz(IJ[ ar.d aqrp·egate da'a to 
10cial service:r di:rtrict:~ !a a:~:ri:rt them in making baJic 1111Jnag,ment decision.!, to l.h11 
department and other :tate ageru:ie:~ to a:r:rut in the administration of /.he medical 
aui:rl4nce program, and to the go,·ernor a.nd till legislature cu may be ncce:uar-; t,., 
4Uut in making major a.dministratir:e and policy dcci:rion.s aJ1ecti11g S!lcil. program. 
Such 111atem :rhai.l be designed so cu to be capable of tr<l! follau:in'}: 
a. receiuing and procnsing information relating ~ the eligibility of each person 
applying for medical as.siJtaru:e and oj iuu.ing a medical cu:riat~.mce identijicati.on. 
card to per:ton:r determined bg a :tocia.I. :rtrt:ice:r ojficic..l to be eligible jor such 
a:r:ri:rtanu: 
b. rectitring and proctming information rtlatin.g to w.ch qucl!ji:d pr•n·idcr of 
medical a.ssi:rtaru:e fu.rni:rhing cart, :en-ices or ~upplies for u:hich clai~ jar 
pay1714nl are made pur:tu.c.nt to thu titl.t; 
c. receiuiTII} 'and procesnng, in a fo'n'TI and rn11rmer pre:cribed by !Itt department, 
ell cla.im.:J for medical care, sen:ices and supplie:s, an.ri m.akir:g pcym1.n!3 for L'a!id 
t:laim.:J to provider:~ oj mtdU:ai. care, sm:ices and supplit: on behalf aj :~ocia.l.1tM;oicts 
districts; 
d. maintainifliJ information ncces.,cry to allow the dl!partmtnt, con..•i3tent u:iih the 
power: and dulie.s of the department oj heauh., to m-iew the appropriaten~s.t, scope 
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and duration of r:wiical care . .ser-.:ices 0.11d IHtpplie.s pror'idai to any ehgibie p~r:wn 
pursuant to thil chapter; and. 
t. initiating implementc.t1on oj nLch a J:J.!lem jor the district r:ornp.-iling :he city 
'of Ntw York, in a manner compa!:blt with ezpartJion ofsu.ch system tQ dis:ncu 
other than the district compri3ing /.he cicy of Sew rork. 
2. Consistent with the capa.bilitiu of the ~ysltm t:tta.!;liJhed pursuant to sub· 
division one of :his uction, the department shall aJsume payment re3pan.~;i)iliti:>sqn 
behalf oj social .sct:icu di.s!ricts bv promulgation oj reg~tlat:ons approre-i ~'1 tf.e 
director of lhe budget. Su<:h regulatior..s 3hall specify !it! prot•td'!rs of rr..e:iical 
a,:.islance and tht medit:al carl!, .sen:ice!J and/or suppliu for !he di:strict or distric!J 
for wh£ch the departme11t will as.sumt pcyment rl!;spon.,ibtlili::! r..:-td lite dale on u:h:cit 
such responsibilities J!wll be a.ssumed. Such. rtgula!io,.._, sitd! i)e ptLbli.fhtri. for com· 
mtnl a.t lea.st thirty days in ad.t·r:ncc of their promulgation a11d shail be flleif u:ilil Ci:! 
"cretary of siA.le at lca.!t si::ty dayJ in o.dL·ance of the datt of ass•Jmption of rtspon· 
azoililies; prouided, howerer, WJ.t u;ith respect to a par!icul!!.r district tile 
requ£rements for adr;anct publications and/or jiling may be u:a.it·?.d, or ~he timrt · 
limitJ reduced, u;ith :he u,-ritten con!Jtnt oj the district to such u:aiuer or rt:duclion. 
Providers of medic::zl care and nruicu submit claims to the social .J.:rt·icu dis· 
tn'ct for·all items of care, :err.,ices and supplies furnished prior !o tht date of sta:~ 
tusumption of payme1tt ruponsibilitiu and to the state jor all .such item.~ ju.rnisited 
aub!Jtqu.tnt to such date. Such rtt}'..4lc.lions shall alJI) llp!CI/y a fina.l trawution date 
a.ftt:r which any claiming submitted shall bt enforceable b~ sucit protid~r or.fy 
cga.inst th.t .tk.tte and shall not be enforceable by .such pror;i.der ag::zinsl the w:ial str· 
uices district: provided. hou:e~:tr, that the department and the diJtrict may renter in.to a. 
u:rilten agrement by u:hich the dtpa.rtmen.t a.gr~~' on the basi! of t.iiqtbilit'] inf.,r· 
m.ation provided by .sau:h diJtrict tQ pa.y clc.im.s .submit:ed tQ .such distrtct prior u, :h.e 
final tra1t.s£tion date. · 
3. Upon notice to a social un:-icu district in ~Jccordartce u:ich S:L~di~-i1i•m tu·o. 
that the department inlenth tc.1 a.s.1ume payment respon.sibilitie!J on behalf of Juch diJ-
trict.. (a) such di.strict .tlr.a.ll promptly .1ubmi: !a the d~!parlmttlt re-:uesud ir:fiJrmati"n. 
regarding each per.son who a.pplit3 for or ha.1 bun de~umi.ned ~li1ib!e for medica£ 
a.llillk.tnce and tach prot:ider of medical a..!sislance in such di.slrict; and (b) 
no!u:i!h3tanding /.he pro~-i.sion.s of paraqraph. {b) of Jubdi,-i.sion. !hrre of uc~i'Jn :.~rte 
hundred .si::ly·Ji:r:-a. of thi.s chapter, tl>.t dtpar!mtnt .1haU protide each iJtr:s,;n jau.nd 
by such di.ttril:t to bt eligible far tMdica.l aui.twnce under thu titi.e untiL a mtdical 
tu:~ista.nce identification. card • 
.4. Information. relating to per3on.s appl'JiniJ for or rtctit't'ng mediccl a.stti.star:ct 
lha.ll bt con.!idued cor..jidt1ttial and .tha.ll not bt di.sclt:md to ;;~r.son.:s 01" agendot., oli:.tr 
than thoae con.ridered tnlilltd to such information in accordance u:ich .section ~Jne 
hundred thirly-.si:: u:Jun sud. di.tclosure is neces.sa.ryfor tlu ;oroper c.dministratio11. 
of public auista.nce progra~m. 
5. By no la.let" than fortv·fiL't da;J& fotlou:ing !h.t end of tacit ~~!~•v.iar quart!r after 
the set:ond qua.r~r of calendar yea.r ninelct1L itundrtd .w:en.ty·.~t::, tile dt;:u:mmer.t 
1hall, untiC full implementatio'!'t has been aciuer:i!d in. c.ll .~c;:ia.l urt"tCts dutricts. 
report to the gor:ernor ar:d tite iegi.tlcturt w;arding the C'.J.rrent &tatu.s ojlht medical 
a.s.!i.stance information and ptJvment .tya:em., aumTMri:ing lht prog::esa r.:diet·ed. 
during the prtt-iou: quc:::er c:.nd the cnti...-ipc!ed major a.citi.enmu:.ta of the IJu.ccttdin.g 
two calendar quartu.s. The rtport shall include !ll.e current and anticip,.uui ot·erail 
cptnditure and staffing lee·el.s for junctian.s r~lc.ting to the system, and shc.L! 3P,~t:iiv 
each district aff.:r:ted o:- anl:'ci~ated to /;e a..t/cc!ed during !he succ<!edin.g tu·o -:c:!c:.dc.r 
quarter:! and summarize tlu manner in u:hich eaC'.'!. sucA dis:rtct is. or ca ancic:pc:ed 
to be, aff~cttd. In addition, the departmen.t .shall prepare and sulimit to iAI! qorernor · 
and the legislature a apccial report demonstrating the appropna.tenus and relaliL·e 
(O.IIt.qfeet"tTCU3 of u.tili:ing a fiscal intlrm.ediaT"J. 
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6. Each social J'!r:-ice:s di:stn'ct 3hall be rs:~ronJlble for ptl'fi::.; :a the ~1,!1'" ~ .-h!ir~· 
of the :tlate ':s e:rpe1tditu:-es jor da.1 ms oj pro:·rdu.-. oj medicd ass 1.•!a rta 11// nhutt;;•1• :, , 
.such 'district. u:hich shall &e equal to the $hare of such e:rpeml!tu.re:J :wch dt:<!ncl 
u:ould hat·e bornt ajter rtimbursemenl from state and federal jwh!s in ar.cordanr:t 
wilh section three hundred !i:rty-eight-a of lhi:t dutpler, had tile e::ptndit:m· hun 
made by such district; protidcrl. hou:'!t'er, lhal. no district shall i,e respol:.,ib{t f()r til'! 
.slale'.s e:rpendituru for the admini11tratit·e cos!s of dtt-elopili'J, matrtlaiuing or· 
operating t.h.e slatewic!t medical auiJt.aru:t i1!/0r111at{on and pa;m'!nt S!jsUm; cud 
provided, further, lJ..at no aiscrict sita.fl be re:tp•"J7tSt0tl! for pa.yilt!J lo the sta!e IJJI'} 
portion of trt.l co.st of medical auis!a•tcc u:iuch titt department 111 resptln.JIOl'! for jur-
ni.shing pursua11t to J~ction three hundred &i:rty-fi~:e of this d.a;:!er. 
1. In any ca.te in u:hich the department hcu made poyn:mls jar mcdiral 
a:tai.slance on behalf of a sodal sen;-r.ce:t di:ttr:"ct pursuant to this .w:tio11, the com· 
mi&sioner on behalf of tht socialsert:icn official lha!l be em p!at·ered to bri1117 'IL'! icu:s 
to recoutr the cost of such rz.uiiSt.ance, parst:.ant tD litiJ subdit•ision a.nd the prot·isl·t,,tS 
of lillc si:: t'Jf article three of this chapter. 
§ 3. Subdh·ision one of section three hu:tdred sixty-seven-a of such luw. :!.."1 
separately amended by chapters four hundred forty-nine and ninll hundred 
(orty-Ci ... e or the laws or nineteen hundred seventy-one, is hereby amended to 
read as follows: ~ 
1. Any inconsistent provision oi this chapter or other l::tw notwith~tandir.a:. 
no assignment ol the claim of any supplier of medical a.ssistanca shn!l be \'alid 
and enforceable 'as against any social services district or tJr.~ departme11t.'o.nd an.\· 
payment with respect to any medic:1.l assistance shall be made to the j:!ersM. in-
stitution, state department or agency or municipalit~· supplying such m~dic~~ 
assistance at rates established by the appropriate social service;; district and 
contained in its approved loc-J.I mcdic-..tl pl:tn. e:o<et-pt a.c: othrrwL.:e permitted nr rr-
quired by appiica.ble fecll!'r:tl and state provi.!ior.s. ~ndudin~ the l'e!;!Jl:l.tion_:~ of the 
department; prot'ided, howet·er, that for t.f.o.te di~tricu for whorn'lhe dtparbnen! hfu 
a.uumed payment rtspon.sibilitie:t pur#u.ant ~ .1ection three hundred si::ty·stmt·b l)l 
thu ch.a.pl.er, rates :rh4ll be established by !lte deparcmenl, ucept a.s otlterwise re7uiwl 
by applicablll prot'i:ion.s of federcl or state lau:. A. social sert·icc:r ojjicial may cpptiJ 
to the department for local uaric.tions in ratn ta be applicabl~t. upon approt•t!l by li:t 
department, to recipient& for u:hom ·"lch district is re:tponlliblc. Claim.:~ for payrr.~:lt 
shall be made in such form and manner as the department shall determine . ...:...:.:· 
inconsistent provisions of this title or other lo.w notwithstanding. no empluyer 
or organization who has a plan pro\·iciing care and other medicai b·~neiit..:; ior 
persons, whether by insurance or otherwise, shall exciude :1 person irom 
eligibility, co\·erage or entitlement to ber.efit,s under such plan by re:tson oi thl' 
eligibility o( such person ior medic:1l assistance under thi.'! Litle. or by r(?:l.-<~in oi 
the fact that llluch pc~n would except for !'iuch plan bt> cH!!:ih!c for bC'nt"iit." 
under this title. Where an applicant for or recipient oi M~ilitance has health in-
surance in force co•;erinr;: c::~.re and other medic:~.! benefits provided • .. md~r :hL'l 
title, payment or part-pa.ymeM of the premium ior such insurance m~y ~d~o be 
made wh~n d~cmed appropriate' pur;;uant to the rcstulation~ or the dcr~trtrr.t•n:. 
§ 4. This act shall be construed so as to ;i ... e ei'iect to e\·e::y othe:- pro\·ision o( 
the social sen·ices law and any other federal or state law relalim; to the :tci· 
ministration of programs authorized by the social services law, and nothinll: 
herein conto.ined sh:~.ll be intl!'rpreted as superseding any other pro•:ision "i :;uch 
laws; provided. however, thrlt th~ l'!'O\'t~ions Ot thi'l tl.C't shall be gi\'PO iull rnrC'e 
and effect notwith.'lt.::tndin~~t any inconsi.'itent pro~·isions oi any loc:J.ll:lw. ch:..rter. 
ordinance or resolution. 
§ 5. The sum oC one miUion eight hundred CiCty-one thousand dol::~.rs 
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the stnte departmcat of ~ocic.l service:; from 9.ny monic~ in tlu:! ~.,!:" t:'·':.i.S'Jry i:1 
the general fund not otr.c:-wi~e approp:ia~P..J, for :-·;~·,-ice;; a:-:d !'\i~,·wes for- the 
design !l.;ld implcmcnl~tion of a medicul a.'lSista:1('1! i;l!Crn:.\::{::, :::Jd. r:.l.yn1e!1t 
system a~ authorized by :.P.ction one ()f this Bet. Any f"dr;::.! fund~ mo.de 
available to the st:lte n.s a result of the expenditure cf funds ht'r:·:,:: r,!··pi·nr.riatcd 
shall be m.o.de a\·ailable to Lhe state dep:l.rtmt>nt of wcia! .::crvic·~:; in :l'idition to 
the sum hereby appropri:ned for the pur?O'!e of suc~t ~y~term d-~\··:!:•p::l~n t anJ 
implementation. The state depart:ncnt oi :ocial !'!!rvic.:-·:; is hert:by :•.!.! thoriz~d to 
transfer such funds to other !tate dCOltrtmcnt.s or a..:~ncies a.s m:~,_. bt a<:::essnr: 
(or such other depurtmen:s or a;t>ncies to deveiop ~•cw· or t:'l ; •. :~ls.;t ~xi:tin.1 
procedures, including claiming, Q.uditing; and reprJrU:-:;; ;::~roC':>riur.::.. ·~o assu:-..2 
compatibility o£ such procedure!'! with the sy~tcm to bt!.' bpk:•11·!::d P'Jrsuant 
to this act. When certiired b:-· the department, exp~ndiLures ~lw.l! ! .. .: pnid irom 
the state tre:J.Sury upon the audit and warrnnt of the c..:>:nptro!~'·•· l·:'l~! :!ubject to 
the approval of the director of :.he buds<:t-t our. oi fund~ nu·\de ax:• ::.;~!.~ tile:-crt.~r. 
§ 6. The provisions oi subdh·ision four of section thrf:e hun:i :-;:;,{ .•!:-:ty-~;ve!"l­
a of the social sen·ices law, rela.tin~ to the utiliz!\tion of fi~~d i:'i~crm.cdiarieJ 
shall be inapplicable to the ;>revisions of this act, and the state cv::!r.:i::s!unar of 
social services shall not enter into e.n agreement with :l. f:Sc:.l int-i'!•i•!:!!:.l.r:: for 
the operation of the medicaid information and paynwnts sy!te;a ;-.;~~~cdzeci by 
t.hi.s act; provided, howe,·er, that the dep::~.rtment rna;: re-:tuest <:J:d i••:c:ept bid5 
from appropriate orga.n:iz::.tion.s for the O?er3.tion of :.t:r:h ~y.st~:n ~:.·: ~~Y take 
such other acts as may be neces.:~ary in order to dc~~rml:tc th~ 11fl~,:\;):i.uen:?Ss 
and relative cost-effectiveness of the utilization of fisr.al inteM!'~-~i:~ri.::s icr the 
operation or such system. 
§ 7. This a.ct shall take etiect immediately. 
The Lf'gi:~lo.lure of thP. } 
STATE OF N&w YoRK u: 
Pun~Uant to the a.uthoritv ve11ted in us hv ~ec:ion iO-h of th\' Pu~~lic Oiii~er·:; 
J..a.w, we hereby jointly ~rtif~· that this :~lip. copy of thiA !e:s.oo;ion luN w.~ printt•d 
under our dirP.ction. and, in :w.cordanr.E' with ~ur.h 1\i!ction i."' en lil!.~d Lo ht- react 
into evidence. 
WARHE:'\ ;..I. A~OER~O:" 
Ttmporary President of the Senate 
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Spta.ker of lilt> .4s:~cmlliy 
APPENDIX 8 
ON LINE AND OFF LINE SYSTEMS: REASONS FOR THE 
DIFFERENCE IN PROCESSING COSTS 
There are several causes for the cost differences between on line and off line processing. First 
an off line system can be used all night while an on line system is restricted co che normal working 
hours of its users. Second, because an off line system can build a backlog, it requires only enough 
computing power co meet the average daily demand. 
Meanwhile, the online system muse have enough computing power co handle the peak. daily 
demand. For ic cannot build a backlog of job requests. Instead of building a backlog, che over-
utilized on line system restricts the number of incoming requests by ignoring requests until it has 
rime co get co them. In effect chen, the over-utilized system reduces its workload by slowing down 
the work of each individual user. This is why the on line system must have enough capacity to 
meet the peak daily load instead of having only enough capacity co meec the average daily load as 
required by che off line system. 
A third cost advantage seems from the fact chat a computer uses less of its own resources to 
manage batch processing chan it does for on line processing. As an illustration, imagine chat che 
computer has a dozen jobs to process. With batch processing, che computer will process them one 
at a rime. With on line processing, the computer will process all casks at the same rime. I~ 
accomplishes chis by first completing a cask from one job; chen completing a task from another 
jot;», and so forth until all jobs are completed. This means chat wich on line processing, the 
computer must constantly remember che state of each job. It must also remember which cask is co 
be processed next for each job, as well as where e:1ch job and its associated daca are scored when the 
computer is not actually processing them. Obviously, chen, the computer requires more memory 
space co manage on line processing chan off line processing. In face, managing on line processing 
may consume three to four rimes as much of the computer's incernal memory as managing off line 
processing. The computer itself has only a limited amounr of internal memory capacity. 
Because internal memory nor consumed by che cask of managing processing is available for 
processing, che same computer can process more jobs wich a batch operating system chan with an 
on line operating system. It can process more jobs because it spends relatively less time managing 
its own internal functions and correlatively more time processing jobs. Consequently, the 
computer cosrs are spread over more jobs. 
An on line system must be conscancly available to its users. An off line system does not have chis 
constraint. If a component of an off line system breaks down for a couple of hours, it is no major 
catastrophe, r:he job queue can build until the component is repaired. The on line system does not 
have this luxury, because if one of irs components fail, all of irs users are our of business until the 
syst~. is rep11ired. Therefo£!:, fhe o~Jine. sy.,!!.em ~'!ir!!::redundan9 in al! co-~~nts_ !h~.1..ar.e. 
likely to fail:. With redunciincy, vulnerable componenrs have a backup so chat in the evenc of 
failure, the system can switch co che backup component and thereby avoid a major service 
disruption. This is not ro say that complete redundancy is always reast.mable. Many rimes the cost 
of complete redundancy exceeds the cost of infrequent system failures. In these cases it is 
reasonable to provide partial redundancy-that is, backup equipmcnr only for che more vulnerable 
system components. Of course, some on line vendors do not provide adequate redundancy. The 
result is that their customers suffer excessive service disruptions. The face chat an off line system 
does noc require component redundancy is another re,asoq that off line systems cost less chan on 
line syscems. 
The foregoin.2 is n9t an exhaustive discu .. ~oo of the differences between on line and off line 
systems but _it should provtde the user wich a ~ner:ll un.Jerscandmg or why on fine computer 
processing costs more than off line computer processing . 
. SOURCE: The Congressional Guide to Computers, Jolm D. Croley, 1977, 
Congressional Management Foundation, 42 pp. 
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